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ChesSwiss	by	Rishi	Basu	A	four	round	chess	pairing	system.	CS50	Food	by	Michael	Shoemaker	Recipe	Search	Website	Ideacloud	by	Sahil	Tandon	Share	your	ideas	with	the	world!	Bulls	&	Bears	by	Aravindh	S	N	R	Word	Game	Breathe	by	Ovidiu	Mazuru	Breathe	--	Simplify	Meditation	Snake	by	Кульчитский	Станислав	Snake	it`s	famous	and	simple	game	Yellowpages	by
Patrick	Zossie	Motsebo	record	your	information	to	be	accessible	for	eveyone	in	the	world.	Twess	by	Thanh	Tran	A	game	where	you	guess	the	number	of	tweets	a	Twitter	account	has	given	their	followers.	Xwind	by	Simon	Ricard	Xwind.app,	a	free	web	application	designed	for	pilots	and	flight	dispatchers.	MoneyManager	by	Bui	Phuong	Chi	Personal	Finance	App	Fever	Log
by	Fedor	Gabrus	The	main	goal	of	the	application	is	to	keep	track	of	time	until	the	next	fever	treatment	can	be	applied.	job-search-cl	by	Orlando	R.	Lara	G.	web	app	to	display	job	listings	from	Chile	EggY	by	James	Dang	Finds	cheapest	price	for	an	item	Todolist	app	by	Hassan	Abbas	Khawaja	An	simple	todolist	app	for	better	organization.	Alpha	Kamban	Ledger	by	Mugesh
Simple	Web	Application	which	enables	residents	to	pay	their	monthly	maintenance	fee	and	to	handle	the	data	of	the	residents.	Pairup!	by	Julien	Audet	A	swiss-round	point-based	matchup	bot	desinged	for	use	in	casual	saturday	night	board	games	or	more	organized	tournaments.	e	checklist	anywhere	by	Mannawar	Hussain	e-sticky	notes	Friendzone	by	Audrey	Worsham
Friendzone	allows	you	to	visualize	current	local	time	for	all	of	your	friends	around	the	world,	while	also	being	able	to	set	reminders	for	contacting	those	friends.	DC	Motor	Control	by	Ammar	Mohamed	Controlling	DC	Motor	using	Arduino	Uno	shortener	by	Ahmed	Eid	it	is	a	pocket	for	my	files	and	pages_urls	La	Tavernetta	by	Angelo	Pascuzzi	Website	for	a	restaurant	for
users	and	admins.	CS50	Movies	by	Santiago	Web	of	movies	RoboChat	by	Xiaocong	Yan	Simple	python	commandline	chatbot	using	basic	python	properties/functions,	regular	expressions,	and	random	number	generator.	Students	hub	by	Omar	Diaa	Eldin	Abdul-Mone'm	It's	a	place	on	the	internet	to	help	students	communicate	with	each	other	Toy	rocketeers	by	Milos	Baskic
3D	phyisics-based	strategy	game	ClioCrypt	by	Maria	C	Jorge	A	web	app	about	classical	ciphers.	Keeper	by	Abhishek	Rawat	It	is	a	note	taking	application	Project	Scheduler	by	Yeap	Jia	Hao	Project	Scheduler	is	an	event	planner	that	will	help	its	user	organise	and	track	all	his/her	events.	Pomodoro	Clock	by	ashraf	patel	Timer	24/8	by	Junhyuk	Hur	A	landing	page	for	any
website	in	the	topic	of	sports,	tech,	business,	etc.	CheerMeApp	by	Andrea	Bassi	CheerMeApp	is	a	website	displaying	cheery	memes	to	user's	favourite	subjects	The	Localite	by	Venkatesh	Ransing	A	web	store	designed	to	help	people	shop	from	local	businesses	around	them	F!nd	one	recruit	by	Patel	Jal	Mukeshbhai	It	is	a	web	app	which	is	a	portal	between	a	recruiter	and	a
candidate	TripTripGo	by	Sergiu	Munteanu	A	web	app	where	users	can	manage	their	trips	and	flights	in	one	place.	19Messenger	by	Martin	Andre	End	to	End	Encryption	Messaging	App.	Business	Book	by	Palash	Bauri	Expandable	Command-line	Contacts	Book	Written	in	Python!	myTravelJournal	by	Thayla	Pedroso	de	Araujo	This	project	consists	of	a	journal	to	keep	track	of
your	travels	so	that	you	don't	lose	any	details.	Event	Finance	Planer	by	Simon	Burns	A	tool	to	plan	and	budget	for	group	trips	and	events	and	to	keep	track	of	who	owes	what	Hitched	by	Avery	Headley	A	wedding	RSVP	web	application.	Plant	Finder	by	Bart	de	Bruin	A	iOS	app	that	can	identify	plants	after	uploading	a	image	to	check	whether	they	are	dangerous	for	cats.	Bird
Bot	by	Dhruv	Sakthivel	Arduino	Sumo	Bot	BetDotCom	by	Rony	Gozes	Betting	site	for	friends	Football	Draft	by	Murilo	Gustineli	It's	a	program	intended	to	assist	first-time	and	veteran	sports	betters	by	providing	a	data	analytics	platform	for	football	team	(soccer	in	the	US)	statistics.	The	Snake	Game	by	Max	Sjölin	A	web-based	game	of	Snake	CS50	Finance	Enhanced	by
Phakorn	Kiong	Added	historical	Graph	in	CS50	Guess50	by	David	Shaulov	Word	guessing	website	WebChess	by	Malte	Hildebrandt	A	WebChess	App	that	allows	different	users	to	play	and	safe	their	games.	Taskify	by	Lucas	de	Almeida	Tonelli	Bitrix24	Task	importer	with	Gantt	and	parent	relationships.	Teacher	Tools	by	Amos	Tan	Yan	Heng	Web-based	application	for
teachers	to	evaluate	and	track	student's	work	progress	Hourglass	by	Qin	Cui	Helps	you	manage	your	goal	and	time	Netflix	Helper	by	Christer	Engstroem	A	Netflix	helper	site	that	helps	you	to	do	advanced	searches	and	to	keep	track	of	viewed	or	not	viewed	films.	Barceloneta	Runners	Website	by	Stefano	Passaro	It's	a	Website	for	my	Runners	teammates	of	Barcelona.	We
are	divided	in	4	teams	(4	colors)	and	we	compete	once	a	month.	The	web	is	to	manage	and	display	all	races,	as	well	as	individual	and	team	classification.	ShareWithMe	by	Maximiliano	Clemens	Theodor	von	Kesselstatt	Connect	people	through	experience	MyPortfolio	Plus	by	Michael	Gardner	A	simplified	SQL	to	HTML	form.	Dates	by	Maggie	Percival	It	lets	you	add	birth
dates	and	countdowns	to	let	you	know	how	far	are	you	and	how	many	days	are	left	for	the	birthday	date	or	the	countdown	to	end.	Legendary	Shirts	Web	Version	by	Eugenio	Palopoli	The	project	is	a	web	version	of	a	book	that	I	wrote	with	three	colleagues	and	that	was	published	last	year	here	in	Argentina.	It	is	called	Camisetas	legendarias	del	fútbol	argentino,	which	of
course	means	Legendary	Shirts	of	Argentine	Football	(or	soccer,	or	jerseys,	if	you	prefer).	The	site	has	static	pages	and	also	a	dynamic	feature:	a	shirt	searcher	that	takes	up	to	three	sear	parameters	and	responds	with	an	image	gallery	that	shows	all	the	shirt	pictures	that	match	those	parameters.	When	hovered	every	picture	also	shows	all	the	relevant	jersey´s	data:	team,
year,	player,	brand	and	other	events	related	with	it.	Tea	PlantationX	by	Vishnu	Prasth	R	Tea	plantation	employee	database	Tea	PlantationX	by	Vishnu	Prasth	R	Tea	plantation	employee	database	Finance	2	by	Stuart	Wilson	Updated	version	of	Finance	with	addtional	data,	and	scrolling	marquee.	Movie	FindR	by	Stefano	Gambino	The	Movie	Search	Engine	CHEMICAL
PROCESS	DATASHEET	by	Muaz	Bin	Zakaria	CHEMICAL	PROCESS	CHECKLIST	Single	Page	Todo	List	by	Mateusz	Pyzowski	Full-stack	Single	Page	Todo	List	App	built	with	React	and	Redux	consuming	a	RESTful	API	created	with	Node,	Express,	MongoDB.	Mars	Lab	Weather	Web	App	by	Adrian	Zapała	Mars	Laboratory	Weather	Web	Application,	presents	current	weather
on	Mars,	taken	from	Mars	Rover	data.	Anagram	by	Bram	Delver	For	any	given	word,	Anagram	finds	all	anagrams	in	the	dictionary.	MoneyRate	by	Tigran	Apresyan	Chrome	extension	for	currency	conversion.	English	by	Hovhannes	Its	help	to	improve	english	skills.	by	Severin	Baschung	Kindermenus	is	a	web	app	that	helps	parents	find	ideas	for	healthy	meals	they	can	cook
for	their	kids.	pimin	by	Ioan	Călin	Borcoman	simple	flask	app	to	reboot	and	poweroff	a	raspberry	pi.	portscanner.c	by	Nickolas	Gravel	This	program	scans	a	range	of	ports	given	a	valid	ip	address	and	a	range	of	ports	to	scan.	Survey	Service	by	Khaerunnisa	This	project	is	built	using	JavaScript,	React,	Redux,	NodeJs,	ExpressJs,	MongoDB.	Rate	My	Driving	by	Ben	Torn	Rate
other	drivers	on	the	road	based	on	their	license	plate	Dining	Center	by	Mohamed	Sayed	Diving	center	website	to	provide	serves	as	daily	diving	as	fun	dive	and	all	padi	courses	Ad	Watcher	by	Felipe	Bezerra	Martins	Monitore	and	analyze	online	car	ads	listings	Hangman	for	Python	by	Anthony	Strickland	An	enjoyable	adaptation	of	the	classic	word	game	that's	fun	for
everyone!for	Python.	News	by	Thikhina	Bakmeedeniya	News	Alerts	CS50	Sudoku	by	Joren	Servotte	Advanced	sudoku	game	with	autosaving,	manual	saving,	manual	loading	and	sudoku-solving.	PyJoust	by	Zack	Adlington	Flask	app	to	analys/visualise	job	vacancy	data	based	on	salary,	location	and	skills	required..	PsychoBlaster	by	Airn	LeBus	Retro	action	video	game	made	in
Lua	/	LOVE	MOOCmap.org	by	Nicole	Marker	A	site	that	allows	users	to	track	online	courses	they	are	taking	and	uses	data	from	peers	to	help	each	user	to	plan	future	courses.	Moon	github.com/paulohenriquesn/moon	by	Paulo	Henrique	Language	Programming	Watchlist	by	Htet	Lynn	Htun	In	Watchlist,	you	can	create	and	keep	track	of	your	personal	movies	watchlist.
Games	of	Chance	by	Daniel	Hengyu	Xiang	A	Python	command-line	application	simulating	various	games.	Kayle	Bot	by	Sanath	Jathanna	Discord	Bot	to	collect	game	data	Vinod	2.0	by	Tanish	Ashok	Surana	A	web	page	where	you	can	print	a	file	from	any	store.	Velas	de	Cera	by	Miguel	Duarte	Pereira	E-commerce	website	for	an	imaginary	company	who	sells	candles	Center
Line	by	Ryan	Williams	Flight	training	management	system	Aplauso.io	by	Jacinto	Fleta	de	Castro	A	platform	to	send	thank	you	messages	to	all	the	hard-working	proffesionals	that	are	fighting	versus	the	covid-19	poll	by	adel	abdelsamie	take	the	student	opinion	CS50	Elections	by	Guilherme	Corrêa	Teixeira	Web	based	secret	election	application	Hobbibi	by	Mustafa	Al	Kafiri
Find	a	hobby	mate	CS-Twifty	by	Matthew	Shirvan	A	twitter	reboot	Econ101	by	Stacey	Lee	A	card-memorization	game	that	you	can	play	to	learn	Economics	while	having	fun!	STEM	and	the	Internet	of	Things	by	Philip	Moffitt	In	a	project	aligned	with	the	computing	curriculum	and	Engineering	Habits	of	Mind,	an	inexpensive	robot	arm	is	controlled	by	a	Wiimote	over	BLE,
and	it	is	programmed	using	Python.	TrackCovid	by	Ishan	Mishra	Covid-19	tracker	CORONA	DIARY	by	Florian	Tarlosy	Store	information	of	meetings	with	other	people	to	get	more	knowledge	about	infection.	₿UDG€TING	by	Devanshu	Ramaiya	It's	a	web	app	built	for	someone	who	wants	to	keep	track	of	their	money.	books	by	Hovhannes	Ayvazyan	Web	based	library	for	book
lovers	LoanRanger	by	Stefan	Lesicnik	Personal	Loan	Tracking	Application	Postman	by	Lisa	Carpenter	A	server	side	client	application	similar	to	httpie	or	Postman.	It	allows	the	user	to	enter	a	url	and	request	body	and	displays	the	response.	Upvote	by	Vahe	Avetikyan	A	website	where	you	can	create	and	vote	polls	Biblio	Barcode	by	Evan	Zheng	Biblio	Barcode	is	an	app	that
scans	ISBN	barcodes	of	books	and	formats	them	into	bibliography	citations	in	a	number	of	styles.	Auto	Pixiv	by	Phan	Văn	Thìn	This	is	a	a	command-line	program	using	Python	combined	API.	This	program	will	auto	download	image	from	a	website	named	Pixiv	through	user's	id.	MY	BOOK	SHELF	by	Noureddine	ettayyeby	A	shelf	where	can	you	keep	track	of	the	book	you	read
or	plan	to	read	Messaging	Web	Application	by	Gurinder	Singh	Messaging	Web	Application	is	in	Nodejs,	express,	and	lightbox.	Talking	about	its	features,	the	user	can	simply	add	their	nicknames	and	start	a	conversation	in	the	chatroom.	All	the	chatting	is	in	the	real-time	as	it	provides	chat	messaging	using	socket.io.	Here	users	can	share	messages,	and	share	number	of	files
easily.	To	run	this	project,	we	recommend	using	modern	browsers	Google	Chrome,	Mozilla	Firefox	and	NodeJS	installed	in	your	PC.	Language	Tool	by	David	Conrad	A	web	app	which	evaluates	the	tone	and	emotion	of	text.	As	well	as	a	language	translator.	Quick	blood	bank	by	mohammed	mosa'd	hussein	helping	local	hospitals	and	charities	NSS2020	Personal	Finance	by
Nicolas	Sanhueza	Personal	finances	website	BBs	Time	by	Luisa	Galimberti	BBs	Time	management	SW	helps	the	user	in	the	process	of	managing	the	credit	and	the	debit	of	time.	Remote	Control	Car	via	Raspberry	Pi	by	Leon	Sai	Som	Wart	Naing	Stressful	Snake	by	Ataberk	Gürel	Snake	game	with	walls	Corona	Web	Club	by	Kai	Ogden	A	coronavirus	information	hub	with
government	advice	and	entertainment	for	those	in	quarantine.	Piece	of	Cake	by	joey	koh	E-Commerce	website	for	delicious	Cake.	MANAGE	TODOS	by	anas	cherni	This	project	is	a	web	application	that	allows	its	registrants	to	check	and	update	their	todos	list.	Wayback	Machine	by	Cooper	Brosgall	Find	old	versions	of	any	website.	Game	of	Mahjong	by	Samantha	Man	For
mahjong	lovers	to	calculate	scores	efficently!	Nutrinfo	by	Kristina	Head	A	REST	API	that	allows	applications	to	retrieve	nutritional	information	about	food	in	the	form	of	a	concise	JSON	response	DukaCom	by	Andy	Krivenko	Website	for	professor	of	university.	BrokenPixels	by	Gustavo	Andrade	de	Vilhena	A	platform	to	interact	with	other	people	that	enjoy	or	are	curious
about	games.	Journal	App	by	Harry	Whitnear	Create,	manage	and	plot	journal	entries	Plonk	Web	App	by	Eduardo	Muñoz	Keep	track	of	winery	operations	Blog	Web-Application	made	using	Python	&	Flask	by	Mayank	Choudhary	Blog	Employee	Management	System	by	MOSAB	ABOIDREES	ALTRAIFI	YOUSIF	My	Project	is	a	distributed	application,	developed	to	maintain	the
details	of	employees	working	in	any	organization.	Inventory	by	Partha	Pratim	De	The	purpose	of	this	project	is	to	keep	track	of	food/grocery	items	you	have	at	your	home.	Piggy	Calculator	by	Victoria	Sapronova	Android	App	Loan	Calculator	Accidental	Baker	by	Cheryl	Jones	A	flask	web	app	to	showcase	baking	photos	as	well	as	to	store	recipes	in	an	admin	dashboard.	CS50
Event	Planner	by	Umer	Abid	Ali	Web	Application	for	organizing	events	managerslides	homepage	by	Yannique	Hecht	Develop	and	improve	a	complex	and	interactive	business	homepage	for	a	presentation	design	consulting	agency.	The	site	is	to	be	used	in	the	real	world	after	the	course	and	should	combine	features	taught	in	Harvard	University's	CS50	class	including
functionality	from	Python,	HTML,	CSS,	and	Javascript.	Knowledge	Khana	by	Hossam	Sayed	Knowledge	Khana	is	an	E-learning	web-app	mainly	designed	to	offer	support	for	all	of	those	who	seek	knowledge.	Receipt	Reader	by	Luís	António	Sousa	Cabral	A	web	app	that	takes	receipt	images	and	returns	tables	for	your	own	organization.	Stock	Centric	by	Patricio	Nicolas
Villanueva	A	web	app	for	business	to	manage	their	stock	MyNotes	by	Jinghuang	Chen	a	note	taking	web	application	for	my	own	practical	use	Ngostarter	by	Ozgur	Tanriverdi	Crowd-funding	app	reserved	for	NGOs,	scientific	research	and	startups	working	towards	the	preservation	of	the	environment	and	the	future	of	the	mankind.	MemberYet	by	Mostafa	Hana	A	simple	web
application	about	markets	and	their	offers	I	made	for	CS50x	final	project.	Music	Player	by	Alexander	Nikolaev	This	website	allows	user	to	fetch	data	from	Spotify	(search	for	artists	and	songs)	and	get	an	access	to	their	saved	playlists.	COVID-19	Tracker	by	Palash	Sharma	A	dynamic	map	with	COVID-19	information	for	each	country.	Dataset	provided	by	JHU.	Image2Text	by
Todor	Genchev	Text	recognizer	from	image	Company's	Box	by	Akintola	Blessing	Help	company's	have	more	insights	Lysense	by	Justin	Bartholomew	Lysense	is	a	simple	way	for	systems	administrators	to	keep	track	of	software	licenses	throughout	their	company.	OM	Library	by	Olcay	Bayram	An	online	inventory	for	books	and	games	Intelligent	Overtaking	System	by	Yashraj
Yogesh	Wani	This	project	will	help	vehicles	overtake	long	vehicles,	which	are	responsible	for	blocking	a	significant	field	view	for	other	vehicles.	BATTLESHIP	by	DHRUV	TEWARI	A	game	for	two.	Bank	web	application	by	Abdelrahman	Ali	Hekal	A	bank	web	applications	that	allows	the	bank	customers	to	register,	pay	bills,	review	exchange	rates	of	the	different	currencies
and	make	money	transfer	to	other	bank	customers	Mawareeth	2.0	by	Ahmad	M.	Al	Samaoui	Estate	and	wealth	Distribution	Calculator	Stock	Finance	by	Prakul	Agarwal	Helps	you	buy	and	sell	stocks	at	current	market	price.	Lubchenco	by	Carlos	Gomes	de	Carvalho	Junior	Tool	to	classify	newborn	babies	Water.pi	by	Ethan	T	Collins	An	app	that	recognizes	speech,	and	uses
this	to	turn	on	or	off	a	water	pump.	selection-toggle-case	by	Yevheniia	Rakhmatova	selection-toggle-case	is	an	Atom	package	that	allows	to	toggle	the	case	of	selected	text	from	upper	case	to	lower	case	and	vice	versa.	Pomodoro	Web	by	Abel	Loredo	Pomodoro	technique	web	helper	Blooply	by	Alexander	Zhong	A	better	searching	interface	with	fun	ranks	and	features!
CSbook	by	Stefan	Luiken	CSbook	is	a	social	network	web	app	created	to	help	CS50	students	to	share	their	final	project	ideas.	Math	Simulator	by	Ana	Mayer	Helps	students	develop,	practice,	and	reinforce	basic	mathematics	skills	(addition,	subtraction,	multiplication,	and	division).	Analytics	from	the	cloud	by	Steffen	Schulze	Analytics	from	the	cloud	Tax	calculator	by	Yanis
Paist	Calcultes	taxes	to	be	paid	in	Russia	on	dividends	received	from	US	investments	through	Interactive	Brokers	Trial	Finder	by	Matthew	Sim	Web	application	that	allows	users	to	search	for,	save	and	get	alerts	for	new	Clinical	Studies	Arabic	by	mohamed	hesham	English	to	arabic	dictionary	and	translator	The	Blue	Alien	by	Tommy	Wong	A	game	programmed	using	Lua
and	Love2d	REAL	TIME	ISS	LOCATOR	by	Deepak	Ahlawat	This	is	an	Website	Be	The	Hero	by	Caio	Costa	Reigota	Rodrigues	Ajude	quem	mais	precisa!	Seja	o	herói.	My	Library	by	Matteo	Baroni	Personal	virtual	library	Bulgarian	Businesses	by	Olya	Bozhinov	Bulgarian	expat	business	holders,	list	your	business	and	get	discovered	by	other	Bulgarians!	Java	Project	on
Electronic	Components	Value	Calculator	by	Sandeep	Sanjay	Kulkarni	his	project	mainly	focuses	on	the	measurement	of	the	values	the	Resistance	&	Inductance	based	on	their	colour	codes	decided	by	the	SI	system	and	imprinted	on	them	by	the	manufacturer	thus	by	using	a	JCombo	box	I	have	given	the	user	various	to	choose	from	the	colours	imprinted	on	them.	Log	&
Graph	by	Wieland	Schopohl	It's	an	Android	App,	that	makes	it	easy	to	log	activities	and	view	them	in	a	graph,	to	gain	some	insight.	Image-Delete-CLI	by	Florestan	Korp	It	looks	for	bad	images	and	deletes	them	Trip	Planner	by	Cleber	Machado	de	Araujo	A	trip	planning	platform	SysVet	by	Rodrigo	Bastos	Dutra	New	system	for	pet-shop	Coranavirus	PSA	by	Raymond	Adjei
Opoku	Coronavirus	safety	tips	Employeesh	by	Zuniyed	Hossain	Bhuiyan	This	is	a	project	for	the	time	management	of	the	employee	.	Riders	On	The	Storm	by	Giorgi	Modebadze	Online	Marketplace	For	Motorcycles	which	allows	user	to	post	or	search	through	posted	avertisments	Pong	Game	by	Leandro	cortiz	Pong	Game	in	python	and	pygame	The	CS50	Quiz!	by	Omar
Nasser	Mohamed	Ayoub	A	quiz	using	the	problem	sets	of	this	course	LowCal	Recipes	by	Margarita	Rozhetskina	Website	to	store	your	own	low	calorie	recipes,	from	which	you	can	create	daily	Meal	Plans	Amien	Pharmacy	by	Ahmed	Amien	This	is	pharmacy	website	to	facilitate	the	process	of	selling	online.	pong	by	Aadarsh	Arora	pong	with	AI	Me50Food	by	Ahmad	Shauqi	Bin
Mohd	Mursalin	A	hyper	local	market	place,	allowing	individuals	living	in	the	same	flat	to	buy	and	sell	to	each	other.	HS	Fridge	App	by	Sam	Hoong	Leong	To	allow	user	to	keep	track	of	the	expiry	date	of	items	that	are	stored	in	the	refrigerator.	SafeKeeper	by	Mia	Goren	An	app	that	stores	private	information	securely.	YouBinge	by	Paweł	Jacek	Luft	YouTube	playlists
repository	TENOKATE	by	Fierdy	Pandu	Setiawan	A	web-based	user	portfolio	documentation.	Rater	by	oruganti	shiva	charan	It	is	a	tool	to	rate	the	faculty	by	raw	experiences	rather	than	on	a	scale	of	5	Ekans	by	Immanuel	Huang	Snake	inspired	game	with	Pokemon	textures.	Go	Clean	by	Nicholas	Ozawa	An	application	nobody	knows	they	do/will	need.	TaskMaster	by	kaushik
kampli	Manages	your	tasks.	Galactic	Hero	by	Hoàng	Ly	Trần	A	simple	space	shooting	game	Portfolio	Builder	by	Mahmoud	Abdelazim	It's	for	developers	to	create	a	portfolio	of	Github	projects	The	Analysts'	Toolkit	by	Michael	Liu	Simple	Tool	for	the	Everyday	Investor	Sudoku	by	Thibaud	de	Borrekens	Play	sudoku	puzzles	on	a	web	application!	DJ2	by	Joe	Tebbett	An	app	to
help	DJs	keep	track	of	song	transitions	DataViz	Generator	by	Kan	Weiyang	Alvin	It's	a	web	application	that	enables	people	to	create	more	sophisticated	charts	by	simply	uploading	a	csv	file.	Blog.It	by	Rajat	M	It's	a	MERN	stack	blog	app	with	user	authentication	and	authorization.	Google	Keep	clone	by	Nicolás	Corbalán	Calvo	It	is	a	website	to	taking	notes,	edit	or	delete
them,	changing	colours...	Personal	snakegame	by	Warathep	Padungtin	I	created	the	snakegame	as	my	first	Python	project.	I	wish	you	guys	will	enjoy!!	News	Radio	by	Kevin	John	Schield	Custom	news	feed	read	back	to	you	zian's	cs50	blog	by	Zian	Ejaz	mini	social	network	PICShare!	by	Brian	Manning	An	image	sharing	website	using	Flask.	Đir.com	by	Marko	Kuret	Social
network	for	(recreational)	athletes	iCook	by	Robert	Pollock	A	simple	web	app	for	storing	and	sharing	recipes	using	Express,	NodeJS,	JQuery,	Bootstrap	and	MongoDB.	Yoga	Board	Munich	by	Lorena	Schlesinger	A	digital	notice	board	for	easily	offering	and	finding	yoga	classes	in	Munich	Space	Drones	by	Jackson	Onwudi	Chukwurah	Its	a	Space	shoot'em	up	arcade	2D	game.
Stayfocus	by	pattaranan	srisara	Stayfocus	is	a	website	to	help	you	to	focus	at	work	or	while	studying.	Manager	by	Fakis	George	Event	scheduler	and	cash	management.	COVID-19	Dashboard	by	Derek	Shigetomi	A	simple	dashboard	which	tracks	coronavirus	statistics.	Pitch50	Web	application	by	SEYED	BEHZAD	MAZHARI	The	idea	is	to	construct	a	platform	where
individuals	can	have	their	own	account	and	be	able	to	practice	and	test	their	Absolute	pitch.	Boxed	In	by	Michelle	Lo	A	virtual	care	package	platform	for	quarantined	students.	BlackJack	by	Andrew	McClean	It's	a	website	that	allows	users	to	play	Blackjack	Wizard	Quest	by	Edward	Pace	As	Mungo	the	wizard,	you	must	drink	potions	to	cast	different	spells,	to	solve	the
puzzles	to	make	it	through	the	level.	CustomUnique	Webview	by	Daniel	Addo	Nyanyo	An	android	webview	app	that	converts	websites	into	an	android	app	Language	Lab	by	Max	DeMaio	Flask	web	application	to	practice	the	conjugations	of	the	25	most	common	verbs	in	a	target	language.	Health	Calculator	by	Loh	Jian	Rong	It	calculates	several	indices	which	can	be	helpful
in	indicating	your	health.	Sheildorona	by	khalil	sa	It's	a	web	app	meant	to	rise	social	awareness	to	Covid-19	Surface	Repair	Log	by	Emadeldien	Marhoum	Web	based	database	App	FastTyping	by	Sami	Eriksson	FastTyping	is	a	typing	test	web-application,	i.e.	a	guick	typing	test	for	measuring	typing	speed	as	words	per	minute	(WPM).	Helping	Hand	by	Ido	Avnir	Helping
people	in	quarantine	who	can't	buy	food	or	medicine	The	Game	Dev.	Network	by	Simon	Luo	Social	network	for	game	developers.	Hero	Ball	by	Mateo	Berney	A	game	similar	to	clasical	ones	Sports	Road	Trip	Generator	by	Kenneth	Day	Online	sports	road	trip	generator	Decion	Maker	-	HEADS	or	TAILS	by	Matheus	Oliveira	Mews	heads	or	tails	Flashcard	Dictionary	by	Chua
Wei	Jie	Search,	practice,	remember.	HoneyExpress	by	Nora	Hevesi	Honey	seller	app	Financial	Plan	Web	App	by	Antonio	Francisco	Figueiredo	Marcondes	Ferraz	Web	application	to	create	a	financial	plan	for	a	business	Deep	Learning	by	Yang	Hai	Deep	learning	neural	networks	using	Excel	with	a	Python	back	end	Fast	Inventory	by	Adam	Bernard	Woroniec	Fast	Inventory
solved	a	business	problem.	Reading	Diary	by	Tan	Jun	Wei	A	diary	to	keep	track	of	the	books	read!	TakeYourMeds	by	Omar	Lomsadze	Journal	to	keep	track	of	meds	intake	Covid-19	Dashboard	by	championboylay	Monitor	Covid	-19	cases	ownhero	by	Justas	Gasparaitis	enable	yourself	to	become	your	own	hero	CARS	101	by	Andres	Felipe	Giraldo	Galvis	Website	for	car
newbies	vaparse	by	Geoffrey	J.	Coram	Verilog-A	parser	and	checker	Pomodoro	Timer	by	Harrison	Lau	Pomodoro	Timer	with	tracker	on	your	progress.	SafeHome	Care	by	Son	Nguyen	An	small	idea	to	support	healthcare	management	GPX	Viewer	by	Cameron	Dalton	GPX	file	viewer	for	cyclists	III	Seminar	PPGEC	Website	by	Alexandre	de	Souza	Jr.	A	seminar	website	where
participants	can	submit	abstracts	and	full	papers.	Top	Soccer	Leagues	by	Luis	Gerardo	Leal	Guas	The	App	displays	the	statistics	of	the	top	soccer	leagues.	Password	Vault	by	Adam	Walker	Password	storage	website	SimpleToDo	by	Raphaël	DESCAMPS	a	very	easy	to	use	ToDoApp	Techno	Alien	by	Alessandro	Vanzo	2D	game	with	a	techno	alien	fighting	against	prejudice.	Joe
Biden	by	Isaac	Huffman	Discord	bot	that	kicks	people	and	uploads	gifs	of	joe	biden	or	squirrels	Organizer	by	Francisco	Costa	Bookmarking,	simplified	Security	Check	by	Kabir	Acharya	Shows	users	details	about	leaked	web	browser	information,	inspired	by	Week	8	Information	Lecture.	FoodCount	by	Arad	Zilberstein	an	app	that	records	what	you	ate	an	shows	you	how	many
calories	it	has,	by	that	you	can	track	your	calories	or	plan	meals	by	calories	StockAnalyzer	by	Philipp	Schaefer	Stock	Analyzer	based	on	PyQt5	The	Frequenator	by	Hannah	Betts	Frequency	analysis	on	Māori	words	in	large	text-bases.	devpro	by	Jan	Michael	Knorr	Command-line	tool,	to	create	a	repository	on	Github	and	clone	it	to	your	PC.	It	also	can	add	boilerplate	folder
and	file	structure	depending	on	your	project.	Simulation	of	a	restricted	three-body	problem	by	Linda	Bijlard	In	my	project,	the	restricted	three-body	problem	is	visualised	in	python,	whereby	different	x	and	y	conditions	for	velocity	and	position	of	the	third	body	(comet)	can	be	chosen	by	the	user.	BEDMAS	Worksheet	Generator	by	Krish	Krish	It	allows	users	to	create
customizable	yet	unique	worksheets	with	BEDMAS	questions	in	it	for	practice.	COVID-19	Website	by	Abdelhamid	Mohamed	Abdelhamid	COVID19-	Awareness	,	how	to	protect	your	self	,	World	status	,	Self	assessment	Finance	Tracker	by	Annu	Jolly	It	is	a	web	app	implemented	using	Flask	Hangman	by	Sujit	Bhandari	Hangman	a	very	simple	game	built	on	C	program.
MyCapital	by	Pushpit	Bhardwaj	A	personal	finance	management	website	to	keep	track	of	your	expenditures	and	revenues.	Hand	Over	by	Dhairye	Kataria	It	is	an	online	note	saving	IOS	Appp	Flappy	Bird	by	Annie	Cai	game	Auto-Accounting	by	Roderick	Adrianus	Lodewijk	Maria	van	Nispen	The	program	takes	a	stock	symbol	and	then	displays	all	the	relevant	information	in
the	terminal,	such	as	financial	statements,	financial	ratios	and	the	current	stock	price.	WorkOn	by	Clarence	Malindi	Find	any	service	online	Bridge	by	Arushi	Singh	Bridge	is	an	android	book	donation	application.	Sawalia	by	Muhammad	Idrees	A	flutter	application	that	will	help	students	in	Pakistan	with	their	exam	preparation	EloArt	by	Alexandre	Chekroun	Ranking	Art	by
an	Elo	ranking	system	Pizza	&	Subs	by	Mayank	Khanna	A	food	ordering	web	application.	Flash	Chat	by	Mohamed	Hussein	Flash	Chat	is	an	internet-based	messaging	app	Astrat	by	Niklas	Muennighoff	Astrat	shows	you	a	random	planet	from	the	TRAPPIST-1	system	each	time	you	open	a	new	tab.	ScoutFin	by	Edgars	Indriksons	ScoutFin	allows	small	companies	or	NGO's	to
manage	business	expenses	towards	its	employees	Guess	the	Hex	by	Cyprian	Zander	Guess	the	Hex	(GTH)	is	a	competitive	game	where	you	try	to	guess	the	hex	color	code	of	colors	under	decreasing	time	given.	Flappy	bird	by	Tarek	Nasser	a	very	simple	version	of	Flappy	bird.	Mr.	Robot	PC-DO-ALL	Utility	by	Richard	Keith	Hudson	CMD	utility	that	includes	file	transfer,	file
cleanup,	calculator,	games,	and	more.	Strange	Symbols	by	Yevhen	Sevastianov	Chrome	extension	works	as	list	of	special	UNICODE	symbols	that	you	can	copy	by	clicking	on	the	symbol.	Calculator	App	by	Lautaro	Juan	Bautista	Vera	Calculator	Windows	Form	App	with	C#	and	VS	Gasoline	prices	by	Benjamin	Nobel	A	homepage	that	shows	the	gas	prices	near	home	and	work
and	predicts	future	prices	News	Blog	by	Athanasios	Moschogiannis	Blog	Verba	manent	by	Cristian	Visintin	Web	application	for	performing	speech	recognition,	allowing	a	user	to	register	and	log	in,	inserting	audio	file	and	transcriptions	into	SQLite	database	F1	VGP	fan	site	by	Barak	Shefer	F1	Virtual	Grand	Prix	fan	zone.	CS50	Messenger	by	Juan	Carlos	Marcos	A	flask
messenger	web	app	Book	Store	by	Georgios	Kavalieratos	Simple	book	store	database	Zodiac	Signs	by	Ashwin	satheesh	kumar	A	website	that	teaches	you	more	about	both	your,	and	other	people's	zodiac	signs.	RICK	OR	STRICK	by	Udit	dudhat	PHOTO	SHOW	IF	PHOTO	MATCH	USER	ANSWER	CORRECT	OTHER	WISE	INCORRECT	TrackYourBudget	by	Krystyna	Bodlieva
Web	based	application	in	Flask	for	tracking	your	incomes	and	expenses.	Time	Control	by	Bruno	Henrique	de	Sousa	e	Silva	An	extension	that	helps	in	controlling	learning	time,	inspired	by	the	Pomodoro	technique.	HippoBotamus50	by	Sam	Dawson	A	website	to	interact	with	an	Instagram	account	@hippobotamus50.	ISP	Alumni	by	Nadir	Hussain	University	alumni	Website
Expat	Friendly	by	Aaron	Pierce	An	android	app	to	connect	expats	and	travelers	to	a	database	of	restaurants	that	can	accommodate	English	speakers.	FoodLuv	by	Shreya	Singh	My	web-based	application	lets	you	order	food	online.	Weight	Planner	by	Pranav	Upadhyaya	My	project	is	a	site	that	has	information	and	tools	to	help	with	weight	loss	and	weight	gain.	Hsi-Illustration
by	Melvin	Kok	Xinwei	Website	for	ordering	customised	watercolor	portraits	Randomizer	by	Abdullah	Sabaa	Allil	A	Website	That	Makes	Generating	Random	Things	Easier!	SQuASH	by	Baden	Allen	Simple	Quantitative	Analyzer	of	Sumbission	History	(for	reddit)	Terminal-based	casino	by	Cristian	Perez	Jensen	A	program	that	allows	you	to	play	the	card-game	casino,	which	is
played	in	Denmark.	Travel	Planner	by	Youssef	Mousa	A	webapp	to	manage	your	trip	details	Text-to-Perfection	by	Daniel	Bustillo	App	to	see	quality	of	text	and	store	new	ideas	for	further	texts.	Project	Cave	by	Mads-Emil	Kjeldsen	Hansen	A	love2d	game	in	a	cave	with	a	monster	and	an	orb!	robin.	by	Robin	Victor	D.	Dimasin	Showcases	the	creative	creation	of	minecraft
players.	Gamer	Namer	by	Shai	Benbasat	web	based	gaming	api	interface	Card	Decks	by	Dale	Wahl	Flashcards,	Trivia,	Conversation	starters	app	Stock	Momentum	by	Eugene	Kusmiak	Forecasting	stock	prices	with	momentum	Duckbeak	by	Daniel	Crawford	Controlling	a	small	duck,	the	player	must	navigate	through	fields	with	increasing	pace	while	trying	to	avoid	ponds	and
mud	pits.	RealTimer	by	Georgio	Diab	RealTimer	is	an	automatic	irrigation	system	with	temperature	and	humidity	sensing	features.	STORALI	by	Hamze	Chalhoub	product	Stock	management	Infinity	Run	by	Ehsan	Patel	Side-scrolling	interactive	game.	Pandemic	Toolkit	by	Mary	E	Casserly	A	web	app	to	explore	ideas	for	those	of	us	stuck	at	home	during	the	pandemic.
Multiple-Choice	Test	Practice	Program	by	Paul	G	Toma	The	program	implements	a	multiple	choice	testing	format,	in	which	students	are	presented	with	a	sequence	of	questions.	For	each	question,	several	possible	answers	are	shown,	and	the	student	must	select	the	correct	answer.	Snake	by	Arnav	Shreyakar	A	remake	of	the	arcade	game	snake	CarpetStory	by	Aashrit	Garg
App	to	show	3D	models	of	carpets	using	Augmented	Reality	CLICK	THE	COLOR	by	Ynna	Marie	C.	Halili	For	Teachers	and	Parents	of	toddlers.	It	turns	out,	colors	are	the	key	way	that	we	describe	and	categorize	our	world.	Along	with	shape	recognition,	COLOR	RECOGNITION	is	an	important	step	in	cognitive	development	for	children.	It	plays	a	part	it	object	recognition,
and	helps	a	child	develop	the	mathematical	and	language	skills	that	will	ensure	clear	communication.	This	webpage	let	the	children	to	click	on	the	name	of	the	color	then	the	background	will	show	its	chosen	color.	Kanban	by	Trang	Thi	Thu	Ngo	Simple	web	app	to	manage	day	to	day	tasks.	Chat50	by	Michael	Paul	da	Rosa	A	multi-channel	chat	server	in	Python.	Fun	with
Numbers	by	Raymond	Romero	Playing	with	prime	numbers	and	Factors	of	numbers	Lux_ChatBot	by	killercatfish	Python	Game	Server	Chatbot	Framework	PlanningFitness	by	Denis	Rajlič	A	Personal	Fitness	Planner	Weather	Talk	by	Dương	Đình	Nguyên	Weather	Talk:	Brighten	up	your	day	so	the	sky	is	the	only	limit!	OurBooks	by	Brad	Eckman	OurBooks	is	a	web	application
serving	as	a	social	platform	for	book	sharing/lending.	Wellness	Journal	by	Sook	Yin	Cheong	Wellness	Journal	blog	Water	Reminder	by	Atmiya	Jadvani	Reminds	user	to	drink	water	at	different	intervals	Soundboard	by	Zhang	Ke	Wei	A	soundboard	that	grabs	audio	from	youtube	clips	automatically	Language-Switcher	by	Karen	Urate	A	JavaScript-based	language-switcher
solution	that	automatically	renders	text	in	user's	preferred	choice	of	language.	CS50	CookBook	by	Ahmed	Ebad	Recipe	Cookbook	Using	TheMealdb	API	WIITO	-	Where	is	it	on?	by	IOANNIS	LAGOGIANNIS	Chrome	extension	that	finds	streaming	options	for	movies	and	tv	shows.	Scheduler	by	Himanshu	Kumar	Makes	planning	meetings	easy	with	people	having	busy
schedules	or	different	schedules	Pub	Quiz	by	Karin	Anderson	A	pub	quiz	web	application	SpaceLearner	by	Javier	Pons	Dinamic	TODO	list	APP	Time	Bank	by	Yuxuan	Gao	Time	is	golden!	Mumble	Jumble	by	Myles	It	is	a	Flask	Web	app	that	uses	various	python	libraries	to	generate	custom	or	random	crossword	puzzles.	English	Fixtures	by	Rob	Walker	Finds	the	desired	English
football	fixture	CRM	System	(Soon	weblux.eu)	by	Philipp	Neurauter	A	simple	CRM	System,	where	you	can	create	customers	etc,	track	earnings	and	expenses,	generate	invoices	and	much	more!	MyLibrary	by	Raúl	Ortega	Ochoa	web-based	application	to	manage	and	search	through	a	library	database	Watch	Read	Repeat	by	Kanta	Munton	Web	application	to	track	movies,	tv
shows	and	books	you	are	watching	or	reading.	Nostar	by	Diego	Manuel	Béjar	Santiago	React	Native	videogame:	slide	the	tile	and	match	same	color	ones	until	all	stars	are	removed.	Fitness60	by	Teoh	Xu	En	Tracks	and	Motivate	your	Workouts!	Tsunani.me	by	Ammon	Turner	An	anime	simuldub	tracker	Inventory	by	Muhammad	Shihata	A	smart	table	for	store	keepers!
Bustimings	by	G.HARSH	VARDHAN,CSE18	Vel	Tech,	Chennai	To	now	the	timing	of	the	buses	Coase	Automation	by	James	Kartadinata	Automating	Coase's	Theorem	In	Tackling	Externalities	Safe	Surf	by	Levente	Sidó	website	censorship	for	explicit	content	Online	Game	Portal	by	Jona	Lusar	Online	Game	Portal	is	a	web	based	gaming	platform	where	you	can	sign-up	and	play
two	different	games.	It	is	also	to	see	a	global	leaderboard	and	an	individual	score	history.	Rona	Rush	by	Maximus	Abela	To	combat	the	issues	in	the	supermarket	Eyes	on	Taiwan	by	Shih	Hung	Wei	A	website	automatically	gathering	international	news	about	Taiwan.	Free	by	Sarah	Goodale	My	project	is	a	Chrome	extension	that	tabulates	and	prints	the	number	of	times	the
word	"free"	appears	on	the	text	of	any	URLs	visited.	The	page	prints	counts	from	each	tab	on	a	new	HTML.	TODO	by	Minnie	Au	A	todo	list	that	can	generate	a	tailor-made	list	for	the	user	every	day	according	to	the	user's	preference	for	the	workload	of	the	day	and	the	number	of	tasks	he	or	she	would	like	to	accomplish	in	that	day.	the	simple	calculator	by	Mak	On	Ching
Kelly	it	is	a	simple	calculator	that	assists	students	with	simple	math	and	also	in	different	formulas,	such	as	area,	perimeter	and	quadratic	equations.	Marketplace	by	Lucas	Vanagas	Initial	Marketplace	version	for	a	startup	project	Get-a-recipe	by	Vírgin	Bitton	Find	recipes	matching	the	ingredients	you	have	in	fridge	TableScraper	by	Jessica	Beech	Chrome	extension	that
allows	users	to	download	tables	embedded	in	websites	as	csv	files.	search.3web1.com	by	Andre	Van	Veen	Ebay	search	tool.	Pomodoro	by	Kyle	Kenney	A	web	application	timer	that	helps	people	stay	on	task.	ReminDUH	by	Christopher	Murrell	An	organisational	tool	for	teachers.	TextFormat	by	Leonardo	Henrique	Manzini	Simple	but	useful	AI	Hand	X-Ray	Image	Converter	by
Georges	Khalaf	My	project	is	an	Android	app	that	would	convert	an	RBG	image	of	your	hand	to	an	X-Ray	image	using	a	Tensorflow	Lite	model.	Know	Your	Surroundings	by	Darshan	H	M	get	to	know	places	near	you	Restaurant	Queue	Web	Application	by	Poh	Choo	Han	Online	Queue	and	Order	Scheduler	by	Branden	Hintz	Scheduling	tool	for	staff	to	see	when	they	work	and
manager	to	update	schedules	for	their	work-site	Socialite	by	Kaung	Min	Khant	Controlling	your	website	without	code	Console	game	-	"Labyrinth"	by	Arthur	Petrov	A	console	game	about	a	maze	from	which	in	order	to	exit	you	must	first	collect	all	the	coins.	On	Call	Report	0.5	by	Jesse	Miller	A	tool	to	monitor	on	call	rotations	by	a	NOC	using	xMatters	Promodoro	by	ishan	Jain
A	Web-App	for	task-management	infused	with	the	PomoDoro	technique	to	boost	productivity.	QuestVo	by	Oriol	Muñiz	Baguena	QuestVo	is	a	web-based	application	that	helps	users	learn	new	vocabulary.	Grupo	Zalvidea	Web	Site	by	Diego	Hernán	Alvarez	Law	Firm	Web	Site	Bar	warriors	by	Ahmad	Nabil	Calisthenics	website	cs50	Family	by	Henk	Van	Der	Bank	a	place	to	see
other	cs50	students	Freezer	Monitor	&	Anomaly	System	by	Ankur	Tripathi	This	system	used	to	detect	anomaly	obtained	in	the	temperature	in	the	freezer	and	send	an	alert	via	message	&	tweet.	Virus	Killer	by	Animesh	Singh	A	game	made	in	python	using	pygame	losely	based	on	the	old	game	space	invaders	Pokemon	Chronicle	-	Pokedex	by	Anh	Nguyen	A	pokedex	that	all
trainers	need.	Palette	by	Poon	Sheung	Yin	Esther	Who	says	programmers	can't	be	artistic?	ExpaNote	by	Omri	Moshe	Shimoni	Expanded	notes	app-	hoping	for	system	default	app	Adie's	Life	by	Aditya	Anil	It	is	a	webpage	showing	a	slice	of	my	life.	Guess'n'Draw	by	Derek	Whyte	Social	distancing	got	you	down?	Find	your	"quaranteam"	and	reconnect	with	friends	and	family
playing	this	fun	illustration	game!	Mario	jump	by	Khaled	Hegazy	Small	game	that	you	should	avoid	obstacles	by	jumping	over	it	Learn++	by	Mateus	Oliveira	Santos	Learn	more	by	doing	exercises	Simple	ChatBot	by	Ken	Bunlungsak	Simple	ChatBot	Game	Show	in	Python	by	Shrey	Tripathi	This	is	a	Game	Show	made	in	Python	using	Socket	Programming.	Frontend	Sandbox
by	Dennis	van	den	Berg	It	is	an	online	HTML,	CSS	and	JS	sandbox	STUDORG	by	Akshay	Sanjeev	Khemaney	A	web	application	designed	to	help	students	organise	their	day	to	day	lives.	Bub	by	Diego	Aragón	Castaños	A	simple	platforming	game	about	bouncing	on	bubbles.	Mood	Generator	by	Nico	Frigger	Website	which	generates	random	massages.	Morse	Translator	by
Vahid	Konicanin	Program	that	converts	speech-to-text	input	to	morse	code	and	vice	versa.	TC	Art	Classes	by	Eric	Lars	Lewiston	Art	Classes	From	Around	the	Twin	Cities	Bus	timing	by	G.Harshavardhan	Based	on	bus	timings	Off	Management	System	by	CHRISTEN	TEO	RUI	EN	An	easy-to-use	leave	management	system	with	a	clean	interface	for	organisations!	Code
MV.forum	by	Marin	de	Vanssay	de	Blavous	An	online	coding	forum,	where	users	can	ask	questions,	and	answer	them	via	email.	Check'	n	Guess	by	Julian	John	Mendoza	Web-app	scraper	guessing	game.	FreeCell	by	Nina	Caparros	A	classic	FreeCell	game	Flask	Weather	by	Fernando	Alário	Flask	Weather	is	a	current	weather	visualizer,	with	search	for	cities	by	name,	and	an
map	to	let	you	confirm	if	its	your	city.	Stonered	Extension	by	Graeme	Bruijn	Chrome	extension	to	make	the	background	of	a	webpage	stonered.	TEXT	TO	SPEECH	by	Oladipupo	Godson	Mofifoluwa	Text	to	Speech	and	Speech	to	Text	CS50	COVID	MAP	by	Jayakrishnan	V	R	Web	application	with	interactive	map	which	shows	status	of	COVID	cases	around	the	world	and	an
integrated	Whatsapp	bot.	Donation	by	Yusuf	Emre	Taşkıran	The	point	where	donors	and	donees	meet!	Currency	Converter	by	Muhamad	Yusuf	Indra	An	iOS	app	that	simply	convert	a	currency	value	to	another	AI	Assistant	by	Ali	Mustafa	AL-mousa	Artificial	Intelligence	Brick	Breaker	by	Rohan	Sai	Buddhi	It's	a	retro	game	inspired	by	a	game	I	used	to	play	in	my	childhood
and	Pong	from	CS50's	game	dev	track	Online	Puppy	Store	by	Jiechao	Cheng	A	web-based	Puppy	Store,	which	can	make	everyone	buy	and	sell	puppy	pets	in	our	online	store.	Automatic	Campaign	Creator	by	Alexandre	Guimenti	Automate	manual	tasks.	YangonAQI	by	Khant	Zaw	Hein	The	Air	Quality	Monitoring	Website	For	Yangon.	Ascent	by	Jamie	McKane	A	vertical
platformer	game	with	robots	and	randomly-generated	levels.	Bota	by	Felipe	Secato	A	Twitter	Bot	of	Dota	2	statistics	The	GameUnion	Organizer	by	Mohammad	Moataz	Thabet	Event	Organizing	System	Speaker	Test	by	Harrison	Field	Web	Application	to	test	&	review	loudspeakers.	Climb	High	by	Arthur	Avetikyan	Platformer	like	climbing	game.	Match	3	by	Jonatan
Bergström	Match	3	game	(like	bejeweled)	My	IDs	by	Abdulkader	Tayara	An	app	that	stores	and	shares	ID	copies	Brick	Breaker	by	Dhruv	Dubey	It	is	a	simple	remake	of	the	game	Brick	Breaker	Water	meter	by	WJ	Schoeman	The	device	measures	the	water	level	in	a	glass	of	water	and	read	the	water	level	in	an	audible	fashion.	ESP32	WiFi	config	by	Uri	Sh	A	web	app	to
configure	WiFi	AP	credentials	over	Bluetooth-LE,	for	ESP32	IoT	devices.	VirusTracker	by	Shubhankar	Darbari	A	java	based	application	which	can	track	the	number	of	cases(active,	total,	recovered	etc)	all	around	the	globe	and	a	particular	country.	WeightLogger	by	Toghrul	Shamsizade	A	website	to	keep	track	of	your	weight.	CSNifty	by	Matthew	Schaefer	Progress	Tracker
and	Resource	finder	for	CS50x	students	tufotoBoda	by	Olga	Feshchenko	Andreiko	TufotoBoda	is	a	web	application	that	helps	couples	to	find	a	wedding	photographer	in	Spain.	MiniPaint	by	Carlo	Mercuri	Homemade	version	of	Paint	Capital	Quiz	by	Benjamin	Russell	Learn	the	capital	cities	of	the	world	by	taking	quizzes.	RegexGolf	by	Karl	Vyhmeister	A	Regex	Golf	android
app,	useful	for	practicing	regex.	products	by	sumit	raj	It	Stores	items	in	a	store	inventory.	COVID-19	Tracker	by	Ridwan	Hannan	Outputs	the	live	stats	of	covid	cases	in	countries	around	the	world.	Currency	Exchange	by	Owais	Ali	Currency	Convert	And	Exchange	Talent	Auto	Selector	by	Neil	J.	Bruce	Auto	selects	talents	for	a	video	game	RAMOT	VOLUNTEERING	by	אלישיב
the	of	state	the	the	in	statistics	current	displays	and	gathers	that	extension	chrome	a	is	State	Coronavirus	COVID-19	Viveros	Ann	Stephanie	by	State	Coronavirus	COVID-19	urls	Wikipedia	from	informantion	retrieve	to	Crawler	CLI	simple	A	Pessanha	Souza	de	Matheus	by	WikiCrawler	outbreak	covied-19	the	during	neighborhood	my	in	help	for	request	the	Organize	צנגן
users	public	ip	address.	KCCC	Website	by	Ken	Kinoshita	A	Web-App	to	facilitate	information	and	connect	to	the	community	of	our	parish	DOGS&CATS	by	Felipe	Antonio	Nieto	Curcio	Donations	Pets.	Chrome	Counter	by	Parth	Tornekar	Counts	tabs	in	Google	Chrome	Yatzy	by	Elijah	Reid	a	dice	game!	Sphere	control	by	DONȚU	Daniel	Nicolae	This	is	a	randomly	generated
racing	game	for	Android.	Birthday	Reminder	by	Peter	McHugh	Receive	a	text	notifying	you	when	your	Facebook	friends	are	celebrating	a	birthday.	CS50	CalorieCounter	by	Martijn	Jong	CalorieCounter	is	a	web	based	application	enabling	users	to	keep	track	of	their	daily	calorie	intake	and	give	access	to	a	large	database	of	nutrients.	Town	Market	by	Ahmed	Khaled	Shoman
E-commerce	website.	Manage	Tasks	by	Rashad	Nazer	Web	application	for	managing	tasks	Single	Bar	by	Nuttaphoom	Boonmee	The	combination	of	"The	Pong"	and	"The	Juggling"	Coin	Up!	by	Kevin	Jin	Collect	as	many	coins	as	possible	in	as	little	time	as	possible!	Luck	Tycoon	by	Luke	Haws	A	simple	idle	game...	Quantum	-	A	personal	Assistant	by	Utkarsh	Malhotra	My
Version	of	Jarvis	churn.finance	by	William	Franceschine	Credit	card	and	bank	account	bonuses.	CS50	Library	by	Sreenath	Sreekrishna	My	project	is	a	Library	Management	web	application	that	uses	flask,	SQL,	HTML	and	CSS	CS50	Discord	Stats	by	Oleksii	Nesterov	Questionnaire	+	Analytics	on	it	+	Static	Charts	on	Discord	channels	analysis	Tree	Console	by	tomer	gabriel
A	console	like	website	for	creating	saving	and	loading	trees.	tilltechlimited.com	by	David	Weatherspoon	Small	epos	business	website	My	Personal	Blog	by	Michael	Ngo	My	personal	website,	including	a	blog	and	snippets	of	my	hobbies	and	life	story	eBaySalt	by	Ian	Luria	Simple	app	to	track	and	manage	eBay	sales	data.	YYCCanadaEcon	by	Kimberley	Chiu	A	website
displaying	my	city's	(Calgary's)	economic	data	Strawhat	Escape	by	Tan	Weisheng	Wilson	2D	Manual	Scrolling	Game	Mohzy	Finance	by	mohammed	alkhateeb	Money	Management	Simple	Portfolio	Website	by	Liam	Botha	A	Portfolio	CBT	Aid	by	Tony	D	Jones	An	app	to	make	Cognitive	Behavioral	Therapy	easy	and	convenient	at	any	time	in	any	place.	My	personal	blog	by	TIN
DO	A	lot	of	time	commitment	and	patience.	At	the	end,	it	is	all	worth	it!	Parkclass	by	Louky	Schutte	A	webapplication	for	trainers	and	athletes	who	want	to	teach	or	get	taught	sport	classes	outside	in	the	park!	PONG#2	by	Harsh	Avinash	Pong	with	a	different	experience.	Pong#2	by	Harsh	Avinash	Pong	reimagined.	Security	Camera	by	Ayush	Gupta	Using	the	PiCamera
module	for	the	Raspberry	Pi,	a	live	video	feed	of	a	camera	is	streamed	onto	a	Flask	run	webpage.	Demo	Finance	by	Takao	Hamamoto	Buy	and	sell	stocks	virtually	with	fast	responses.	Capacity	by	HSU,	HSIN	This	project	is	a	simple	model	to	plan	the	production	plan	in	wafer	sort	stage	at	each	tester	CashTrack	by	Moboluwagbe	Toluwanimi	Adesanmi	An	online	balance	sheet
Commonplace	by	Teng	Yi	Yun	Grace	A	modern-day	commonplace	book	ChronoCTRL	by	Diana	Giulietti	Android	application	that	enable	gig	workers	to	track	their	time	Supervisory	by	José	Gregório	Do	Rozário	A	web-browser	app	GUI	for	home	automation	ASTRO50	by	YASSINE	EL	AMIRY	Showing	the	astronomical	events	of	the	month	and	the	ISS	passages	Cs50	final	project
by	Antonio	Santos	Awesome	MCScript	by	Bernard	Montens	New	programming	language	Civi	Serve	by	Raphael	Lerner	Market	place	for	community	services	TIPUSAM	by	mohammad	shadab	azam	ansari	My	portfolio	Shelfi	by	Nisanth	Chandran	Keep	track	of	your	watched	movies/tv	shows	etc.	FocusFive25	by	Andrew	Lloyd	Edward	Coad	A	straightforward	task	list	web
application	The	DotBandit	Project	by	Robin	Hannan	An	Open	Source	Administration	Tool.	Covid	Fighter	by	Chan	Zhen	Yuan	A	game	simulating	realistic	yet	fun	and	aspiring	Wiki	Read	by	Stephan	Bakkelund	Valois	Wiki	Random	Articles	ConneX	by	Aryan	Kashyap	School	record	maintenance	web	application	Infobot	by	Маргарита	Андрианова	It	is	the	infobot	for	the	local
community.	He	can	a	few	things:	to	welcome	new	members	and	check	their	introductions	and	to	give	information	about	local	shops,	cafes	and	other	places.	sTr0nk!	by	MD	MOTASIM	BHUIYAN	A	password	validator	webapp	Blinks	detector	by	Srijan	Mehrotra	Remids	people	to	blink	more	if	they	aren't	blinking	enough	by	beeping.	Random	Meal	by	Moritz	Zerwes	Getting
inspiration	on	deciding	what	to	eat	S&S	CRM	by	Bence	Ivanov	Basic	CRM-system	for	an	events	company	Project	NC	by	Reinaldo	Coronel	Scheduling	platform	GearList	by	Juan	Martín	Sánchez	Create	and	Modify	Equipment	Lists	for	filmmakers.	Text-To-Music™	by	Mark	Van	Hare	Text	to	music	converter;	creates	sheet	music	and	plays	it	for	you.	CS50	CHARITY	by
Mohammed	ALBusaidi	simple	charity	portal	Health	Watch	by	Matthew	Bryan	A	daily	journal	to	track	your	mood	based	off	of	food	and	diet.	Subscription	Tracker	by	Tarosh	G	The	subscription	tracker	app	helps	keep	track	of	your	subscriptions	and	to	stay	on	top	of	your	financial	game.	Corona	Virus	Tracker	by	Rishi	Athavale	Corona	Virus	Tracker	provides	information	to
users	about	the	COVID-19	epidemic	for	every	country.	Simple	C	by	Vishaal	Mehta	command-line	using	C	GPA	Calculator	by	Jackson	Tang	Qun	Yao	A	website	that	allows	users	to	record	and	store	their	courses	and	grades,	as	well	as	predict	their	GPA	based	on	expected	grades	(Please	do	let	me	know	if	I	am	displayed	in	the	gallery!)	WESTUDY	by	Satyam	Goyal	WeStudy	is	a
web	app	that	connects	students	who	want	to	study	together.	The	Wiki	Game	by	Abhishek	Karale	Navigate	from	one	random	wiki	article	to	another	using	only	hyperlinks!	UNITI	by	Mohamed	Naceur	Souissi	Unit	conversion	website	Rescue	Simulation	by	 ليباق 	 ديمحلا 	 دبع 	 دمحم 	 يلع 	Rescue	simulation	game	that	imitates	real	life	scenario	of	many	disasters.	TaskPlan	by	Kenneth	Gu	TaskPlan	is	a
simple	task	manager	with	a	feature	to	share	with	friends.	Drawify	by	Makeo	Tom	Doodle	it	all!	Tomado	-	A	Pomodoro	Timer	by	Tan	Zu	Wei,	Joel	Tomado	is	a	Pomodoro	Timer	written	in	Python	with	a	GUI,	which	offers	the	option	to	track	tasks,	as	well	as	the	option	to	utilise	custom	timings	in	minute	increments.	GPS50	by	Satywan	Bhagwan	Khatke	New	technology	new	GPS
Telecommerce	by	Davin	Wu	Jin	Rui	mobile-commerce	HEM	B	THAPA	(Portfolio)	by	HEM	BAHADUR	THAPA	Dynamic	portfolio	with	contains	my	projects,	about	me	section,	online	resources	and	documentation,	blog	which	has	got	various	posts	of	my	problems	sets	solutions	and	got	register	and	login	section	to	make	changes	on	blog.	Nutricell	by	João	Augusto	Perin	de	Souza
A	good	way	to	have	a	better	life	quality	without	changing	too	much	your	routine!	Visitor	Book	by	Adhikar	Babu	Replace	your	physical	visitor	book	with	a	digital	QR-code	enabled	one!	BAKA	(Booking	And	Kindling	Archiver)	by	Jenghis	Manning-	Pettit	BAKA	downloads	comics	from	the	internet,	and	converts	them	into	ebooks	complete	with	a	table	of	contents	for	each	chapter.
Balances	by	Alec	Huertas	Keep	track	of	your	expenses	and	income	SAFRACODE	by	Crysthian	Zanote	Armini	I'm	from	Brazil	and	I	grew	up	in	Fundão	-	ES,	and	the	main	economic	activity	in	the	municipality	is	coffee	growing,	so	the	proposal	with	SafraCode	was	to	create	a	web	application	MPV	to	assist	in	free	financial	control	of	coffee	crops,	aimed	at	small	producers,	using
a	simple	layout	and	with	essential	information	for	financial	control	of	the	crop.	The	user	registers	and	logs	in	to	access	the	portal,	in	the	portal	he	inserts	the	data	and	in	the	main	dashboard	these	data	are	updated	automatically.	each	user	has	his	own	dashboard	and	data.	Obs:.	The	site	was	developed	in	Portuguese,	as	it	tends	to	be	used	by	users	who	speak	only	Portuguese
Journal50	by	Pushkar	Anand	Kadam	Web	app	for	online	journal	Spacious	mind	by	Daniel	Krasnenko	The	universe	Medicine_Guide	by	Virbhadra	Swami	Medicine	Guide	is	a	complete	medicine	inventory	management	system	Best	Bread	by	Michael	Patterson	Utility	app	to	simplify	the	bread-making	process	CS50	Blackjack	by	Maximilian	Thull	Blackjack	homepage	MyMidi	by
Alan	Lumb	An	iOS	app	for	iPad	to	connect	to	commercial	DJ	software	remotely	to	control	effect	channels	Kickeridoo50	by	Keviindran	Ramachandran	An	app	for	keeping	track	of	the	score	for	foosball	matches,	or	Kicker	as	they	are	known	here	in	Germany.	CS50	Weather	by	Kareem	Mehanna	Dynamic	weather	application	Ork	Jazz	by	Benjamin	Biles	2D	Game	Engine	Corona
Math	by	JoAnn	Scales	Basic	Math	Fluency	Checker	Sports	by	Izhar	Ali	My	project	talks	about	sports	cars!	Let's	Read	by	Aditya	A	Full-Stack	Web	App	where	readers	can	look	for	their	favorite	books	and	their	reviews.	myParty	by	Gabriel	Silva	Miranda	Borges	Organize	your	party	Shades	of	Grey	by	Kristin	Lindes	A	website	detailing	our	bird	export	and	breeding	business.
Notebook	by	Egor	Osipov	Note	taking	web	app	Company	Admin	Software	by	Ben	Siddall	This	software	is	designed	for	managing	a	companies	contacts,	sales,	and	purchase	orders	in	a	simple	and	easy	to	use	way.	Multiple	Intelligence	by	Timothy	Samuel	Ninan	A	Multiple	Intelligence	Test	with	sharing	and	data	features	designed	for	teachers.	Project	Pehchaan	by	Syeda
Malaika	Rizvi	Empowering	the	Pakistani	transgender	community	MyFinance.com	by	Emilio	Peláez	Cisneros	Webpage	to	help	users	keep	track	of	its	expenses	and	savings.	Ilyas	ML	by	Ilyas	Millali	My	personal	website	Notes	by	Salami	David	Wisdom	Create	and	organize	your	notes	Covid19	Diary	by	Luis	Flávio	Oliveira	A	Web	application	that	allows	user	to	get	real-time
information	about	the	Covid-19	in	their	country	and	also	to	keep	track	of	their	movments	to	help	to	identify	possible	focus	of	infection	and	risk.	Legal	Angel	by	Lauren	Grbich	Website	visa	calculator	for	Australian	citizens	Battleship	Game	by	Hrishikesh	Mulkutkar	Software	Version	of	Battleship(Board	game).	Flappy	Bird	by	Himanya	Verma	Fun	ALUFA	by	Sang	Nguyen	It's	a
financial	assistance	which	tell	how	much	you	should	spend	tomorrow	Iris	by	Eric	Wan	Audio	Visualizer	HaloStats	by	Joshua	Shinkle	An	iOS	app	that	handles	different	user	accounts,	gets	user	input,	and	uses	an	online	database	to	store	game	statistics	from	a	user's	Halo	5	multiplayer	games	and	then	return	a	summary	page	with	the	average	statistics	from	all	games.	Big
Shirt	Haadi	by	Basith	Mohammed	A	platformer	game	of	my	real	life	brother.	Marvel	Quiz	by	Dhruv	Arora	Website	Rural	App	by	Ivan	Naranjo	Appointment	manager	App	Water++	by	João	Gabriel	Valentim	Rocha	Sustainable	development.	HMRC	Scale	Rates	by	Leandre	Outers	A	website	that	allows	one	to	look	up	HMRC	scale	rates	by	location	(country,	city),	and	compute
the	maximum	allowable	scale	rate	payment	for	a	specific	trip	(given	a	location,	trip's	arrival	&	departure	date	and	time).	by	Ameya	Singh	Ahlawat	This	project	is	a	web	application	which	can	be	used	by	psychologists/psychology	students	etc.	to	collect	and	store	info	of	their	clients.	The	app	also	integrates	a	feature	where	the	user	can	conduct	tests	on	their	clients/subjects,
and	the	app	automatically	produces	and	stores	the	results	which	can	be	accessed	at	any	time.	SEARCH	A	CEP	by	Samir	Assad	Search	a	CEP	ONLINENE	CAR	SHOWROOM	by	ALIYU	HAKEEM	TOSIN	An	online	car	booking	system	Be	the	hero	by	Matheus	Machado	Guerzoni	Duarte	Donate	to	hospital	with	COVID-19	24	Hours	by	Harsimranjit	Singh	Dhaliwal	It	is	an	app	to
keep	track	of	tasks	and	goals	and	keep	a	routine	list	with	features	like	rearranging	deleting	and	checkmarks	Virtual	Cigar	Lounge	by	Samer	Daher	E-Commerce	My	Local	Park	by	Astrid	Caballero	Pardo	Check	how	busy	your	local	park	is	in	real	time	Health	@	Monitor	by	Tanishq	Gandhi	It	is	a	web	page	which	monitor	your	health	and	tells	you	specific	details	according	to
data	given	by	user	Saysomething	by	Kritarth	Mishra	Use	of	SpeechRecognition	Recordbook	Streamliner	by	Peter	Ian	Chacko	This	project's	purpose	is	to	streamline	the	documentation	process	of	completing	a	Texas	4-H	recordbook	and	free	the	student	to	explain	how	the	activities	impacted	them	personally.	Movie	Library	by	James	Hilton	Manage	DVD/BluRay	collections
SpaceGame	by	Calvin	Riley	Perlin-Noise	Based	Planet	Generator	Foragear-	Quick	Search	Tool	by	Gideon	Tay	Yee	Chuen	A	chrome	extension	enhancing	the	google	search	experience	by	highlighting	and	navigating	to	key	words	and	phrases.	E-commerce	app	by	Ahmed	Gamal	it's	an	online	bookstore	which	allows	users	to	buy	books	DODUTIES!	by	Swetha	Sukumar	A	web
application	that	allows	you	to	keep	track	of	your	journal	and	your	tasks	with	Calendar!	DODUTIES!	by	Swetha	Sukumar	A	web	application	that	allows	you	to	keep	track	of	your	journal	and	your	tasks	with	Calendar!	Tourguide	of	Lesvos	by	PALLAS	EFSTRATIOS	A	platform	offering	Exceptional	Excursions	to	Lesvos	Explorers	Task	Manager	by	Anton	Starenkov	This	is	a	web
application	that	allows	you	to	create,	store	and	track	tasks.	Top	50s	(anime/manga)	by	Minoo	Kim	Displays	top	50s	of	4	different	categories	regarding	Japanese	animation	and	manga.	Secure	Communication	"SecComm"	by	Michael	Thomas	Vlcek	Web	application	for	a	secure	communication.	Subject	and	message	text	are	encrypted	and	stored	encrypted	in	the	SQlite
seccomm	DB.	The	receiver	can	decrypt	the	subject	and	message	text	with	the	key	stored	as	hash	in	the	DB.	Event	Counter	by	Wesley	Nepomuceno	A	simple	app	to	keep	count	the	days	between	events.	PROTATE	by	Param	Siddharth	A	command-line	utility	to	encrypt	ASCII	text	files	by	applying	Caesar	Cipher.	BANK	SECURITY	BOXES	FOR	FILES	-	WEB	APP	by	Adan	-	Libre,
Piñero	Alquegui	A	WEB	APP	THAT	PROVIDE	A	WAY	TO	UPLOAD	AND	STORE	FILES	BLOCKED	WITH	A	PASS	IN	A	BOX.	WHIT	NUMBER	OF	BOX	AND	PASS	YOU	ANYONE	IS	ABLE	TO	RECOVER	THE	FILE	Point	of	Sale	by	Munasib	Khan	A	Point	of	Sale	Software	for	Supermarkets	and	Grocery	Stores	RPi	Security	System	by	Jorge	Puentes	Security	system	Password	Check	/
Generate	by	Raunak	Madan	My	project	allows	people	to	both	generate	secure	passwords	and	check	the	strength	of	their	passwords.	Scanify	by	Jake	Matthew	Nudelman	A	Windows	desktop	app	for	adding	music	from	your	local	music	library	to	your	Spotify	library.	Let's	Educate	by	Carlos	S.	Nah	Let's	Educate	is	a	web	app	that	helps	students	in	finding	the	right	resources
that	match	their	curriculum.	Ledg.io	by	Shem	Maleriado	Personal	Finance	Tracker	Goku's	Adventure	by	Rudro	Ganguly	It's	a	game	like	mario.	MTG	Card	Finder	by	Rick	de	Ruiter	An	android	application	for	looking	up	Magic:	The	Gathering	cards	Personal	Finance	by	Seif	Mohamed	Abdelghany	Budget	CS50	Cipher	by	Uffan	Mehmood	Khan	Personal	Encryption	Toolkit	Shark
Dodge	by	Mark	James	Doyle	Dodge	the	sharks	and	reach	the	pirate	treasure	before	you	run	out	of	oxygen!	MyFriends	by	Allan	Nevala	Track	your	friend's	favorites	for	better	activity	planning,	surprises,	and	gifting.	Klark	Cases	by	Nader	Raafat	Virtual	history-taking	platform	for	medical	students	in	an	age	of	virtual	learning.	Bob	o	lixinho	by	Alessandro	Willian	Nogueira	Um
robo	que	ensina	as	crianças	a	importância	da	reciclagem	Bob	o	lixinho	by	alesssandro	willian	nogueira	um	robô	que	que	auxilia	as	crianças	no	aprendizado	da	importância	da	reciclagem	Pong.py	by	Arivazhagan,	Videsh	It	is	a	recreation	of	a	game	from	1972	Signature	System	by	ahmadkuedr@gmail.com	Instead	of	print	and	drop	pages,	it's	easy	solution	to	sign	on	PDF	files
evemato	by	Michail	Goldes	Event	Managing	Tool	Art	Thrifting	by	Younes	Bin	El	Goundafi	Digital	Thrifting	for	art	lover	Simple	SMS	Gateway	by	Nathan	Tangaye	Siafa	A	mobile	SMS	Gateway	that	allows	you	to	send	and	receive	messages.	Cocktails	Science	50	by	Georgios	Dimitropoulos	Web	App	for	making	Cocktails	Surveys	Made	Easy	by	Aryendu	Pande	A	survey
creation/taking	website.	COVID19	Tracker	by	Richard	Li	A	website	to	retrieve	and	visualize	covid19	data.	Caraka	by	Dandun	Adi	Nugroho	This	app	help	people	to	learn	how	to	write	in	Javanese	Script	(known	as	aksara	jawa),	which	is	one	of	traditional	language	in	Indonesia.	CS50	Weather	Watchlist	by	Lucas	Canale	Pulsz	My	project	is	about	a	weather	watchlist,	where	you
are	able	to	see	multiples	weathers	from	different	cities.	Memories	by	Nathan	Mayo	Meant	to	remember	special	moments	ToDo	List	by	Arsher	James	Basilio	A	simple	web	application	that	provides	a	simple	todo	list	functionality	such	as	adding,	updating	and	deleting	task.	Quiz	by	SHAIK	DANISH	ANJUM	A	simple	quiz.	The	Art	Gallery	by	Hassan	Suhaib	A	web	application
where	the	user	can	sell	or	buy	art.	CheerApp	by	Lisa	Maria	Jolie	Gillfrost	iOS-app	where	you	scratch	a	cat	to	make	it	purr.	Multi	Currency	Shopping	List	by	Danil	Ardashev	This	is	an	application	for	creating	personal	shopping	lists	with	things	in	different	currencies.	ChordMaster	by	Olivier	Casalta	ChordMaster	is	a	music	editor	that	produces	chord	progressions	for
musicians	who	want	to	improvize.	Typing	Speed	Test	by	Aahaan	Sachin	Typing	Speed	Test	doghike	by	Aleksei	Mazurian	a	simple	(or	not)	platformer	MyShelf	by	Charlene	Bennevault	A	virtual	bookshelf	which	allows	you	to	keep	track	of	the	books	you	owned	and	the	books	you	borrowed.	Events	OTW	by	HEIN	HTET	THU	A	place	to	organise	all	the	events	Retrospect	by
Ludovico	Andrea	Alberta	Web	app	-	a	unique	and	personalized	password	generator	Duck	DaGym	App	by	Martinus	Grady	Naftali	The	App	that	provides	you	list	of	workouts	Spaced_Repetition2.ics	by	ZHANG	Yaxian	Produce	an	iCalendar	file(.ics)	for	Spaced	Repetitions	schedule	with	custom	(especially	non-uniform	)	time	intervals	Online	Educational	Platform	by	Herman
Guan	Yang	Heng	A	platform	that	matches	teachers	with	passion	and	youths	with	difficulties	in	accessing	to	the	most	basic	education	Daily	Expense-Manager	by	ADEYEMI	TIMOTHY	OLUWAPELUMI	Expense	manager	This	is	CS50	Final	Project	-	2020	by	Aruna	Sirangi	This	is	CS50	final	project	that	I	have	created	a	simple	table	with	creat,	read,	edit	and	add	features	to	the
table	and	also	the	user	can	search	for	the	column	fields.	I	used	javascript,	html,	css	to	create	my	web	application.	Thank	you	Fraud	Register	by	Nitesh	Aggarwal	Fraud	Register	is	a	web	app	made	with	Flask	Python	web	app	framework,	which	helps	you	to	find	a	person	you	are	dealing	with	is	genuine	or	not	or	is	he/she	is	fraudster	or	not.	You	can	Search	Frauds	done	by
other	people	and	also	submit	your	own.	Data	is	crowd	sourced	from	people.	Virus	Tracker	by	Roi	Solomon	Tracking	The	Effects	Of	Covid19	iShop	by	Mohammad	AlNuaimi	Ecommerce	website	that	sells	cheese	and	fruits.	Mastermind	by	Simon	Rabecq	Online	Mastermind	game.	Will	you	guess	the	secret	code?	Tron50	by	Gabriel	Villas	Boas	Sancho	A	game	inspired	by	Tron's
light	cycles	battles	Be	Ingenious!	by	Faisal	Yusufzai	Unique	Virus	C-19	by	Adrian	Limon	A	Retro	Arcade	game	made	with	Lua	and	Love	MIDIator	by	Robbin	Veldhuis	Control	MIDI	sliders	on	your	computer	over	wifi	My	CS	Education	by	Florin	Remus	Sferle	List	of	courses	for	documenting	my	self	taught	CS	education	CommonCent$	by	Kevin	Coakley	CommonCent$	is	a
program	for	helping	users	plan	and	track	their	personal	finances.	Bee	by	Rex	He	A	shooting	game.	Crowley	by	Bayram	KAYA	Its	a	website	that	gathers	data	from	other	websites.	Find	my	pet	by	Rafael	Ferreira	Tool	to	help	anyone	find	lost	pets	Chess	Games	Explorer	by	Fernando	Souza	Laube	A	web	application	that	allows	a	chess	player	to	see	all	the	positions	he	reached	in
his	games	played	at	chess.com	Message	Bits	by	Shashank	Gowda	V	Short	messaging	website	Snake	Game	by	Ana	Ramirez	de	las	Heras	Recreation	of	the	classic	Snake	Game	using	Lua	with	LÖVE.	190	LEES	STORE	by	Shihui	Wang	It	is	a	web	based	application,	people	could	order	products	on	it	and	administrator	can	manage	it.	Nonprofit	Patron	Tracker	by	Anna	Lezard	A
website	for	nonprofits	to	dynamically	keep	track	of	monthly	donors	and	donation	amounts.	Portfolio	Balancer	by	Georgina	Neatby	A	web	tool	to	help	you	balance	your	investment	portfolio.	CS50	Web	Browser	by	Oleksandr	Perets	An	Android	Web	Browser	SHOWS50	by	Arjie	Arcos	Personal	tracker	for	shows	and	movies	Project	Snek	by	Léon	Bourlon	Yet	another	remake	of
the	classic	Snake	Game.	Tascal	by	Addie	Hannan	A	task	management	web	application	for	college	students.	Art	Everyday	by	Megan	Davies	Generate	colour	palettes	from	images	Mario50:	Rebooted	by	Marcox	C.	Mediran	Mario	on	a	more	powerful	game	engine	called,	Unity.	Image	to	ASCII	by	Gerizim	Villarante	Converts	image	to	ASCII	and	displays	in	a	website	SchoolVid19
by	Abhishek	Shahane	COVID,	but	with	schools.	Itunes	Search	&	Save	by	Do	Hyun	Nam	Save	a	song	list	by	a	certain	artist	Me	Manejo	by	Andrés	Cuadrado	Perl	ERP,	codes,	inventory,	clients.	Liquor	store	manager	by	Ricardo	Xavier	Ramírez	Manager	Snippet	Curator	by	Andrew	Davies	Desktop	windows	forms	based	code	snippet	library	A	Hero's	Symphony	by	Jeremias	Lino
Ferrao	A	Hero's	Symphony	is	a	game	i	poured	my	heart	into,	a	game	about	slimes,	skeletons,	orcs	and	dungeons	Rate	your	experiences	by	Esin	Osman	A	website	that	allows	users	to	search	up	for	a	seasonal	internship	program	in	a	database,	look	at	past	reviews	about	the	specific	program,	and	write	their	own	reviews.	StudyClass	by	Blessing	Boaslah	A	quizzing	chat-bot
Flashlight_shake	by	Jonatan	Garbuyo	It	is	a	flashlight	for	android.	Resource	Hub	by	Rohit	Kumaran	Notes	for	A	level	students.	Apnimandi	(FoodBite)	by	Mohit	Varma	Online	Fruit	and	Vegetable	Ordering	App	CS50	Web	by	Chun	Yu	Tammy	Huang	The	website	that	is	interactive	and	great	practice	for	web	coding	!	www.cadastr.co.za	by	James	Page	Cadastr	is	a	web	app	for
searching	property	information	and	creating	computer	generated	reports	and	dxf	site	plans.	Global	Owner,	by	Eunah	Lee	The	project	is	a	web	application	called	Global	Owner,	where	you	can	list-up	your	property	information	to	manage	your	property	investment	status.	Financial	Declarations	by	Zhohan	Vsevolod	Financial	Declarations	Watchlist	by	Gavriel	Schneider	A	to	do
list	for	movies.	Quizathon	by	Agastya	Dey	Quiz	master	noteapp	by	Osama	Maher	it	is	a	web	program	in	which	each	user	has	his	own	notes.	Epidemic	Tracker	by	Ruaidhrí	Patrick	Michael	Brown	Visual	representation	of	virus	spread.	SupercarInfo.	by	Mohommed	Ilyan	Zulfiquer	Bubere	Information	with	pictures	of	latest/upcoming	supercars	Trivia	For	The	Quarantined	by
Mor	Tsabari	An	iOS	trivia	app	Colorise.com	by	Muhammad	Hakim	Bin	'Azizan	Web	application	that	generates	random	color	scheme.	BlogFifty	by	Md	Fahad	Hossain	BlogFifty	is	a	blog	posting	site	where	one	can	make	a	post	in	markdown	language	and	share	it	across	the	world.	Fruit	Punch	by	Tan	Mei	Xin	Michelle	Fruit	Punch	is	a	fresh	take	on	Atari's	Breakout,
programmed	in	Lua	with	LÖVE.2D	What	To	Cook	by	Mike	Lobb	An	Android	application	for	finding/managing	recipes	based	on	available	ingredients.	Expense	Manager	by	Ohwofasa	Peter	Avwerosuo	A	day	by	day	expense	manager	R-Exam:	Online	Resit	Examination	Application	by	Jasmin	Abaob	Tumulak	This	is	a	web	application	which	can	be	used	by	educational	institutions
to	provide	online	access	to	students	when	applying	for	resit	examinations	for	missed	major	examinations.	Fighter	Shots	by	Pratik	Madhvani	app	to	help	my	wife	build	her	business	PodProd	by	Michael	Decker	Podcast	Post	Production	Automation	Software	WDMMG?	by	Lee	Ming	Xuan	Where	did	my	money	go?	My	Simple	CRM	by	Zachary	Ernst	A	basic	CRM	application	that
can	be	used	to	track	clients	and	tickets	for	employees.	Dip	(a	recursive	acronym	for	Dip	Isn't	Python)	by	Raghav	Aditya	Nautiyal	Dip	is	a	dynamically	typed	interpreted	programming	language	written	in	Python,	which	gives	emphasis	to	readability	and	ease	of	use,	while	also	providing	the	power	of	all	of	python’s	libraries.	Dip	is	aimed	at	beginners,	looking	to	start	with
programming.	Face-Recognition	by	Christian	Blois	This	is	a	face	recognition	app	in	python	that	can	identify	the	faces	of	anyone	in	a	picture.	Poker	50!	by	CAMILO	ZAPATA	Play	poker	for	fun,	betting	points	and	try	to	double	your	price	as	many	times	as	you	want!	Clauser	by	Adrian	Robayo	App	for	supporting	people	suffering	from	axiety	and	dependence	on	the	phone
myTravelMapper	by	Jacob	Morello	myTravelMapper	is	an	interactive	website	that	allows	users	to	create	a	personal	account	and	then	store	and	track	their	travel	activity.	Summervale	by	Preetom	Kumar	Biswas	It	is	a	shooting	game	El-Wasfa	by	Omar	Ahmed	Saeed	recipe	sharing	website	binary-bot	by	Raihan	Chowdhury	its	an	Online	judge	website,	that	will	judge	your	code
and	give	result(like	heckerrank,	uri	,codechef	etc)	The	Budget	App	by	Leonardo	Gonçalves	Track	your	income,	expenses	and	budget	Course	Selector	by	Ellis	Brown	Allows	students	to	search	for	a	select	courses	from	a	list	of	avalible	courses	Deal	or	No	Deal	by	Daniel	Lomelin	Full	of	learning	Weather	by	Raaghav	Agarwal	It	is	a	weather	website	that	tells	you	how	the
weather	is	right	now	and	in	the	future.	CS50	EXCHANGE	by	Phone	Min	Myat	Buy	Less,	Sell	More	Coin	Collector	by	ARTHUR	ROTH	2D	simple	game	inspired	by	Mario	with	primarily	diagonal	movement.	Bigfoot50	by	Larry	Miller	A	website	for	users	to	share	written	acounts	of	bigfoot	sightings.	EduMech	by	Chloé	Arson	EduMech	will	help	master	students	perform	rapid
numerical	calculations	in	class	to	solve	complex	problems	of	continuum	mechanics,	and	will	help	students	develop	an	intuition	of	abstract	mechanics	concepts	through	graphical	outputs.	Virtual	Account	Manager	by	Mathew	Joseph	Parish	Directory	Challenge	by	Aleksandr	Trubin	Motivational	Android	app.	Shooty	Bird	by	Charles	Lamarque	A	flappy	bird	remake	in	which	you
shoot	a	projectile	every	time	you	jump.	FINDNANCE	by	Ivan	Oh	Choon	Kiat	An	easy-to-use	financial	tracking	application	Power	Gym	by	Ali	Hassan	Ahmed	Gym	web	application	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Darren	Soh	An	Unbeatable	Classic	Beneath	the	surface	by	Justin	Zing	Hou	Fok	Simulation	of	the	lunar	terrain	IOE	Football	by	Saugat	Pandit	My	project	is	a	college-based	website
related	to	football.	Reading	Lot	by	Justin	Alianto	A	personalized	reading	backlog	application	using	Google	Books	API	AnyShop	by	Aleksandr	Tkachenko	This	is	the	online	store	where	a	user	can	register,	log	in	to	his	account,	select	the	product	he	needs	and	place	an	order,	or	contact	the	support	chat.	Sudoku	solver	by	David	Johannes	de	Ridder	Solver	for	Sudoku	puzzles	(up
to	medium	difficulty)	Find	My	Dog	by	Mihail	Shaklev	Search	for	lost	and	found	dogs	Implementation	of	RPC	in	C	by	Siddarth	Singaravel	An	implentation	of	remote	procedure	call	which	involves	the	solution	to	a	real	time	scenario	problem	thereby	reducing	code	redundancy	and	space	complexity.	Shooting	Aliens	by	Bruna	Guerreiro	Becker	Legey	Shooting	Aliens	is	a	small
game	made	in	LÖVE	for	the	Final	Project	of	CS50x	2020.	Arduino	CNC	Plotter	by	Maurício	Ramos	da	Silva	A	GUI	software	to	control	an	Arduino	device	that	controls	a	Plotter.	Divine	Crochet	Liz	by	Emmanuel	Buysse	Full	Website	Image	Fire	by	Peter	Yang	A	responsive	photo	gallery	website—built	using	HTML,	CSS,	JS,	and	Bootstrap—that	allows	users	to	apply	filters,	view
photos	by	genre,	delete	photos,	and	restore	photos	if	desired.	Purtrace	by	Andrew	Ku	Purchase	tracking	tool	to	remember	what	you	purchased	without	you	having	to	remember.	Remedy	by	Parker	Szachta	My	web	app	is	a	daily	mood	tracker	that	provides	resources,	metadata,	and	a	list	of	users.	Dragon	Ball	Eras	by	Mohammed	Adnan	Kinadiyil	An	interactive	website	that
gives	important	info,	such	as	character	backgrounds	and	summaries,	on	the	famous	anime	Dragon	Ball!	README	-	Webpage	by	Geetesh	Mokhare	I	have	designed	web	page	which	includes	pictures	and	some	some	dynamic	statics.	Pooch	Finder	by	Aluth	Gedara	Madhavi	Lathika	Sugathadasa	Connecting	pet	lovers	with	responsible	dog	breeders	nationwide.	Pattern	by
PRANJAY	PODDAR	Design	printing	software	Cheer	Up!	by	Edwin	Chow	Xiu	Sing	Random	motivational	quotes	to	brighten	up	your	day	SNAKE	by	André	Loureiro	Retro	Snake	Game	IT	jakscrape	by	Irvan	Tristian	A	Python	script	to	scrape	an	e-commerce	site	into	csv	file.	Visual	Music	by	Roy	Leibovitz	A	visual	representation	of	music	using	AI	magic	Lee's	Calendar	by	Lee
Chia	Hao	Simple	design	but	useful	to	me.	CAP	Calculator	by	Bryan	Hui	Yat	Kit	Calculating	of	a	student's	CAP	while	saving	their	modules	in	a	database.	Stock	Education	by	Samuel	Schroeder	Virtual	stock	trading	to	educate	students	about	the	stock	market.	MarketCrush	by	Nicolás	Rodrigo	Zabatta	An	investment	decision	tool.	Practice	Pronunciation	by	Mervin	Ezequiel
Cayetano	Muro	An	Android	App	that	lets	you	compare	your	pronunciation	with	another	pronunciation	from	a	native	speaker	sourse.	Active	Phone	Survey	by	Silvio	Ramalho	Domingos	A	web-based	application	using	Python	(Django)	and	MySQL,	connected	to	an	asterisk	server.	Stocks	Dashboard	by	Aaron	L	H	Chan	Stocks	Dashboard	allows	users	to	input	the	stock	ticker	of
any	stock,	and	be	able	to	see	the	stock	price	trends	and	a	variety	of	other	financial	data	presented	in	the	form	of	an	interactive	dashboard	and	tables.	eStuff	by	Ioni	Pastrama	It's	a	bookmark	manager	IoT	Backend	oAuth	Server	by	Ravi	Tomar	IoT	Backend	oAuth	Server	Bookkeepr	by	Robert	Collings	Simple	bookkeeping	web	app	good	by	Shahmir	Chaudhry	exelent	adison	by
Mohamed	Azhan	Adison-the	future	of	health	Project	zombie	2	by	Raynard	Jeiprakasam	It	is	a	survival	game	Random	Fact	Generator	by	connor	oakman	Search	for	a	day	and	receive	a	fact	about	what	has	happened	on	this	day	in	the	past	sales	analytics	tool	by	Matthew	John	Randall	Tracks	sales	data	by	person.	Chess	Engine	by	Divij	Jain	Its	a	simple	game	of	Chess	WebChat
by	Sara	Santosh	Yadav	WebChat:-	tech	platform	for	tech	enthusiasts	Chat50	by	Ansh	Maroo	An	easy	to	useiOS	messaging	app.	TRANSLEV	by	Abdurrahman	Arroisi	A	web-app	to	track	and	record	inter-company	transactions	with	relevant	user	privileges.	360°	feedback	by	Esli	Verheggen	An	online	web	application	that	facilitates	and	monitors	the	provision	of	feedback
amongs	peer	groups.	yt2mp3	by	Siddharth	Nikhil	Download	MP3	files	for	ANY	YouTube	video.	EXR_web	crawler	by	Wei,jian-Ming	Get	foreign	exchange	rate	of	Taiwan	from	bank	website	Cellular	Automata	Explorer	by	Justin	Leung	A	webapp	that	allows	you	explore	the	elegance	and	intricacies	of	cellular	automata,	complete	with	27	interesting	rulesets	(including	the	famous
Conway's	Game	of	Life).	Photo	by	Mohamed	Helmy	Photo	Viewer	ClassTool	by	Hung	Cuong	Nguyen	Duc	Helps	teachers	organise	students	into	groups.	Elite	Prep	by	Madiha	Gurchani	Academic	Website	Gaussian	elimination	by	David	Gaussian	elimination	Galaxy	Wars	by	Aryamani	Boruah	A	simple	2-D	game	Movie	Finder	by	Leandro	Pinheiro	Rapini	Movie	Finder	helps	you
find	interesting	movies	to	watch	by	creatively	exploring	IMDB's	(post	2000)	movie	database.	MyBMIApp	by	Henry	Kelvin	Christopher	Searle	Registered	users	can	log	in	to	track	their	BMI	via	both	graph	and	table,	which	is	stored	so	they	can	see	their	trends	over	a	long	period	of	time.	There	are	links	on	the	page	to	see	how	they	can	decrease	their	BMI	and	each	calculation
is	colour-coded	to	the	severity	of	BMI.	Intensity	by	Benjamin	A	Feuer	INTENSITY.py,	a	script	for	calculating	and	charting	the	average	intensity	of	a	video	file	over	time	ChemFriend	by	Payton	Kim	Website	to	find	the	IUPAC	name	and	molecular	formula	of	a	hydrocarbon	Nostos	by	Mohammad	Zaid	Khaishagi	A	web-app	for	managing	hobbies	and	interests.	The	Path	Forward
by	Kasper	Viita	A	roadmap	and	a	set	of	studying	resources	for	further	learning.	CS50	game	by	WONG,	Chun	Wai	This	is	a	classic	paddle	game	for	maximal	2	players	C50	by	VARSHA	CHOUDHARY	it	define	the	working	of	program	Bus	App	by	Teik	Mun	Wong	Real	time	bus	ETA	Sprouts	by	Peter	ter	Haar	A	game,	implemented	in	Python,	with	Pygame	and	Shapely	Covid19
Tracker	by	Tanishq	chandra	An	app	that	tracks	about	the	status	of	covid	cases	in	india,	in	the	states	of	india	and	almost	every	nation	in	the	world.	DnD-Eon	by	Tyler	Holstein	File	upload	and	download	system	for	DnD	related	things.	YegEvents	by	Youssef	Ismail	YegEvents	shows	you	nearby	events	happening	in	Edmonton.	Crypto	Treasure	by	Graeme	Barnes	Hide	and	find
cryptocurrency	in	pictures	Spotify	CD	player	by	Max	Hayes	A	user	can	play	their	Spotify	playlists	while	an	aesthetic	CD	of	that	playlist	spins	around.	TimeBox	by	Carlos	Eustáquio	Chrome	Extention	for	Time	Management	Daily	Japanese	by	BENJAMIN	TAN	XU	HAN	Makes	JLPT	takers'	lives	easier.	A	Very	Wild	Game	of	Pong	by	Mohamed	Tarek	Mohamed	AbdelAal	Shamekh
An	engaging	adventure	that	starts	with	a	game	of	pong	but	turns	into	an	interesting	adventure	that's	above	and	beyond	what	a	game	of	pong	can	offer.	Bank	of	Kids	by	Elminson	De	Oleo	Baez	Bank	made	for	Kids	and	manage	by	parents	Live	Demo:	GQW23bVY1L4	EDD	used	phones	by	Edward	Danu	Its	a	website	that	sells	used	iphones	and	also	buys	MyGarden	by	Olivia
Shen	A	Flask	web	application	that	helps	gardeners	keep	track	of	their	plants	and	tasks.	machine	learning	by	essam	felemban	help	the	other	in	machine	learning	MeAjudaAqui	by	Guilherme	Martins	Couto	A	help	platform	one	to	one.	Game	of	Life	in	Flaks	by	José	Carlos	Del	Valle	López	A	world	within	graph	Task	Organizer	by	Saranya	Tadikonda	It	is	a	simple	web	application
that	allows	users	to	organize	their	daily	tasks	and	when	they	are	due.	CS50	Tasks	by	Avyukta	Gagneja	a	tasks	list	AllWrite	by	Luis	Felipe	Cordeiro	Sena	A	new	eficcient	way	to	organize	your	ideias	by	writing,	reading	and	modifying	all	of	them	in	just	one	click,	in	just	one	program.	mydictionary	by	Ismail	DAOUDI	a	dictionary	with	images	Spoti-Info	by	Nicolas	Matiz	A	web
app	which	provides	Artist's	information	from	the	Spotify	Web	API	and	directs	to	their	web	player.	Calendar	by	Matthew	Stachyra	It	implements	a	calendar	in	a	doubly	linked	list	where	each	node	holds	an	event	that	is	built	from	a	class	that	holds	the	date	and	time.	FragAI	by	Jeongseok	(William)	Hyun	A	fragrance	lover's	dream,	it	provides	you	with	information	on	fragrances
using	machine	learning	(TensorFlow)	Body	Fat	Tracker	by	Matthew	Tiger	McDonald	A	health	website	that	calculates	the	user's	body	mass	index	(BMI)	and	body	fat	percentage.	ConnectN	by	João	Matheus	Rugeri	Murdiga	ConnectN	is	a	python	based	game,	it	is	an	improved	version	of	Connect4,	with	AI	and	some	cool	features.	CW	Forum	by	Chase	Andrew	Wilson	Reddit	but
far	cheaper	Awesome	Foodpay	by	Syed	Muhammad	Mehdi	Abbas	Naqvi	AWESOME	FOODPAY	is	an	e-commerce,	web-based	platform	for	the	restaurant	to	recieve	food	delivery	orders	online.	Accountabuddy	by	Matthew	Ng	A	web	application	where	users	can	create	and	manage	weekly	goals	for	themselves	and	friends	Tushar	verma	project	by	Tushar	verma	Complete
python	Bharat	by	Eshupriye	Belgotra	Information	about	the	states	and	union	territories	of	India	CS50	NewsHeadlines	by	Fengkai	Ye	It	will	fetch	all	news	headlines	from	google	that	includes	the	key	words	that	the	user	enters,	and	the	user's	search	history	will	be	stored	in	a	database	that	allows	the	user	to	delete	that	database's	contents.	Afterthoughts	by	Andrew	Yeo	My
project	gives	you	a	snap	shot	of	what	i	have	learned,	a	recap	of	the	9	week	course,	and	my	comments	on	each	week.	Social	Poster	by	Juan	Chávez	Cornejo	Automated	Social	Network	Post	Application(Facebook,	Twitter,	LinkedIn)	Frames	by	Poey	Kai	En,	Ian	Frames	is	a	basic	image	sharing	website	made	with	Flask,	SQL	and	JavaScript.	TTennisX	by	Daniel	Yip	Table	Tennis
league	management	system	ToDo	by	Isabelle	Ilyia	A	student	workspace	in	which	users	can	store	all	relevant	information	for	any	project/assignment	in	one	place.	Pulse	Oximeter	by	Aravind	Roshan	My	project	is	an	hardware	based	application	for	which	I	programmed	the	arduino	to	track	the	user's	pulse	rate	and	oxygen	saturation	level	Productivity	by	Shashank	Batra	One
stop	shop	for	improving	your	productivity!	Name	Popularity	Project	by	Claire	Piquette	Give	the	program	your	name	and	choose	which	provinces	you	would	like	to	see	and	it	will	show	you	how	frequent	your	name	has	been	over	the	years.	my	interests	by	kenneth	boykin	It	is	a	group	of	webpages	based	on	my	interests	with	external	links	to	well	known	websites.	Path	Finder
by	Jash	Chirag	Bhalavat	Highlights	the	runway	from	an	image	Spiritalk	by	Houssam	Haddad	Spiritalk	is	a	game	that	allows	you	to	trick	your	friends	into	believing	that	they	are	talking	to	an	internet	spirit.	Budget	Buddy	by	Mustafa	Mahmoud	Sobhy	It's	a	web	application	that	gives	you	the	ability	to	control	your	budget	and	track	the	flow	of	money	in	or	out	of	your	wallet.
Gnome	by	Zachary	Doucet	Gardening	planning	tool	FisioRespiratoria	by	William	Guilherme	A	web	app	to	help	in	physiotherapy	calculation	Break	50	by	Dave	Brown	A	Love2D	game	in	the	style	of	Breakout,	but	with	a	CS50	twist.	On	My	Behalf	by	Elizabeth	Pukal	Everything	somebody	needs	to	know	if	you're	incapacitated.	GPA	Logger	9000	by	Dylan	James	Leupi	A	GPA
logger	that	allows	you	to	save	your	courses	and	grades	and	calculate	your	GPA	for	a	specific	semester.	Online	fruit	store	by	Tan	Cia	Pei	online	fruit	store	and	purchase	fruit	BT	Retail	by	Sebastien	Bruggeman	Convenient	pricing	input	and	comparison	during	store	visit	Portfolio	Manager	by	Srevatsan	Web	based	tool	to	manage	your	portfolio	of	investments	Nugget	by	Ana
Hidalgo	de	la	Vega	Nugget	is	an	iOS	app	that	lets	you	record	and	remember	nuggets	of	wisdom,	so	you	never	forget	your	best	ideas	again!	Currency	Convertor	by	Utsav	Negi	Convert	the	value	of	one	currency	to	other	currencies	and	list	the	US	Dollar	rates	in	150	currencies	BricksPortfolio	by	Wouter	Steendam	A	webpage	where	BrickInvestors	can	tracks	theri	portfolio.
Movie	Trailer	Website	by	ABHIJEET	FADOL	Build	a	website	to	store	my	favorite	movies,	including	movie	title	and	a	movie	trailer.	Manno's	Catering	by	Karim	El	Shazly	Online	meals	shopping	website	Cat	Feeding	Machine	by	Patrik	Sopran	I	built	a	cat	feeding	machine	which	can	be	scheduled	via	a	GUI.	Asteroids	In	Lua	by	Caleb	Balay	The	once	popular	game	"Asteroids"	by
Atari	recreated	in	Lua	and	Love2D	Initials	Generator	by	Surya	Kasibhatla	User	types	their	full	name	and	the	C	program	returns	their	initials.	Robot	Shooter	by	Quek	Yee	Hsien	Shoot	the	enemy	spaceships	and	score	points	without	colliding	into	them.	Simple	Scrum	Board	by	Wonjae	Kim	React.js	based	task	board	web	application.	A	High	School	Student's	Best	Friend	by
Jorge	Moreno	Code	that	can	help	anyone	to	perfect	their	writings	and	texts	in	and	out	of	school,	using	a	thesaurus	and	a	grade	identifier.	M	school	by	Maung	Shine	A	web	application	which	can	monitor	student	information,	applications	and	make	announcements	to	students.	Fitness	Pal	by	Ravi	Kiran	Vallamkonda	A	simple	web	app	to	record	your	daily	workout	routine.
AVIARY	LOGBOOK	by	Jayadatta	G	This	web	page	is	used	to	maintain	the	details	of	birds	present	in	aviary.	Kill	All	Aliens!	(KAA!)	by	Bradley	Massardo	2D	platformer	Biplane	shooter	NinoBot	by	Marinos	Papadakis	Computer	bot	which	takes	user's	microphone	as	input	and	responds	in	voice	and	text.	Register	by	Helton	Ricardo	Santos	da	Costa	Register	is	a	CRUD	to	manage
generic	registers.	Caseload	by	Ariel	Malave	Caseload	management	and	scheduling	for	special	education	services	SaucyBoys	by	Martin	Tang	For	my	CS50x	-	Introduction	to	Computer	Science	Course,	I	decided	to	create	a	website	called	Saucyboys	that	allow	users	to	buy	soysauce	and	learn	about	the	company.	Pickmeup	by	Benedict	See-Toh	Kam	Hung	A	website	that
creates	an	environment	for	people	to	provide	peer	support	to	each	other	to	encourage	mental	well-being.	S'moring	at	by	WeiqianLin	A	personal-use	only	internet	trash	site	for	now;	possibly	developing	into	some	sort	of	customizable	+	passphrased-protected	blogging	site	that	help	users	get	rid	of	negative	thoughts	through	online	dumping.	news	app	by	Yousef	Shora	get
topics	from	guardian	Temp	Cloud	by	Rui	Pedro	Pádua	Gonçalves	An	One	Hour	Temporary	Cloud	Converter	by	Hamza	Amr	Ahmed	Alfarrash	Converts	digit	types(Binary,	decimal,	hexadecimal)	Georgia	COVID-19	by	Graeme	Fickling	A	web	application	to	archive	and	display	Georgia	COVID-19	data	CaloTrack	by	James	Kivai	Webapp	for	getting	recipies	and	tracking	calories
Soliman	Gharieb	by	Soliman	Gharieb	Soliman	Personal	Website	Space	Rush	by	Lautaro	Melchiori	Exciting	space	adventure!	Trader	assistant	by	Omar	Sheashaa	A	simple	web	application	for	traders	Pastpapers	by	Kenneth	Kioria	It	helps	University	students	to	access	pastpapers	钱	(qián)	by	Zhong	Jian,	Ryan	钱	(or	qián)	is	an	online,	minimalistic	expenditure	tracking	tool	for
your	daily	expenses.	Sofit	by	Kristhian	André	Oliveira	Aguilar	A	food	delivery	service	for	my	mother's	small	business	SignShare	by	Nicholas	Patilsen	Connecting	people	who	can't	protest	but	want	to	voice	their	opinion	with	those	who	can	by	making	them	signs.	US	Residential	Real	Estate	Comparison	by	Nikhil	Reddy	Real	Estate	Trends	Switch	by	Divij	Pawar	Switch	is	an



online	marketplace	for	students	to	buy/sell	books	within	educational	institutes.	Facebook	Crawler	by	Roberto	Caballero	Automatize	facebook	data	extraction	Black	Lives	Matter	by	Ege	Demirci	Well	designed.	Blanford	Web	App	by	Moritz	Scheele	A	website	representing	the	company	and	a	user	dashboard	for	exchanging	information	with	advisors	Feedbuddy	by	Nicolás
Godoy	Stop	Climate	Change	Fast	Food	Delivery	by	Sheila	Makena	Bundi	Rukunga	The	proposed	system	solution	will	go	a	long	way	to	reduce	waiting	time	at	point	of	sale	and	minimizes	the	burden	on	customer	service	providers	in	fast-food	restaurants.	The	Room	of	Requirement	by	Itish	Goel	A	Social	Network	for	Books	EVENT	CREATOR	by	SAI	GANESH	DOKALA	it	allows
to	create	any	type	of	sports	events	and	gives	reminders	and	aloow	to	upload	event	details	EVENT	CREATOR	by	SAI	GANESH	DOKALA	it	create	events	for	sports	and	allow	us	to	upload	relative	data	School	Helper	by	Pushpendu	Ghosh	Help	to	maintain	school	official	work	more	easily.	WeatheredIO	by	Zain	Shabbir	A	Simple	SinglePage	Weather	App	HBD	by	Dmitry
Kovalevskiy	Web	application	for	notifying	about	birthdays	of	people	Vogue	by	Akshitth	V.	Ravichandran	Vogue	is	a	simple	and	trendy	website	for	socialising.	TO-DO	LIST	by	Lucas	Moyano	Navarro	Planner	for	dayli	activities	High	Note	by	Benjamin	Carpenter	A	space	to	share	positivity	and	gratitude	without	fighting	to	be	heard.	Contacts	by	Ramon	Rodrigues	A	contact	list
implemented	in	C	with	add,	search	and	delete	functionalities	Society	by	JORAWAR	SINGH	A	chatting	app.	Productivity	App	by	Areeb	Bin	Shahid	Helps	people	get	more	organized	and	manage	time.	l33tStore	by	Peter	L.	l33tStore	is	an	e-commerce	website	where	people	"buy	and	sell"	products	online.	Snake	web	app	by	Sooraj	Renjit	A	web	based	game	of	snake	with	simple
score	keeping	iLearnandPlay	by	Emmanuel	F.	Cajucom	My	CS50	Final	Project	is	all	About	a	Learning	Mobile	Application	for	android	which	i	called	"iLearnandPlay"	this	is	a	Quiz	game	application	with	many	features	of	lifehacks	and	Facts	about	the	world.	MyPet50	by	Tom	kidron	A	webapp	to	add	and	track	a	pet's	Vet	Appointments	turboflavour.com	by	Edd	Sansome	A
recipe	website	for	busy	people!	Live	rescue	by	Hugo	Galuppo	Linking	professional	rescue	teams	to	private	persons	through	a	live	Rescue	app.	Find	The	Preposition	by	Iain	Buchanan	An	educational	game	designed	to	help	young	people	with	language	impairments	learn	to	use	prepositions.	Seed	of	doubt	by	Marharyta	Radzivilava	Platform	for	rationality	popularization	xcor
Analyzer	by	Koji	SATO	Microscope	for	Sound	and	Music.	noneuclidean	by	Leslie	Stuck	A	JavaScript	module	that	calculates	non-repeating	polyrhythms.	Your	Happy	Place	by	Pranay	Vijayvargiya	A	website	promoting	mental	health.	Style	My	CV	by	Alex	Gidman	A	web	application	that	creates	a	professionally	formatted	CV	targeted	at	specific	roles	for	better	job	application
success.	Calculator	by	Timur	Visual	calculator	PRXNCE	SXLL	HOMEPAGE	by	Ousmane	Wattara	A	Homepage	for	my	real	friend	who's	a	hip	hop	singer.	Where	I	provide	more	information	about	him	like	biography,	mp3	songs,	mp4	etc.	my	first	project	by	Zenghui	Huang	It	keeps	track	of	your	any	projects	that	you	would	like	to	do	in	future	o	have	already	completed.	T-s
Diagram	sketcher	by	Laurent	Siino	This	project	is	a	website	designed	to	sketch	diagrams	representing	the	evolution	of	Temperature	and	entropy	during	a	cycle.	ProDev	AdBlocker	by	Jonas	Donkor	Chrome	AdBlcoker	Joyful	Travels	by	Jordan	Chester	Sze	Chong	A	budding	travel	agency	Money	Game	by	Mitul	koul	Collect	dollar	Algovis	by	Arda	Atahan	İbiş	Single	page
algorithm	visualizer	web	application.	CountOnMe	by	Martijn	van	Dongen	An	app	to	keep	track	of	all	your	counts.	Vibester	by	Jay	Swinglehurst	Music	organizer	for	Spotify	Link	Shortener	by	Carlos	Eduardo	Sanchez	Hurtado	Short	version	of	a	link	Course	by	P	SAI	SHVANI	A	web	application	to	find	out	about	different	courses.	OCalendar	by	Julia	Abibe	Morgensztern	Online
calendar	where	you	can	add,	update	and	delete	tasks.	Music	Practice	Logger	by	Lucas	Anderson	Music	Practice	Logger	is	an	Android	application	made	to	aid	musicians	in	their	study	of	music	by	allowing	them	to	keep	track	of	their	practice.	FeedFwd	by	Austin	Paul	Glova	FeedFwd	is	a	web	application	that	is	facilitates	food	rescue	by	connecting	food	donors	and	servers	to	a
network	of	volunteer	delivery	drivers.	SpotiMender	by	Ahmed	Magid	A.Yazid	Get	a	random	song	from	Spotify	Spaceship	X	by	Ailton	Francisco	da	Silva	This	is	a	Space	Invaders	like	game	Pacman	emulator	by	Krishin	Wadhwani	Acts	just	like	the	real	deal	Jobs	Management	App	by	christopher	li	Your	one	stop	solution	to	log	your	jobs	and	interviews	and	update	them.	Text
Recognizer	by	Chubalemba	This	app	recognizes	texts	in	images.	R3	FACTORY	|	HOMEPAGE	by	Saraswoti	Karki	This	project	represents	a	website	that	I	have	created	using	HTML,	CSS,	and	JAVASCRIPT	for	my	Dad's	company	(R3	FACTORY).	ZombieShooter	by	Leighton	Casey	A	game	where	you	kill	Zombies	GRADES	by	Mustafa	Omar	Seamless	connection	between	teachers
and	students	Fit	List	by	Ashley	Egert	A	custom	workout	creator	and	organizer	The	Need	by	Olga	Urentseva	Web	application	to	find	a	help	or	help	someone	Khairul	Islam	by	Khairul	Islam	This	is	a	one-page	portfolio	website	of	mine	using	HTML,	CSS	,	JavaScript	and	JQuery.	Pomo	Progress!	by	Michael	W	Roberts	Help	track	your	progress	towards	a	goal,	based	on	the
Pomodoro	Learning	Technique	CS50RedditBot	by	Georgie	David	Frederick	Nicholson	A	bot	that	finds	people's	names.	Run	and	Slide	by	Yasser	AlTamimi	endless	runner	environmental	Mario	by	Filipe	Gonçalves	Spread	environmental	awareness	Web	Design:	DefyStats	by	Nita	Kanney	This	project	was	created	to	spread	awareness,	educate,	and	share	data	visualizations	of
major	public	health	issues	facing	communities	of	color.	Sky	by	Meenakshi	Chauhan	A	weather	application	TL;DR	by	Iurii	Dziuban	A	website	which	allows	to	summarize	text	and	use	it	for	answering	user's	questions	using	modern	NLP	tools	(BERT,	NLKT).	My	Student	Life	by	Haseeb	Shoukat	It	is	basically	a	diary	entry	program	and	schedule	maker	$AVER	by	Joel	Choong	Wei
Jie	A	personal	finance	app	that	helps	users	keep	track	of	their	expenses	and	investments.	FAMPLAN!	by	Matthias	Goh	Chien	Jee	FAMPLAN!	is	a	web	application	that	provides	tools	for	a	family	to	organise	its	daily	affairs	and	share	information	with	each	other	in	an	easy,	quick	and	efficient	manner.	News	Blog	by	Ioannis	Ventouzis	It	is	a	News	Blog	webpage	that	gives
everyone	a	chance	to	post	new	articles	to	access	all	other	users	articles	and	make	a	wide	search	for	news	throughout	the	world.	Lispy	by	MD.TAZEL	HOSSAN	An	interpreted,	functional	programming	language	based	on	Lisp	and	written	in	C	Sample	html	by	Golanakonda	SaiKiran	Html	file	Vitamins	to	Recipes	by	Toader	Dragos	My	project	is	an	app	written	in	Android	Studio
that	helps	you	find	ingredients	based	on	vitamins	and	then	recipes	based	on	those	ingredients.	MetaTrader	5	-	Timeframes	Top/Bottom	Lines	by	Leonardo	Secim	da	Costa	Sposina	The	objective	of	this	project	was	to	build	a	utility	tool	for	a	trading	platform	called	MetaTrader	5,	so	that	traders	could	monitor	the	top/bottom	prices	of	a	given	asset	within	the	chosen	timeframes.
CHAMPGAFFER	by	Jamie	Hamilton	CHAMPGAFFER	is	a	web-based	football	(soccer)	manager	simulation,	where	the	user	is	given	the	task	of	guiding	their	team	out	of	the	second-tier	Sub	League	(based	on	the	English	Championship)	and	onto	glory	in	the	Super	League	(based	on	the	English	Premier	League).	Weekly	Meal	Planner	CLI	by	Jacob	Desforges	Weekly	meal	plan
generator	and	recipe	database;	meal	plan	can	be	emailed	via	SMTP.	mouse	simulator	by	hishaam	red	square	follows	mouse	CS50	Gradebook	by	Bavin	Edwards	CS50	Gradebook	is	a	web	app	to	manage	grades	for	a	teacher.	CS50	Movies	by	Marcel	Gonzalez	Web	application	to	store	your	movies	CS50	Courses	Rating	and	Review	System	by	Anum	Rehman	This	review	system
gives	opportunity	to	the	registered	users	to	rate	and	give	their	valueable	reviews	about	CS50	courses	which	they	studied.	Users	can	see	ratings	and	reviews	given	by	other	users.	Hack	Attack	by	Travis	Luehr	Cyber	Security	Sandbox	Game.	ideas.com	by	Lo	Shing	Chung	A	platform	for	brainstorming	and	finding	your	teammates	MoviesHub	by	Ahmed	Khaled	Samir	Ahmed
Web	Application	for	exchange	Movies	(buying	and	selling)	SimpleFinance	by	Jason	Sjafii	Getting	started	quickly	with	investing	objectively	CodeNote	by	Zayar	Tun	A	note	taking	application	for	programmers.	We	Love	To	Help	by	john	terence	manful	charity	fundraising	Mr.	Asset	by	Asger	Christensen	Keeps	track	of	all	your	assets	including	warranty	and	receipts	Online
University	by	Abdullah	Hussein	Elbradey	Providing	recommendations	of	Online	Courses	and	Books	for	Coding	Enthusiasts.	Rick	or	Stick	by	Siddhant	Shetty	Easy	Game	Sudoku	web	app	by	Paul	Dampierre	Sudoku	puzzle	generator	and	solver	CS50	GPA	by	Taehyun	Yim	Calculate	your	Highschool	GPA	Bakkal	by	Ekrem	Bel	Movies	for	moral	education	Text	Analyzer	by	Pankaj
Maurya	this	project	analyzes	text	for	you,	such	as	it	removes	punctuation	marks	and	many	such	features.	H.A.U.N.T.	by	Paolo	Gulianno	O.	Villanueva	A	short	and	unique	roguelike.	Dropper	by	Oscar	Qu	2	player	game	where	you	dodge	falling	blocks	Chubby	Buddy	by	Oh	Chia-Sen,	Thomas	Fitness	Companion	App	Darwini	by	Francisca	José	Ureta	Van	De	Wyngard	A	web-
based	reservation	system	customized	for	rural	tourism	entrepreneurs.	UNIPay	by	Lim	H'ng	Yee	A	one-stop	university	payment	website.	Minerva	by	Tanaka	Chitete	Minerva	is	a	financial	tool	designed	to	facilitate	the	fundamental	analysis	of	common	stocks	listed	on	NYSE	and	NASDAQ.	School	club	booking	system	by	Adam	Iqbal	simple	but	effective	Star	Fighter	8-BIT	by
Metin	Ege	Özdemir	Destroying	enemy	spaceships	Habit	Tracker	by	Rachel	Zirui	Feng	My	final	project	allows	users	to	keep	track	of	various	habits	and	goals	they	have	Yiwi	by	Mariana	Fausto	de	Souza	Fernandes	Yiwi	is	a	website	to	help	Chinese	learners	keep	all	of	their	learned	characters,	words	and	sentences	in	one	place,	divided	by	lists.	Credit	Crunch	by	Akeem	Kyle
Palmer	A	financial	tracking	application.	Command	Line	Blackjack	by	William	Trump	Using	the	language	python,	I	created	a	game	of	blackjack	played	in	the	terminal,	giving	the	user	and	the	computer	two	numbers,	and	both	players	try	to	get	as	close	to	21	as	the	can	by	getting	more	cards	or	staying	with	the	cards	they	were	dealt.	KEY50	by	Rachel	Anne	Balagbis	A	we	app
that	generates	suggested	strong	and	random	passwords	by	Sulaiman	Flexible	URL	Shortener	Attendance	Checker	by	Aladin	Oliver	Yu	Automated	Wonders	of	Lebanon	by	Mohammad	Awada	It	is	an	interactive	map	of	Lebanon	with	an	image	and	description	of	the	famous	landmarks	there.	Air	Quality	Web	App	by	Petar	Kirilov	An	Air	Quality	Web	App	used	to	monitor	my	the
quality	of	air	in	my	flat.	TeamEmperors	by	Tech	Freak	Website	Pomodoro	Focus	by	Hoh	Shen	Yien	practical	Router	Configuration	Creator	by	Adrian	Klinger	You	will	find	this	tool	very	usefull	as	a	netwokring	engineer	you	to	generate	standard	configuration	for	a	cisco	router	or	a	switch	device	adding	some	information	into	a	form,	based	on	your	network	requirements.
Dummy	by	saisriker	kusukuntla	Personal	Assistant	MovieLovers:	A	Web	Application	by	Miguel	Secillano	III	For	my	CS50	Final	Project	I	made	a	web	application	called	MovieLovers,	which	allows	users	to	answer	questions	about	movies,	and	also	allows	them	to	compete	using	a	point	system.	Defect	Manager	v1.0	by	Márcio	Pinheiro	Carvalheiro	An	android	app	designed	for
the	foundry	industry	that	registers	and	organizes	production	defects	on	parts.	80s	Retro	Lounge	by	Avathanshu	Bhat	Relive	the	80s	nostalgia	Park	it	Forward	by	Mareta	Abela	Alexander	Sharing	available	parking	information.	Light'em	Up	by	Aaron	Alvarado	Kristanto	Julistiono	A	puzzle	with	a	goal	of	lighting	up	all	existing	rooms	by	pushing	some	buttons.	iMaths	by	Alex
Oliver	An	app	to	help	with	certain	aspects	of	maths	Roughly	The	Size	Of	by	Ana	Brdar	Easy-to-use,	all-purpose	tool	for	country-to-US-state	comparison.	TodoBox	by	Basir	Ramiz	odoBox	is	a	web	application	it	Keeps	track	of	your	daily	activities.	GeoArchive	by	Keenan	Taylor	Sullivan	Discover	useful	information	about	local	POIs	Virtual	Dice	Roller	by	Virej	Dasani	This	is	a	fun,
minimal	app,	for	the	perfect	board	game	experience!	play	snake	game	by	Chun	Rong	Tan	control	the	snake	to	eat	the	food	and	prevent	collide	with	wall	or	itself	PyURL	by	Nay	Thu	Ya	Aung	check	websites'	new	updates,	blogs,	posts,	announcements	or	releases	from	CLI	Moringa	Ecovillage	by	James	Stewart	Charity-based	website	SMIT	Public	School	by	KHUSHBU	M
RATHOR	SMIT	Public	School	is	a	web	application	for	keeping	a	record	of	Students'	details	like	Roll	number,	Name,	Class,	Date	of	birth	etc.	Email	Verifier	by	Edmund	Emmett	Verifies	emails	for	online	databases	Simon	Says	by	Cris	Avati	A	simple	game	of	"Simon	Says"	where	you	have	to	replicate	a	sequence	of	sounds/buttons.	It	was	made	in	Lua	using	LÖVE.	Amazon	Run
by	Luana	Amorim	Endless	run	game	Memama	by	Daniel	Arturo	Sandoval	Ruiz	Its	a	memorama	Simple	Tune	Player	by	Teddy	Chen	Playing	various	tunes	using	a	beeper	Xtreme	Arena	by	Ahmad	Siar	Nabizadah	My	project	is	a	two	player	boxing	game.	ImageShrink	by	Satyaki	Roy	This	sofware	will	help	you	to	reduce	the	size	of	the	image.	Ordering	App	for	Sellers	by	Ernesto
Gaston	Salaya	Allows	sellers	to	place	orders	at	the	factory	from	their	home,	also	automatically	generates	spreadsheets	,	and	the	factory	owner	can	view	movements,	pay	and	cancel	orders	from	anywhere.	Money	Manager	by	Harshit	Jhalani	Help	to	track	your	monthly	spending.	 لافطلال 	 تايضاير 	by	Komail	Alali	An	ios	app	that	allows	young	children	to	practice	simple	math	skills.
Bookworm	by	Nafis	ul	Islam	A	web	application	that	serves	as	an	online	bookstore.	www.naija2abi.com	by	wueseter	Agber	A	Nigerian	General	Knowledge	Quiz/Trivia	Web	Application	E-Vote	by	Aryan	kaushik	My	site	enables	user	to	vote	online.	WrittenWorlds	by	Ben	Smith	Create	and	share	text-adventure	style	games.	Personal	Website	by	Helder	Vieira	Personal	Online
Resume	using	HTML	and	CSS	cs50's	final	project	by	K.Tharun	kumar	about	html	OneEarth	by	Nathaniel	Hiott	An	educational	resource	for	learning	about	methods	of	electricity	production	in	the	United	States.	Guess	the	number	by	Alejandro	Solá	Web-based	logic	game	Blood	Drive	by	Adekoyejo	Adegbite	Enables	users	to	identify	blood	donation	centres	in	Lagos	for
increased	blood	donations	FinSense	by	Ammiel	Gyan	Yawson	Get	a	sense	of	where	your	money	goes	HockeyGeek.com	by	Michael	Murphy	My	project	is	a	web	application	that	displays	current	NHL	statistics,	game	results,	rosters,	and	player	profiles.	Survive	by	Julio	Andres	Duran	Matus	A	2D	game	using	LUA	SKLL	by	John	Charles	Haigh	A	tool	to	compare	your	skills	to
jobs!	Crammer	by	Muhanad	Al-Khafaji	Flash	card	web	application	Pandemic	Safety	Simulator	by	Tanish	Bafna	This	python	application	tried	to	replicate	the	situation	of	a	pandemic	and	uses	real	probabilities	and	demographics	(of	India)	to	understand	how	safety	measures	"flatten	the	curve".	My	Budget	plan	by	Nguyen	Duc	Nhan	An	android	with	one	purpose	is	to	help	user
plan	and	manage	their	monthly	living	expenses.	Mobiles	For	You	by	Kerim	Mandžo	Mobile	Phones	Ecommerce	Website	Decision	Maker	by	Ryan	Shalaby	Decision	Maker	uses	randomly	generated	outcomes	to	decide	the	winner	of	a	competition	in	areas	where	unbiased	decision	is	essential.	HIIT	Timer	by	Carlos	Augusto	Schlyter	Rodrigues	Android	app	for	controling	high
intensity	interval	training.	My	Flashcards	by	David	John	Gallagher	Personalized	Flashcard	app	using	Tkinter	GUI	GreenSnake	by	Dennis	Versluis	Command	line	version	of	Snake	Map	Maker	by	Rishabh	Jain	The	Sonar	Scanner	&	Map	Maker	using	Arduino.	Savvy	by	Sevin	Aryan	Fernando	Manage	finances	HYDRATE	by	Dev	Goyal	It	tracks	user's	water	intake	throughout	each
day	and	tells	them	how	much	more	they	should	drink	CovidInfoBot	by	Matthäus	Campanher	Albrecht	An	informative	discord	bot	about	coronavirus	Calculator	by	Sami	Alfhaily	A	basic	calculator.	:)	Project	Manager	by	magda	elsayed	mohamed	mansour	aboumoussa	web-based	software	that	enables	you	to	create	your	own	purchase	database	with	all	detailed	customers	and
products	data.	SVP	Boards	by	Spencer	Smith	Anonymous	imageboard	Escape	Man	by	Aleksander	Vaca	An	endless	runner	game	with	multiple	words	Escape	Man	by	Samantha	Vaca	Escape	Man	is	an	endless	runner	game	with	multiple	worlds.	SKYLIGHT	360	by	Jerrick	Ban	SKYLIGHT	360	is	an	infrared	motion	detector	designed	as	a	multi-directional	defense	mechanism.
Agricure	by	kunal	jindal	Agricure	is	an	application,	That	detects	if	a	plant	is	diseased	or	not	by	checking	their	image's	photos.	CFbot	by	B	Rahul	A	bot	that	downloads	test	cases	from	codeforces	website.	Weather	Info	by	Huzaifa	Farooq	A	web	app	that	will	show	current	weather	info.	Busy	Little	Bee	by	Natalie	Treber	An	educational	game	for	kids	to	learn	about	the	important
role	of	wild	bees	in	our	ecosystem.	code	store	by	Nay	Thu	Ra	to	save	code	C$50	Account	by	Leong	Wei	Xuan	Functionality	Bernie's	Movies	by	Bernardo	Prum	Search	enginge	to	find	the	best	movie	for	you	KhataBook	by	Amanul	Rahiman	Shamshuddin	Attar	A	inventory	management	program	joeljaimon	by	Joel	Jaimon	Django	Based	Portfolio	archerBall	by	Grigor	Vardanyan
2D	game	with	2	players	shooting	at	each	other	with	arrows	Citadel	Entrance	by	Joaquin	Negrete	Saab	A	replace	for	notebooks	to	people	that	work	in	citadel	entrances	Web-based	interactive	resume	by	Arianna	Bresci	This	project	is	an	interactive	web-based	app:	it	displays	my	CV	and	allows	employers	to	register	and	log	in	to	submit	job	offers,	if	interested.	EZY-BUY-SELL
by	Archit	Kapoor	Advertise	to	Sell	MYTGS	by	Ryan	Lobo	Manager	to	classes	of	the	day	and	school	website	information.	AVOCADO	Finance	by	Anita	Ding	AVOCADO	Finance	is	a	trading	sumulator	webapp	that	allows	users	to	invest	in	real	time.	Users	will	be	able	to	register	their	own	account	and	trade	stocks	as	in	real	markets.	This	site	features	responsive	tools	such	as
stock	info	and	chart	widgets	for	investment	analysis.	The	built-in	message	tool	allows	users	to	interact	with	each	other	via	instant	chat.	LoanFree	by	Tarunraj	Govindarajan	Mohanraj	Organize	your	loans	effectively	and	stay	on	top	of	your	monthly	payments!	Dungeons&Duckies	by	Tien-Chern	Woon	Comedic	dungeoneering	game	based	of	KoL	Landmarks	by	Jintao	Li	Track
the	places	you	want	to	visit	and	you	have	already	visited.	Liar	by	Leonas	Adomaitis	A	multiplayer	card	game	Fundraiser	2020	by	Riya	Gupta	Fundraiser	2020	is	Web	Application	whose	primary	purpose	is	to	raise	money	for	a	social	cause	or	charity.	Decision	Maker	by	Marco	Antonio	Frisoli	voting	web	application	SousChef	by	Matthew	William	Russell	A	web	app	that	makes
cooking	easy	and	fun!	Arcade	Pimpon	by	Manolo	López	Martín	To	manage	table	tennis	competition	 يعمتجملا 	 ملسلا 	by	 فنعلا 	 ذبن 	 زيرحا 	 يماس .	 	wastage	food	Reduce	Peng	Yi	Tan	by	Recipedia	Uniting	Harris	A	Keenan	by	simplekeek.com	CBS.	on	broadcasted	series	televsion	competition	reality	the	Survivor,	replicate	to	designed	game	web-based	a	is	project	This	McCaig	William	Scott	by	Survivor	د
The	Update!	by	Rajat	Shenoi	A	version	of	pong	which	include	one	and	two	player	versions	Vault	by	hansaj	sharma	semi	open	vault	with	cards	that	have	transition	effects	Pet	Sentry	by	Lucas	Oliveira	Corumbá	Pet	Sentry	was	made	with	the	purpose	of	helping	owners	finding	their	missing	pets	Expense	Tracker	by	Hadi	Zorkot	A	web	application	that	allows	users	to	track	their
incomes	and	expenses.	DevMatch	by	Lin	Fangyuan	A	SaaS	networking	platform	for	developers	&	entrepreneurs,	built	with	Ruby	on	Rails	Backup	Singers	by	Riley	Finkle	Tap	on	each	face	for	a	virtual	choir!	A	Magical	Item	by	Charmaine	Noten	A	murder	mystery	webapp	QuantoFalta	by	Samuel	Seixas	Martin	High	School	students:	calculate	your	passing	grade	for	any
subject!	chefBot_testBot	by	Wee	Jin-wen	Telegram	bot	to	find	recipes	with	limited	ingredients	Zeus	Hacks	by	georges	casassovici	A	classic	hack	for	a	game.	(Used	for	educational	purposes	only)	Freestyle	Scootering	by	Гриша	Information	site	about	Freestyle	Scootering.	Flicker	VR	by	Zed	Poirier	Assymetrical	Multiplayer	VR	Game	BikeFit	by	Samuel	Chambers	BikeFit
solves	the	persistent	problem	of	properly	fitting	a	rider	to	a	bike.	A	robot	by	SHIVAM	ARORA	a	robot	that	changes	its	size	when	pointer	is	moved	closer	Shipstation	Export	Customization	by	Juan	Carlos	Talavera	Shipstation	is	one	of	the	top	Ecommerce	management	SAAS,	and	it	lacks	capability	to	customize	reports.	The	task	of	modifying	the	export	file	to	be	ready	to	be	sent
to	my	fulfillment	warehouse	took	about	1	to	1.5	hours	a	day,	I	can	do	it	now	in	2	mins.	HarrierAttack50	by	Jamie	Reilly	Side	scrolling	game,	loosely	based	on	Amstrad	game,	Harrier	Attack.	Algorithm	visualizer	by	Isaias	Castrejon	Web	app	to	help	visualize	sorting	and	pathfinding	algortihms.	Bartering	web	app	by	Esteban	Beckett	Bartering	is	a	web	app	where	the	users	can
barter	their	products,	services	and	foodstuff.	Weight,	What?	by	Tino	Cheong	Woon	Huai	A	2D	platforming	game	made	with	lua.	Space	Racer	by	Allison	Quinn	Retro	Style	Space	Racing	Game	Money	manager	by	kulwant	raj	kisku	record	keeper	Leat	Code	by	Kushagra	Kumar	An	educational	app	Sushi	Slasher	by	Kenn	Kaubukowski	It's	a	2D	arcade-style	game.	ReveNew	by
Michael	Georg	Elie	MIETZ	Hotel	Tax	Calculator	TwiDraft	by	 داج 	 رتيب 	It	is	like	a	twitter	draft	but	the	drafts	won't	be	deleted.	A	car	creation	system	by	Nicholas	K.W.	Opuni	Choose	any	car	of	your	choice.	CynTux	by	Dennis	De	La	Torre	Jr.	This	project	is	used	for	leaning	and	comparing	syntax	in	different	programming	lanugages	CS50	2Buy	by	Alexandra	Loboda	CS50	2Buy	is	a	web
application	to	create,	store	and	share	your	shopping	list.	Timed	by	Fusen	Chan	Simple	web	app	to	keep	time	tracked	Editable	Site	by	Tobias	Harrijvan	It's	an	Editable	Site	The	Human	Chain	by	achal	shetty	A	unique	way	of	connecting	with	others	during	the	times	of	COVID-19.	Bug	Match	by	SIRIWARDHANA	W.M.V.L	An	image	matching	game	using	scratch	Smart	Caesar
Decoder	by	Lastovka	Grigory	It	automatically	decides	what	shift	has	been	used	and	decrypts	Caesar	cypher.	A	Python	program	to	calculate	salinities	from	fluid	inclusions	by	André	Luiz	Silva	Pestilho	A	command-line	program	using	Python	that	reads	a	CSV	file	containing	ice	melting	temperatures	from	fluid	inclusions,	and	computes	the	salinities	(equivalent	salinities	in	mass
%	of	NaCl).	The	resulting	data	is	written	in	a	new	CSV	file,	being	readily	available	to	be	ploted	and	studied.	Simple	Inventory	System	by	Pat	Murphy	Inventory	system	for	a	top	down	game	Medical	Clinic	Website	by	Rishabh	Venkata	Mallela	A	website	for	patients	that	go	to	my	Dad's	clinic	to	use	to	interact	with	the	clinic	in	a	more	convenient	and	efficient	way.	Data	From
Countries	by	Vinicius	Cerqueira	Bonifácio	A	web-based	application	that	returns	countries	information	based	in	what	the	user	types	on	the	input	field.	Storeshack	by	Muniruddin	Ahmed	Siddiqui	Interactive	online	store	Storeshack	by	Zaid	Dandia	Interactive	online	store	CalLI	by	Thomas	Bass	A	beautiful,	minimalist,	and	open-source	calendar	API	and	CLI	Cadastro	de	Clientes
by	Matheus	Henrique	Adeus	aos	arquivos	físicos	Deciphering	by	Richa	Banthia	It	is	a	python	command	line	argument	program	which	deciphers	a	ciphertext	back	to	its	plaintext.	Coronavirus	Mundial	by	Andrés	Parra	Rodríguez	Gives	information	of	coronavirus	of	all	the	countries	Makas	By	WAZI	by	Alkhunaizi	It's	an	app	that	gives	barbershop	the	opprotunity	to	present
their	barber	and	allow	people	to	schedule	appointments.	Chemistry	Virtual	Labs	by	Sean	Lee	Chemistry	Virtual	Labs	is	an	Android	app	that	allows	users	to	perform	chemistry	labs	without	a	physical	lab	environment.	Text	Styler	by	Siddharth	Naidu	Kancharapu	Changes	text	and	background	elements	Balance	is	Key	by	Noopur	Gosalia	Allowing	individuals	to	set	goals	for
themselves,	how	they	want	to	support	other	people	in	their	life,	and	how	they	want	to	support	the	community.	SimplyBudget	by	RACHEL	LOFTHOUSE	Basic	user	friendly	budgeting	web	application	GLASS50	by	Carlos	Gonzalez	del	Rosal	Technology	has	achieved	to	be	useful,	now	we	should	work	to	make	it	simple.	Railway	Management	System	by	Aarushi	Singhal	Using	the
OOP	concepts	this	project	helps	passengers	make	reservation	easily	and	make	secured	online	payments.	It	has	been	divided	into	different	modules	which	is	to	be	carried	out	by	classes	and	methods	and	final	touch	given	by	the	objects	which	are	allowed	to	access	their	variables	and	methods	of	a	particular	class.	Marta´s	Kitchen	by	Marta	Vivancos	Santiago	The	best	website
to	find	the	right	recipe	for	you	Big	escape	by	Антон	An	adventure	html	game.	Diary	by	Nilanjan	Mukhopadhyay	Your	digital	personal	diary	24	Game	Solver	by	Sekson	Ounsaengchan	Stuck	at	24	game?	Ask	me!	Voice	App	by	Jaime	Eduardo	Campos	An	application	that	visualizes	the	sound	waves	of	your	voice	with	some	features.	Unipedia	by	Paulo	Tealdi	A	social-media
platform	where	you	can	interact	with	other	users,	see	news	and	information	about	universities.	LETS	CHAT	50	by	Soovirsingh	Latchoomun	My	project	is	basically	a	public	chat	room	where	anybody	can	register	for	an	account	and	start	talking	to	people	online.	Survey	by	Divya	Bansal	A	python	to	C/C++	Questionnaire	which	tells	us	our	status	according	to	our	symptoms	in
regards	to	coronavirus.	by	Ian	De	Bie	Portfolio	page	Shoppe	Tracker	by	Keshav	Vidjeabaskaran	Shopping	list	app	Data	Structure	Analysis	with	C	by	Yanxiong	Liu	Very	useful	and	interesting	course,	the	content	are	very	practical	which	allows	you	to	create	something	useful	in	daily	life.	Leadership	APP	by	Erik	Bösert	An	application	to	help	leaders	of	a	project	shape	their
leaderhip	style	Socky	by	Riki	Fameli	Arcade-y	game	where	you	eat	trash	as	a	sock	man.	RKSTORYRestaurant	by	Ryo	Kusnadi	Booking	Reservation	Website	Celby	by	Zara	Khanna	Celby	tells	you	about	celebrations	all	over	the	world	and	lets	you	browse	them	and	add	them	a	wish	list.	Portfolio	by	Syed	Omer	Ahmer	This	project	is	a	portfolio	page	of	all	of	my	achievements	and
activities	since	2018.	Artipress	by	Chanuka	Chathuranga	Blog	Application	TicTacToe	by	Harshit	K	Shah	It	is	an	Android	game	called	Tic	Tac	Toe	created	using	Android	Studio.	Cash	Register	by	Aloysius	Tay	It	simulates	a	cash	register	that	allows	you	to	order	items	from	a	virtual	store.	Coin	collector	by	David	Mosopefoluwa	Ayoola-Johnson	A	big	evolution	from	where	i
started	MOVIEROOM	by	Snehil	Gupta	MOVIEROOM	IS	A	WEBSITE	THAT	LETS	USERS	HAVE	THEIR	OWN	CUSTOM	MOVIES	AND	SERIES	PLAYLIST	cs50	finance	by	Emad	Samy	Wonderful	cs50	website	Cursor	Control	by	Isaiah	Trumbull	My	project	is	a	game	designed	using	LUA	in	which	you	move	your	cursor	to	capture	balls.	Perosnal	portfolio	by	Yahya	Ayman	Elsayed
Essawi	Salamah	Personal	Portfolio	for	employers	to	view!	SOLFIN	PLATFORM	by	Jonathan	Torres	It	is	a	platform	that	the	employee	can	upload	files	and	show	up	in	a	WordPress	page	Fruit	Catcher	by	Kanishka	Desai	Catching	fruit	with	a	bowl.	Dictionary	by	Kevin	Igweh	An	English	dictionary.	ImguFlask	by	Joshua	Mandell	A	front	end	for	image	manipulation	and	saving
filtered	images	Check	It	by	Arya	Gijare	Event	Calendar	Page	Timer	by	Bruno	da	Silva	Albino	Page	Timer	is	a	Google	Chrome´s	extensions	that	count	how	many	seconds/minutes/hours	you	stay	on	websites.	Bonsai	Marketplace	by	Ricky	White	Ebay	for	Bonsai	collectors	Repertoire	by	Giuseppe	Demauro	An	app	to	track	all	the	songs	you	can	play.	Encrypto	Software	by	Omar
Sayed	Nour	Encryption	Software	Best	Eats	in	Singapore	by	Rachael	Tan	Ting	Xuan	A	webpage	designed	to	introduce	some	of	the	best	dining	spots	in	Singapore.	Al	Shaheen	Project	by	Alfiko	Utama	Simple	and	effective	minesweeper	by	Manuel	Basically	my	own	version	of	minesweeper	Mock	Restaurant	Website	by	Mahmoud	Attia	A	mock	restaurant	website	MarkGrade	by
Pavel	dědek	MarkGrade	keeps	track	of	your	grades	from	school.	A	Zotero	translator	for	stabikat.de	by	Marcel	Klotz	This	project	is	a	site	specific	Zotero	translator	for	stabikat.de,	that	helps	you	to	translate	the	bibliographic	data	of	stabikat.de	into	Zoteros	format	using	the	unAPI	services	of	the	association	of	libraries	(GBV).	Recipe	Album	by	Marie	Kershaw	Recipe	Album
Bulletin	board	by	Hungyun,Chen	Website	for	people	to	post	articles	and	leave	comments.	LISTY	by	Richard	Thornton	A	website	which	allows	you	to	create	lists	Spotify	Import	Lists	by	Pedro	Correia	Takes	a	list	of	albums	as	URL	and	makes	a	Spotify	playlist	out	of	i	Cincinnati	Reds	2020	Roster	by	Nicholas	Behrendt	Returns	information	about	2020	Cincinnati	Reds	players
based	on	an	inputted	position	from	the	user.	Tic	Tac	Toe	vs	AI	by	Matt	McDannel	Tic	Tac	Toe	against	a	smart	AI,	with	a	difficulty	setting	and	csv	file	for	stats.	Movies	your	way!	by	Felix	Alexander	Erhardt	In	my	final	project,	an	internet	page	allows	you	to	filter	the	IMDb	database	from	week	7	by	film	rating	and	year	of	release	and	store	the	results	in	a	private	watchlist.
Simple	Brick	Game	by	Mehmet	Bahadır	Erkan	Simple	Brick	Game	Predator/Prey	by	Gautham	Kumar	Interactive	shoaling	multi-particle	system	Offline	Dinosaur	by	carlos	martinez	Infinite	Runner	thanks	google	Amigos	de	Arte	(Art	Pals)	by	José	Edgar	Hernández	Cancino	Estrada	A	platform	to	connect	seniors	in	an	asylum	with	outside	young	people	during	quarantine
through	art	and	letters	Netflix	Boredom	by	Emily	Huang	Using	your	zodiac	sign	to	suggest	shows/movies	to	watch	in	quarantine.	LogStar	by	Martin	Decoster	This	is	a	Pilot	logbook	Snake	by	Stefan	Budimlic	A	rendition	of	the	classic	game	Snake.	Investsimples	by	Gustavo	Sales	dos	Santos	Albuquerque	Brazilian	capital	market	simulator.	Wood	Printer	by	Evan	Curtis	It	is	a
program	that	drives	a	homemade	cnc	printer.	Math	Detectives	by	Vista	Marston	A	webpage	that	is	designed	to	aid	children	with	basic	math:	addition,	subtraction,	multiplication,	and	division.	Enjoy	your	selfie	by	Rwaa	Essam	Alabsawi	One	attempt	is	enough	to	choose	the	profile	photo.	Horse	Management	System	by	Omar	Lataoui	Horse	management	system	that	keeps
track	of	recurring	cares	and	veterinary	treatments	for	sport	horses	HomeSchool	Tracker	by	Mia	sarojini	kynadi	A	web-based	tracker	for	my	children's	assignments	and	online	zoom	sessions	Flask	Blog	App	by	Bhavin	Kapadia	App	to	allow	a	user	to	create	a	post	for	a	selected	business	in	a	forum.	MyPad	by	Nerya	Haim	Bigon	a	web	app	that	let	you	make	a	todo	list	This
Means	War!	by	Levi	Lieberman	The	card	game	war	with	a	twist.	Health	Tracker	by	Rafael	Bastos	This	web	app	will	help	users	look	after	their	health	condition	keeping	track	of	their	body	weight	and	suggesting	a	daily	calorie,	carbs,	protein	and	fat	intake	plan	according	to	the	user's	attributes.	Food	Invoice	by	Satyam	Kumar	Yadav	Split	food	invoice	with	your	friends
translate	by	ADWITH	GUPTA	it	is	a	translator	differently	Not	Me.	by	Kavish	Shah	Not	Me	is	a	contact-tracing,	and	the	only	contact	tracing	app	that	does	not	require	your	personal	information.	Not	Me	by	Atharv	Attri	Not	Me	is	a	contact	tracing	app,	and	the	only	contact	tracing	app	that	does	not	require	any	of	your	personal	information.	Your	Image	Gallery	by	CHIRAG
GOYAL	I	have	made	an	online	Image	gallery	in	which	we	can	add	new	images	to	sql	databases	as	well	as	add	those	images	to	webpage	too	.	Or	we	can	delete	images	from	the	pre-existing	images	already	in	the	database.Each	user	can	have	their	own	library.	Your	Image	Gallery	by	CHIRAG	GOYAL	I	have	made	an	online	Image	gallery	in	which	we	can	add	new	images	to	sql
databases	as	well	as	add	those	images	to	webpage	too	.	Or	we	can	delete	images	from	the	pre-existing	images	already	in	the	database.Each	user	can	have	their	own	library.	Your	Image	Gallery	by	CHIRAG	GOYAL	I	have	made	an	online	Image	gallery	in	which	we	can	add	new	images	to	sql	databases	as	well	as	add	those	images	to	webpage	too	.	Or	we	can	delete	images	from
the	pre-existing	images	already	in	the	database.Each	user	can	have	their	own	library.	Series	by	Shruthika	Nair	A	easy	Math	tool!	Fake	Estate	by	Eric	Mesina	A	web	app	to	view	properties	for	sale	COVID-19	Data	Analysis	by	kyle	seymour	An	interactive	website	that	analyzes	data	from	multiple	public	sources	and	plots	user	selectable	graphical	correlations	between	COVID
cases	and	deaths	with	socioeconomic	factors	by	US	County.	Vinson	by	Vinson	Ong	A	website	displaying	my	portfolio/resume.	EarthShare	by	Megat	Imran	Ruzain	bin	Ruzaif	Discovering	earth	together	Need	For	Speed	:	Scratch	by	Abdul	Ghani	A	simple	game	in	which	you	lead	your	ball	to	the	finish	line	without	touching	the	monsters	or	moving	outside	the	track.	O$P$	by	Tio
Zhi	Kai	Help	user	to	keep	track	who	do	they	owe	money	to	Research	database	by	Lemle	Ákos	Lets	you	create	any	number	of	tables	for	a	research,	edit	them,	and	the	program	can	calculate	average	and	deviation	of	the	values.	QuoteTracker	by	Aryan	Patil	QuoteTracker	is	a	Business	to	Business	web	application	which	provides	an	online	Amazon	like	platform	for	bulk	Business
transactions.	QuoteTracker	by	Joshua	Montolalu	QuoteTracker	is	a	Business	to	Business	web	application	which	provides	an	online	Amazon	like	platform	for	bulk	Business	transactions.	CoHelp-19	by	Jose	Manuel	Cos	Rueda	Webpage	aimed	at	helping	those	in	need	due	to	Covid-19	Club	Fish	by	David	Roddy	Fish-based	social	network.	Ad	Tag	Previewer	by	Chen,	YI-AN	Ad	tag
previewer	can	help	you	generate	a	mockup	website	with	your	custom	ad	tag	(Javascript/	HTML	format)	displayed	directly.	Guess	the	Place	by	Alan	Kaczyński	A	geography	game	for	Adrooid	EB	by	Yukari	Nakano	Event	builder	app	Online	Manager	by	Saleh	Shamoon	Manages	online	transactions.	translate	by	adwith	gupta	web	translater	Full	Stack	Casting	Agency	by	Daniel
R.	Neal	An	API	with	Role	Based	Authentication	and	permissions	for	a	casting	agency	that	is	responsible	for	creating	movies	and	managing	and	assigning	actors	to	those	movies	SuccessTrax	by	Obiajulu	Nnaemeka	Training	management	software	CS50	Mini	Google	Map	by	Ng	En	Rui	List	and	Map	Good	Dive?	by	Benjamin	Stuart	Pearce	A	website	to	rate	and	review	the	dive
sites	of	Una-Una,	Sulawesi,	Indonesia	To-Do	List	by	Elena	Vigo	Task	manager	with	color	distinction.	CVSmash	by	Preslav	Aleksandrov	Polling	tool	Fitness	Tracker	by	Deanna	Tornatore	Tracks	fitness	activity	over	time	Black	Blog	by	Bibekpreet	Singh	Blogging	Website	Pixel	Clash	by	Josh	Santiago	A	short	2D	One-Versus-One	game.	Fencing	Tracker	by	Nina	Prihodko	A
website	that	tracks	fencing	statistics.	PSInt	by	ZAHEEN	A-RAHMAN	The	world's	first	CAIE	O	Level	Pseudocode	interpreter.	NMR-Webpage	BUW	by	Dennis	Oliver	Grzeschik	A	webpage	which	shows	filtered	NMR-Spectra	from	the	BUW	university.	CS50x	Final	Project	by	Rohan	Sharma	It	will	take	three	inputs,	and	then	show	an	output	after	running	the	inputs	through	a
formula.	Head	Bashers	by	Calvin	Troi	O	Fortaleza	A	coin	collecting	game	FTrader	by	Jubilee	Airenlosa	Imhanzenobe	Foreign	Exchange	(Game1)	by	Magdiel	Marrero	A	very	simple	platformer	with	a	flexible	user	interface	system.	Ottawa	Buses	by	Alexander	Louis	Robertson	Aumais	An	IOS	app	to	see	when	buses	will	come	in	the	city	of	Ottawa	as	well	as	seeing	near	stops	and
transit	alerts.	Nihongo.com.ar	by	Lautaro	D.	Barceló	Website	to	contact	with	japanese	students	in	Argentina,	by	level	and	by	objectives.	Are	you	toxic?	by	Benjamin	Lau	Chueng	Kiat	Find	out	the	toxicity	of	your	text	Monster	Gym	by	Hazem	Ali	Gym	Website	Mala	GoGo	by	AIJIE	ZHAO	Recipe	search,	recommendation	and	vlogger	homepage	Text	Analyzer	by	Pankaj	Maurya
this	project	analyzes	text	for	you,	such	as	it	removes	punctuation	marks	and	many	such	features.	Tell	by	Ananya	Prasad	Tell	is	an	online	period	tracking	application.	GGplugin	by	Wong	Tsz	Fung	VST	AUDIO	PLUGIN	Confession	by	Peter	Dordunu	Random	users	can	go	and	share	what's	on	their	mind	anonymously	and	also	view	the	confessions	other	users	have	shared.	To-
Don't	by	Michele	Giordano	What	you	shouldn't	do	today.	To-Don't	by	Tara	Walker	An	application	to	list	the	things	you	won't	do	today.	Endless	Pong	by	Francis	Langit	Endless	Pong	is	a	video	game	created	using	the	Pygame	module	of	Python	that	features	endless	gameplay	of	Atari's	Pong.	QR	Now	by	Moustafa	Mahmoud	Mohamed	Ahmed	Ellithy	A	QR	Code	Generator	for
Text,	URL,	WiFi	and	More.	Mall50	by	Muntahi	Safwan	A	simple	e-commerce	website	FlaskCMS	by	Alessandro	Mussini	A	tiny	CMS	for	blogs	made	with	Flask	24PIXE7S	by	Yedukrishna	K	R	A	javascript	gaming	web	app	CryptoGraph	by	Julie	Lima	CryptoGraph	is	a	web	application	where	users	can	view	stats	on	the	prices	of	their	selected	cryptocurrencies.	Consultant	Website
by	Maria	Paula	Gonzalez	Ayala	Consulting	Password	Generator	by	Usman	Masood	Gangoo	This	application	generates	a	random	password	based	on	user-selected	criteria.	The	application	validates	user	input	and	ensure	that	at	least	one	character	type	is	selected.	Once	all	prompts	are	answered,	the	user	will	be	presented	with	a	password	matching	the	answered	prompts.
This	application	is	also	responsive,	ensuring	that	it	adapts	to	multiple	screen	sizes.	NECTA	Search	by	Caroline	Fong	A	searchable	database	for	Tanzania	Form	IV	National	Examination	results.	Library	Management	System	by	Mohammad	Abdur	Rahman	Its	a	Library	Management	System	where	both	the	Librarian	and	Student	can	use	it.	Alignpad	by	Tobias	Brockow	Alignpad
helps	teams	create	better	alignment	Velau	Movie	Database	by	Brannon	Velau	personal	movie	database	Sports	Betting	Simulator	by	Nikhil	Dharmavaram	This	project	was	designed	to	deliver	an	authentic	sports	betting	experience	to	people	under	the	age	of	21.	Banerjee	Classroom	by	Trinav	Banerjee	It	is	a	way	for	students	and	teachers	to	communicate	and	send	and	recieve
assignments	Trivia	Game	by	Ronit	Jain	A	trivia	game	where	users	test	their	knowledge	in	6	different	categories	DrugFinder	App	by	MOHAMED	ABDELAZIM	MOHAMED	AWAD	ELKARIM	An	app	that	is	intended	to	help	people	in	Sudan	where	there's	shortage	of	many	essential	drugs	to	find	drugs	more	easily	instead	of	searching	one	pharmacy	after	the	other.	Defender	by
Agustin	Literas	A	game	where	one	attempts	to	deflect	cannonballs	using	a	paddle.	Lawyerfinder	by	Chewan	Abdulrahman	Directory	of	lawfirms	in	UAE	Boy	&	Fire	by	Jorge	Alonso	De	La	Fuente	A	platform-2D	game	made	with	Lua	in	LÖVE2D	Space	Invaders	by	William	Connington	My	take	on	the	classic	arcade	game	'Space	Invaders'	Store50	by	FRANCESCO	GIANASSI	Buy
and	Sell	in	the	store	Course	Schedule	by	Peng	Yufang	A	course	schedule	management	system	for	students	and	teachers.	Favr	by	Aniket	Gupta	Real-time	chat	app	Aryan's	Website	by	Aryan	Parikh	I	edited	the	homepage	as	my	final	project.	Fortnite	Stats	by	Aaditya	Doiphode	My	app	allows	users	to	quickly	view	Fortnite	stats	for	each	player	without	having	to	log	into	the
game	Fortnite.	mytype	by	Dante	Costabile	Branding	for	actors	Maze	by	Jayaram	Reddy	An	alien-infested	maze.	Student	grade	predictor	by	Steven	Morse	My	program	predicts	a	schools	upcoming	grades	using	a	machine	learning	algorithm	Texted	by	Wildson	Seguchi	A	web-based	application	able	to	calculate	the	readability	and	similarity	of	a	text.	L&F	by	Sakshi	Juneja	Let's
reunite	our	items.	Moefay	Generator	by	Maurice	Nehman	Ishac	A	billing	application	that	issues	electricity	bills.	Mystic	Maze	by	Mikhail	Fraynt	LOVE2d	game	written	in	Lua	with	2	maze	generation	algorithms	implemented.	1Order	by	Maxim	Perchikov	Informative	website	about	cryptocurrency	and	blockchain	news	Fridge	Recipes	by	Xavier	Bonald	Fridge	Recipes	is	a	web
app	to	find	recipes	with	ingredients	you	already	have.	On	Chicago	Bars	by	Katrina	Armistead	Virtual	Poetry	Gallery	VAT	Calculator	by	Ali	Hasnain	Mohamedali	Juma	A	simple	VAT	Calculator	Endless	Jokes	by	Sherzod	Gafar	A	small,	but	hilarious	webapp	that	delivers	an	endless	supply	of	humor.	It	uses	JokeAPI	-	a	free	API	for	jokes	-	and	prints	as	many	new	jokes	as	the	user
wants.	KWOTZ	by	Marco	Halomoan	Android	App	for	people	looking	for	motivation	and/or	guidance.	ProFeed	by	Alex	Oh	A	sports	news	feed	that	can	show/hide	leagues	of	the	user's	choice.	Sponsorpedia	by	Jack	Zhang	Sponsor	and	review	your	local	government's	efforts	Space	Defenders	by	Fernando	Jose	Perez	Arcade	shooting	game	Friends	List	by	Yuen	Ka	Chun	An	iOS
app	to	store	information	of	your	friends.	CookBook	101	by	Umberto	Valente	Online	cooking	recipes	book,	to	upload	and	share	your	creativity	with	other	users.	Password	House	by	Pandya	Purv	Ketankumar	Control	all	your	passwords	from	one	place.	SMITE	Fans	by	Gloria	García	Sami	A	webpage	around	the	game	SMITE	Health	by	Gökhan	Paslı	Calculating	some	body	ratios.
Factor	by	Stephen	Shoucair	Comparative	news	from	both	sides	of	the	political	spectrum.	Apsara	Flowers	by	Harshit	Meghpara	E-Commerce	Website	Zabaan	by	Taimur	Shaikh	A	language	learning	tool	that	translates	song	lyrics	and	allows	users	to	edit	them	to	better	understand	a	language	Latin	Lookup	by	Dashiell	Alexander	Bhattacharyya	A	website	where	you	can	look	up
a	Latin	word	and	get	information	about	it.	Chunking	Timer	by	Arthur	Vilas	Boas	Santos	A	simple	productivity	tool	which	chronometers	the	time	you	spend	in	a	task,	and	calculates	a	reasonable	break	session.	Galactica	by	Luis	A	game	where	a	spaceship	has	to	reach	its	home	CS50	Dictionary	by	Lai	Yee	Hao	It	is	a	web	program	that	allows	user	to	store	words	into	SQL
database.	TYPE50	by	Rishikesh	Kanabar	It	is	an	accurate	typing	test	based	on	Javascript	and	supported	by	Flask	in	Python.	Ice	Cream	Heaven	by	Sebastian	Becker	Customers	can	place	orders	for	ice	cream	on	the	website	and	the	restaurant	staff	will	be	able	to	view	and	manage	all	open	orders.	NUSJumpStart	by	Aranchaiya	Sasipreya	Valerie	A	website	tailored	to	all	NUS
students	where	they	can	apply	for	hall/housing	and	calculate	Cumulative	Average	Point	(CAP)	in	this	website.	NUSJumpStart	by	Joy	Lim	Le	Xin	An	essential	website	for	every	NUS	student	Power	Cube	Analysis	Tool	by	Auriane	Vez	The	purpose	of	this	Flask	webapp	is	to	offer	a	structure	that	allows	the	user	to	complete	its	PowerCube	analysis	directly	into	a	form	that
contains	all	the	element	of	the	framework,	and	to	render	a	styled	document	of	this	analysis.	CS50	News	by	Ru	Yang	This	web	application	is	designed	to	get	breaking	news	headlines	and	search	for	articles	from	news	sources	and	blogs	all	over	the	web.	MyBot	by	Neil	Samant	A	discord	utility	bot	dobbio	BP	platform	by	Sandra	Ann	R	Steyaert	A	web	application	using	flask,
sqlite,	javascript,	css	&	html	for	land	surveyor	project	tracking	TYPE50	by	Aarav	Desai	A	Simple	Typing	Test	Final	Project	by	Sidh	Mittal	This	was	CS50!	Todo	List	by	Mathisha	Karunaratne	A	simple	website	to	manage	a	list	of	items	todo	THE	DIARY	by	RAHUL	PRATAP	SINGH	DIARY	WITH	FRIENDS	AND	FAMILY	THE	DIARY	by	RAHUL	PRATAP	SINGH	Diary	for	friends
and	family	PlotNode	by	Nicola	Nuti	data	visualisation	dashboard	psycho	press	by	Sophie	Talbot	@	Chun	Yan	Yan	psychotic	Student	Management	System	by	Shaurya	Mann	It	is	a	project	that	is	can	be	used	for	management	of	information	of	different	students	using	python,	MySql	and	tkinter	module	HowRYou	Diary	by	Choi	Yu	Hei	Hera	What	happened	yesterday?	Northern
Lights	by	Philip	McAreavey	Web	App	to	find	closest	Ice	Cream	Shop	project	by	LUISA	BOINA	COLTRO	random	number	Paint	Your	Reality	by	Makeda	Harris	A	responsive	website	all	about	art	and	finding	your	creative	passion.	War	by	Akhil	Durvasula	The	Card	Game	War	To-Do	List	App	by	Jared	Hu	It	keep	tracks	of	To-Dos	on	an	Android	device.	PIxel-Weather	by	Carmine
Porricelli	Weather	site	made	in	pixel	Table	Hockey	by	Lim	Geng	Sheng	Table	Hockey	game	Anxiety	Website	by	Alejandro	Losa	García	Website	for	a	video	recording	and	editing	company.	Action	by	Johan	Haga	Mohn	A	to-do	application	CSV	Grabber	by	Peter	A.	Bonee	Chrome	browser	extension	making	it	easy	to	grab	web	page	data	for	other	apps.	My	Personal	Website	by
Hayden	Edelson	Personal	website,	currently	just	a	blog,	but	intended	to	grow	to	host	much	more.	Shelter-Gallery	by	Hugo	Hepp	Shelter-Gallery	is	a	platform	that	centralizes	animals	from	different	shelters	on	a	single	website	Asteroids	50	by	Adrián	Nicolás	Parry	Ainardi	A	game	based	on	Atari's	classic	game	Asteroids	The	PriceIsRightWheelSpin	Game	by	Kris	Movalia	A
game	that	lets	players	win	some	money	by	spinning	the	wheel.	If	they	get	the	right	score	which	is	100,	they	win	or	else	they	lose.	CS50	Social	Corner	by	Marwin	Cabotaje	Interactive	website	displaying	humor	and	appreciation	for	CS50.	Ad	Finem	by	Theilo	da	Silva	Pirani	Space	shooter	game	yahtzee_flask	by	Daniel	Spencer	The	classic	dice	game	Yahtzee,	recreated	using
Python	and	Flask.	Trading	Game	by	Hoa	Nguyen	A	game	that	allows	people	to	practice	their	trading	skills	within	a	defined	budget	COSMOS	Hotel	Website	by	PRASAD	DEEPAK	MAHALPURE	A	Hotel	Website	made	using	HTML,	CSS,	Python,	Flask.	Please	Be	You	by	Daryl	Byron	Wong	A	virtual	flashcard	app	that	teaches	kids	ABCs	using	words	associated	with	values	of	self-
love.	crypto	Technicals	by	Ali	Uyanık	It	is	a	price	,	market	cap,	volume	trackers	for	crypto	currencies	and	it	is	providing	a	simple	signal	tool	for	trading	Ciphers	by	Neha	Sane	Caesar	cipher	encrypter	and	decrypter	NetDog	V1.0	by	Pavlos	Laskas	A	flask	web	application	that	allow	the	user	to	see	the	status	of	his/hers	network	devices.	TODOs	by	Mahmud	Oloyede	TODOs	is	a
web	application	that	keeps	track	of	users	tasks.	Tetris	by	Aakash	Gokhale	My	project	is	a	simplified	version	of	tetris	with	less	complex	pieces.	Buzz	Academy	by	Heba	Ahmed	Aly	Hegab	web	site	for	training	center	ProTeam	by	André	Salgado	Paiva	Calado	A	team/project	management	web	tool.	Perpetual	Calendar	2001-2099	by	AKASHDEEP	BHATTACHERJEE	It	is	a
perpetual	calendar	for	the	21st	century	with	certain	additional	lunar	calendar	features.	ASK	ME	by	Mohamed	Ossama	Mahmoud	Q&A	website	for	coders.	MyOrganizer	by	Ahmed	Muadh	Faizan	Mohamed	Task	manager	CES	Bookstore	by	Aidan	Curley	An	application	to	manage	the	buying	and	selling	of	ELT	coursebooks	User	Maintenance	by	Dérico	Stefano	Cavallini	Soto
Java	based	application	that	gives	maintenance	to	user	on	a	database.	WarGame	by	Shamitha	Thumma	The	app	simulates	the	war	card	game	between	the	user	and	the	device	and	whoever	reaches	200	points	first	wins.	Tideman	Testing	by	Josef	Richter	This	app	lets	you	test	various	ballots	combinations	and	evaluate	them	using	Tideman	algorithm.	Productivity50	by	Brian
Cheng	A	helpful	and	applicable	tool	that	anybody	can	use	to	be	more	productive!	Tasks	App	by	Sebastian	Willowhawk	Tasks	App	is	a	simple	command-line	interface	for	organized	to-do	list	management	Hash	a	Name	by	Andres	Garcia-Navarro	Alternative	password	generator-manager	Quizzer	by	Wong	Yifeng	Gavin	Harry	Potter	Trivia	Quiz	InternationalCitizen	by
Vasundhara	Bagchi	A	web	app	that	has	an	overview	about	the	education	systems	in	school	and	college	of	different	countries	readily	available	in	one	place.	File_Organizer	by	Andrew	Reeson	A	program	that	runs	with	my	Linux	shell	in	order	to	constantly	organize	any	file	that	goes	on	my	desktop	or	into	my	downloads	folder.	Attendance	and	Fee	System	for	small-scaled
tutorial	centre	by	Michael	Cheng	The	system	serves	three	major	purposes:	taking	and	displaying	each	student's	attendance	record	within	a	month,	calculating	each	student's	monthly	tuition	fee	according	to	their	attendance,	grade	and	payment	preferences	and	calculating	and	displaying	the	monthly	income	of	the	tutorial	centre.	Car	Miles	Calculator	by	Gerry	Christian
Ongko	It	is	a	web-based	application	made	using	PHP.	The	purpose	is	for	users	to	record	their	driving	logs	and	the	app	will	show	statistical	variables	such	as	dollar	per	miles	or	miles	per	gas	intake	with	hopes	that	users	could	conserve	their	costly	driving	habits.	CaloTrack	by	James	Kivai	Calorie	Tracker	Tips	by	abdelrhman	basyoni	a	place	where	any	one	can	share	or
searech	for	tips	project	inVoice	by	Viktor	Huszár	This	is	an	invoice	This	is	an	invoice	processor	and	data	organizer	web	application.	Tips	by	Karim	Ahmed	in	this	website	you	can	create	an	account	then	login	and	post	your	tips	in	any	field	for	everyone	to	see	it	Escape	The	Horde	by	Ahmed	Ayman	Mohamed	Elghazali	Serag	move	around	an	abandoned	hospital	collecting	fuel
and	shooting	zombies	or	avoid	them	RedditStats	by	Dillon	David	Gonsalves	A	data	analytics	tool	for	Reddit	Personal	Budget	Management	by	Nguyen	Binh	Nguyen	Managing	your	budget	CIOMC	API	by	Mohammed	Rachid	Tazi	REST	API	based	on	Flask/Python	Request	Upload	by	Yuri	Ferreira	Faraco	Web	Application	to	control	and	evaluate	refund	and	budget	request	in	a
company.	Chess	Game	by	Zuzanna	B	Urbanska	Chess	Game	Raising	Awareness:	Black	Lives	Matter	by	Erika	Saur	A	website	to	introduce	people	to	the	Black	Lives	Matter	movement,	the	racially	biased	imprisonment	statistics,	and	how	they	can	help	without	spending	money.	Nature	Camp	Site	by	DIPTI	BAJORIA	One	stop	stop	to	find	your	camp	site	in	Nature.	Flappy	Bird	by
Anish	Sen	I	made	a	version	of	Flappy	Bird	Dodgeball	by	Keng	Xin	Yee,	Sara	A	game	created	using	Lua	with	LÖVE.	TriviaUp	by	Adrian	Serban	TriviaUp	the	website	where	you	play	trivia	quizzes	with	up	to	50	questions,	questions	available	from	24	categories	and	difficulty	range	from	easy	to	hard.	Bad	Graphics	by	Lim	Zhen	Heng	Survive,	deflect,	earn	gold,	upgrade,	rinse
and	repeat,	win!	VideoNote	by	Wael	Kamal	Mansour	VideoNote	is	a	place	where	you	can	take	notes	and	highlights	from	a	YouTube	video	fast	and	easy	with	a	beautiful	user	interface.	Portfolio	Optimiser	by	Charlie	James	Woodman	Quickly	construct	efficient	tailored	stock	portfolios	Cellular	Automaton	by	Tom	Balcombe	Conway's	game	of	life	written	in	Go	hellohelp!	by
Jonathan	Adly	Marketplace	to	match	MOOCS	tutors	&	students	AdvancedCalculator50	by	Apaar	Sood	My	project	is	an	advanced	level	calculator	that	is	beneficial	for	people	of	any	age	group	for	easy	calculation,	it	has	not	only	the	basic	operations,	but	other	features	too.	QuickList	by	Nathan	Wong	A	quick	method	to	make	your	grocery	lists	using	premade	recipes.	GoGoals
by	Jacob	Carsten	Gade	GoGoals	is	a	webapplication	for	setting	and	tracking	goals.	Senedo	Ridge	Vineyard	by	Jonathan	Church	For	my	father	The	Focus	app	by	Brian	Lindsay	McClintock	A	web	app	to	help	you	focus	on	your	priorities	A	Link	Shortener	by	Ian	Dunn	A	personal,	private	website	to	shorten	long	links	to	something	more	manageable.	COVID-19	by	Amit	Sabba
Informative,	and	helpful	Focus	App	by	Jayne	Gale	An	app	to	help	those	attentionally	challenged	to	select	their	most	important	goal	and	work	on	it	until	done.	A	"To	Do"	plus	Pomodoro,	with	attitude.	Mapinator	by	Albert	Guo	A	Minecarft	Creative	Mapart	Generator	ISS	Project	by	John	Bednarz	An	ISS	Location	Tracker	offering	Additional	Calculated	Stats.	Coronavirus
Website	by	Rashaad	Ahmad	Using	this	website,	you	can	find	coronavirus	data	for	the	US	States.	Fill-Up!	by	Li	Jing	Yin	Business	proposal	website	on	refilling	services	to	tackle	climate	change	Teacher-Student	Collaboration	by	Saravana	Natarajan	Poosai	Consolidated	dashboard	for	teachers	and	students	to	view	all	their	announcements,	assignments	etc.	HealthyLife	by
Trung	Kiên	Nguyễn	Khắc	Track	your	health.	Finnabee	by	David	Ferreira	Moreira	Finnabee	is	a	fintech	website	providing	loans	to	SMBs	Quotation	by	Tan	Xin	Ya	A	personal	diary	for	quotes	Number	Puzzle	Game	by	Alaa	Elgharably	Number	puzzle	by	C#	Cs50	android	TicTacToe	by	Igor	Gomes	Vieira	A	new	way	to	play	TicTacToe	grage	data	0.2	by	joseph	boateng	help	to
keep	record	for	automobile	garage	Roach	Island	by	Janriz	Mathew	Libres	An	endless	sidescroller	game	MA	Leo	Club	Website	by	Amelia	Kratzer	A	website	created	using	HTML	and	CSS	including	fluid	jumbotrons	and	images	for	the	Menlo-Atherton	High	School	Leo	Club	website,	a	volunteering	organization.	My	Weather	by	Abhilash	Katuru	In	this	project	I	have	created	a
weather	website.	Protect	the	Earth	by	Jessica	Ouyang	Get	involved	in	environmental	activism	and	save	the	earth!	ArsaDevs	by	Arsalan	Ghassemi	ArsaDevs	is	my	own	resume	website	describing	my	life	journey	and	the	services	offered	by	my	company.	Unit	converter	by	Iván	Aguado	Guerra	helpful	Infinite	Space	by	Michael	Alonso	Capistran	An	infinite	side	scrolling	shoot	em
up	with	a	two	player	pong	like	mode.	Focus	by	Shafreen	Fatimah	Binte	Abdul	Nazir	A	chrome	extension	to	block	websites	of	frivolous	pursuits	that	distract	you	from	your	work.	GDPR	-	Records	of	Processing	Activities	by	Carlos	Alberto	Valente	Tomaz	It's	the	begginning	of	a	tool	to	manage	General	Data	Protection	Regulation	-	Records	of	Processing	Activities,	in	compliance
with	article	30.	Duck	'N	Ballin'	by	Aubrey	Mara	McCrann	A	game	about	shooting	ducks	with	CS50-related	references.	Checkers	by	Muhammad	Abbassi	Checkers	in	python	Find	The	Three	by	Geoff	Hughes	Computer	Game	Animal	Information	by	Cameron	Mackay	This	is	a	website	where	you	can	learn	about	10	different	animals.	Horizontal	Breakout	by	Beckham	Chekan
Breakout	game	but	sideways	NetWorking	by	Rodrigo	Rosário	Dantas	NetWorking	is	an	app	to	bring	people	actively	looking	for	Job.	Neighbor	Rent	by	Aravind	Chinnaraju	Community	Rental	application	Referral	Platform	for	coronary	diagnostics	and	intervention	by	Miguel	de	Almeida	Nobre	de	Menezes	A	web-based	referral	platform	app	for	coronary	procedures,	which
performs	risk	stratification	and	enables	automatic	ordering	of	patients	priority	for	procedures	based	on	clinical	risk	profile	rather	than	on	a	basic	waiting	time.	Serenity	by	Edward	White	Meditation	iOS	app	Schedule	Importer	by	Zachary	Coen	Import	your	favorite	teams'	games	into	your	Google	Calendar!	AmigApp	by	Angelo	Chaves	Carlos	A	simple	and	lightweight
Windows	application	for	Medical	Records	Management,	to	organize	patient's	info,	appointments,	etc.	Project50	by	Rifat	Rahman	A	slick	and	beautiful	portfolio	website	GO	Palestine	by	Uthman	Salama	eCommerce	web	application	called	GO	Palestine	where	people	can	buy	and	sell	products.	Your	Finance	by	Gurarshdeep	Singh	A	simple	personal	expense	tracker.	Trade
Backtester	by	wan	seng	Liew	can	do	much	better	with	other	application	Volunteer	Tracker	by	Juliet	Zhang	Volunteer	Tracker	is	a	web-based	application	that	allows	users	to	keep	track	of	the	service	events	they've	attended,	the	hours	they've	volunteered,	and	the	organizations	they've	joined.	CS50	Shop	by	Raihanul	Haque	Rahi	This	is	a	simple	shopping	site	using	flask	and
sqlite3	Collectemon	by	Shaun	Kho	It's	a	command	line	game	written	in	Python	and	SQL.	Simple	Dictionary	by	Bharpoor	Singh	Simple	Dictionary	using	web	Scrapping	MS.	Finder	by	Chun	Tsz	Long	A	platform	to	apply	mystery	shopper	survey	or	post	some	related	survey	for	getting	reviews	or	rewards.	Covid	Care	by	Sunjit	Kaur	Dhillon	Covid	Hospitals	and	Quarantine
centers	data	ChromeSwitch	by	Lim	Jie	Dynamic	Qrcode	Generator	that	allows	webpages	on	PC	to	be	brought	to	your	phone.	The	Common	Room	by	Lee	Lin	Hong	Social	media	for	hogwarts	student	The	Common	Room	by	Lim	Li	Qing	The	Common	Room	is	Hogwarts,	but	2020	version	as	it	is	a	social	platform	designed	for	hogwarts	students	which	allows	students	to	access
various	functions.	pdf_consolidator	by	Lo	Douglas	Hoi	Fung	PDF	report	extractor	Ultrasonic	Sensor	Alarm	by	Arham	Saeed	My	project	is	an	alarm	that	uses	code	and	the	science	of	robotics	to	detect	objects,	and	when	it	does	it	gives	a	response	by	making	sound	and	lighting	up.	WhoIsInMySpot	by	Duncan	Starkenburg	A	home-made	license	plate	logger.	Covid	App	by
Jennifer	Crawford	IOS	App	to	display	daily	Covid	data	from	each	US	State	student	grade	calculation	by	HAMZA	OMAR	its	a	student	report	card	CS50	Notepad	by	Issa	Al	Sabea	It's	a	website	where	you	can	write	tasks	and	goals	Air	Soccer	by	Kevin	Zhang	A	game	combining	aspects	from	both	air	hockey	and	soccer!	Modern	Nomination	System	by	santiago	correa	Leave
behind	the	email	and	sheet	system	and	use	a	better	web	site	of	Referee	Nominations	using	a	database	of	matches	and	referees	My-Foods	by	nathan	Food	Database	Classy	tasks	by	Francisco	Javier	Bernal	Cundapí	Make	group	and	individual	tasks	quicly	and	easy.	House	Quiz	by	Raasikh	Kanjiani	What	house	do	you	belong	to?	CTF	Club	by	Macarthur	Inbody	It's	an	automated
CTF	creation	platform	doing	ltos	of	advanced	math.	Which	Beyoncé	Song	Are	You?	by	Anahita	Aggarwal	It's	a	buzzfeed-inspired	web-based	quiz	that	tells	you	which	beyonce	song	represents	your	personality.	Pachy	by	Slavko	Mihajlovic	A	Linux	OS	Apache	Server	Install	software	that	analyses	the	distro	of	the	OS	and	install	elements	and	install	all	that	is	required	and	or
desired	to	bring	up	an	Apache	server	-	Work	still	in	progress!	ShopLocal	by	Krishnakumar	A	shopping	cart	web	app	which	enables	local	shop	keepers	to	transact	online	CS50	Finance	by	Daksh	Bhatt	A	stock	buying,	selling	and	information	platform.	EVENT	LOGIC	by	Irwin	Hackshaw	A	web	application	to	support	physical	ticket	reconciliation.	Notebook	by	Aleksei	Igorevich
Vasilev	To-dos	and	notes	application.	Kumpa	Test	by	Andres	Gonzales	Delgado	A	multiplayer	game	to	test	how	well	you	know	your	fellow	players	Tower	Defense	50	by	Devon	James	Scott	A	tower	defense	game	that	incorporates	the	Cheezburger	cat	as	one	of	the	enemies	Neighborhood	Navigator	by	Zoe	Kaier-Green	"Neighborhood	Navigator"	is	a	web-based	application	that
enables	users	to	plot	and	compare	real	estate	data	over	time,	with	added	COVID-19	data	plottable.	PET’S	by	Lucas	Calebe	Moreira	de	Aguiar	A	website	made	for	pet	charity	in	my	city.	CinemaHub	by	Joshua	Grant	Give	your	own	ratings	and	comments	for	movies	ICSE	by	Aryan	Arora	A	potluck	Time	Tracker	by	Nian	Yii	Teh	Keep	track	and	manage	your	time.	AL's	nutrition
site!	by	Lam	Cheuk	Fung	Alex	A	nutrition	site	that	meets	the	needs	of	those	who	are	on	diets	or	want	to	keep	track	of	one's	own	eating	habits.	CS50	Astronomy	by	Manikandan	Praveen	Kannappan	An	Astronomy	based	web	application	which	allows	users	to	view	details	regarding	astronomical	object's	rise	and	set	times,	as	well	as	post	their	astronomical	findings	on	the
application.	Edministrator	by	Chang	Zhi	Herng	Web	application	for	educational	centres	to	manage	day	to	day	operations	Calculator	by	Matthew	J	Chen	A	calculator	with	convenient	functionality.	BVS	Elections	by	Godugu	Anil	Himam	A	Web	application	capable	of	digitising	elections.	CS50	Finance	Stock	Project	by	Ryan	Ho	user-friendly	Bounce	by	Shaunak	Rawat	A	casual
2D	game	inspired	by	Google	Chrome's	Dino	Runner.	PostIt!	by	Rodrigo	Guevara	Micro	social	media	Cavern	by	Noah	Reece	Cavern	is	a	Metroidvania-style	2d	world-exploration	and	item-collecting	game	Foodbank	Admin	App	by	Tavish	Sharma	A	mobile	platform	for	food	banks	to	maintain	and	update	their	information	to	eventually	show	to	volunteers.	Anomaly	Detection	by
Calvin	Hu	The	goal	of	this	project	is	to	generate	a	set	of	data	and	implement	machine	learning	to	detect	anomalies	or	outliers.	Goodman	Science	by	Maxwell	Goldberg	I	made	a	website	about	science	for	school.	Square	towers	by	Jubilation	Megill	A	small	tower	defense	where	everything	is	a	square	or	rectangle	I	am	Grosh	!	by	Vincent	Jacquemin	It's	a	Flask	App	that	allows
you	to	create	a	list	of	recipes	that	you	like	and	generate	printable	grocery	lists	based	on	these	recipes.	Grocer.IO	by	Ayush	Majumdar	E-commerce	website	Errok	by	Ege	Ata	Türküler	Simple	Game	Flag	Memory	by	Eric	Zielasko	Memory	Game	for	iOS	IOS	Track	by	Ayush	Goyal	Interesting	PI	Calculator	by	Franklin	J.	Barta	Calculates	PI	to	the	user's	desired	amount
Inspections	by	Nestor	Racino	Insurance	inspections	for	Hurricanes	discount	FlaskCards	by	Andrew	Dirkse	A	gamified	flashcard	web	app	built	with	Flask.	CS50	Diary	by	Xueyuan	Jia	SUPERdiary	Solver	by	Samuel	Haileselassie	Online	calculator	Natural	Healing	by	Taiz	Rodrigues	Alves	A	site	where	you	can	buy	some	natural	healing	products	and	share	recipes	ARCH
ProjectLAB	by	Rafael	Moreno	da	Silva	A	laboratory	for	the	conception	of	the	architectural	project.	Fatdog	by	Michael	Grandori	An	application	that	calculates	recommended	caloric	intake	for	dogs.	Snake	by	Ekansh	Dave	A	classic	snake	game	where	the	snake	tries	to	eat	the	apples.	Budgetex	by	John	William	Thomson	A	budgeting	and	personal	finance	website.	Snake	by	Juan
Fernando	Palma	Velasquez	The	original	Snake	game	for	cellphones	Chess	by	Aymen	Bestaoui	the	brilliant	game	Memory	Games	by	Ozioma	Ukandu	It's	a	card	memory	game	memory	games	by	Enyinna	ukandu	its	a	card	memory	game	BucketList	WebApp	by	Daniel	Isaac	An	app	to	create	fun	bucket	list	ideas	T-o-d-o	by	Do	Cong	Hung	Don't	forget	to	plan.	Top	Ten	News	by
Seth	Whitehorn	A	web	app	that	displays	the	top	ten	news	articles	on	a	given	topic	from	the	past	24	hours.	MySkyLife	by	Caroline	Berglund	I	have	digitalised	my	skydiving	logbook	in	which	I	log	every	skydive	I	do.	Ristorante	by	Alessandro	Tazzari	A	website	where	you	can	"order"	italian	dishes	HSIO	by	caroline	baillie	An	platform	that	provides	easy	access	for	companies	to
post	or	high	school	students	to	view	internships	TabHandler	by	Konstantinos	Pappas	Zountouridis	A	chrome	extension	for	tab	organizing.	Snake	by	Sumeir	Soni	A	recreation	of	the	snake	game	from	1976	BMI	calculator	by	Eduarda	Daniela	Neiva	e	Silva	Calculator	of	body	mass	index	using	the	metric	system.	WALK	NY	50	by	Rebecca	Brand	A	web	application	that	responds
to	transit	needs	during	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	Restaurant50	by	Charles-Olivier	Laroche	A	restaurant	website	with	an	order	online	feature.	Simple	Calculator	by	Bilal	S.	A	simple	calculator	made	in	C	language.	Background	Image	Extension	by	Nikolaj	Johannes	Skole	Jensen	A	chrome	extension	that	provides	new	cinematic	backdrops	for	newly	opened	google	chrome	tabs
InDebitO	by	Udayveer	Singh	Manshahia	A	Transaction	Manager	Python	App.	SUMO	by	Baasir	Aslam	Parkar	A	Sumo	wrestling	game	for	2	players	Chemistry	Calculator	by	Jonah	Robert	Breipohl	A	web	based	calculation	app	which	helps	to	solve	Chemistry	formulas.	Chemistry	Calculator	by	Jonah	Robert	Breipohl	A	web	based	calculation	app	which	helps	to	solve	Chemistry
formulas.	Morse	Code	by	Asad	Azam	Convert	Text	to	Morse	Code	Tomate	box	by	Esteban	Gutiérrez	Arango	the	webiste	that	will	make	cooking	at	home	effortless	RFID	time	tracking	by	Florian	Endres	RFID	time	tracking	Personal	website	by	Derek	Liu	A	personal	website	that	showcases	my	resume,	projects,	my	experience,	and	me.	Let's	Unicorn	by	Parnadip	Dasgupta	A
platform	for	learning	Data	Science	for	Free.	2020	levels	by	Pedro	thoze	The	final	world	Pomodoro	Timer	by	Yusuf	Nissar	A	productivity	application	which	allows	people	to	work	in	25	minute	intervals	with	5	minute	breaks.	Dash	by	Alex	Vargas	Dash	is	a	game	inspired	by	Geometry	Dash,	but	with	procedurally	generated	levels.	Pokemon	minigame	by	Michael	Kolyadin	Gotta
catch	'em	all!	The	Calculator	by	Sahand	HajiSeyedi	It	an	Advance	kind	of	Calculator	which	has	potential	to	be	more	advance	Tic-Tac-Toe	by	Elena	Algaria	A	Tic-Tac-Toe	game	against	an	simple	AI.	Tasks	by	Willian	Pacheco	Silva	My	project	is	a	task	manager	Wood	Art	Shop	by	Adam	Korsheed	Interactive	Commercial	Website	Waldo	project	by	Amaël	Cherfaoui	Automate
google	search	of	a	face	WalleTrack	by	Ignacio	Federico	Application	that	allow	users	to	categorize,	record,	track	and	analyze	their	expenses	in	a	simple	way.	Matrix	Calculator	by	Ahmed	Adel	Abd	Elmonem	Mourad	it	perform	basic	operations	on	matrices	entered	by	the	user	matrix	calculator	by	Ahmed	Aly	Ahmed	Aly	All	mathematical	operation	between	the	matrices	Zombie
Survival	Sandbox	by	Andrew	Chen	Shoot	zombies	and	try	to	survive.	Flipper	by	Quincy	Lloyd	An	atari	sytle	bullet	dodger	ProcrastiNo	by	Justin	Tan	How	Yuan	Chrome	extension	to	block	distracting	websites.	Service50	by	Mohammed	Ra'ed	Alsamhouri	Sell	and	Buy	services	or	products	Service50	by	Mohammed	Ra'ed	Alsamhouri	Sell	and	Buy	services	or	products	Archie	by
Nayan	Kumar	A	HTML/Javascript	artist	Droplet	by	Harvey	Hayman	Droplet	is	a	procedurally	generated	drop	game	where	it	is	your	goal	to	steer	the	protaganist,	a	playable	drop	of	blue	liquid	as	far	down	the	map	as	possible.	HappyFresh	Shopper	by	Bryan	Alexander	A	simple	Java	Swing	Application	which	can	assist	you	in	shopping	at	HappyFresh.id,	an	Indonesian-Based
online	supermarket,	by	giving	the	user	the	capability	to	search	an	item	at	multiple	stores	simultaneously	My	Diabetes	Diary	by	Ashly	Boivin	Note	taking	app	for	diabetes	management.	Come2RPool	by	Todd	Forman	Web	program	to	collect	and	update	data	for	pool	complex.	Visit	Croatia	by	Josip	Uremovic	Beauty	lies	beneath.	Rock	Paper	Scissors	by	Veer	Pahwa	You	play
Rock	Paper	Scissors	Dino	Joust!	by	Reece	Riherd	A	battle-royale	rendition	of	the	classic	arcade	game	"Joust"	CS50	Chrome	Launcher	by	Tane	Robertson	Awesome	Soccer.Fifty	by	Joshua	Neil	Wilcox	A	sports	"pick	'em"	game	where	users	try	to	correctly	predict	winners	of	upcoming	soccer	matches.	Two	Back	by	Brian	Lee	Two	Back	is	an	iOS	game	for	memory	training.
Columbus	Traffic	Simulator	by	Victor	Dang	Game	where	invincible	car	drives	through	other	invincible	cars	to	get	to	goal	in	as	little	time	as	possible.	Flight	Logger	by	Casey	Devin	Scameheorn	A	database	to	log	a	pilot's	flights	Software	Name	is	:	FABS	by	Mohammed	Fouzan	Hashmi	I	have	developed	a	Restaurant	Billing	Software	where	the	user	can	login,	select	items	and
generate	the	bill	for	the	same...	Catalytic	Collector	by	MHD	ZAHER	AL	KATSHA	help	people	to	know	their	Catalytic	converter	price	and	sell	it.	Timer	by	Janna	Machts	It's	an	android	app	that	allows	its	user	to	customize	their	timers	FilmBrew	by	Muhammad	Daniyal	A	movie	suggestion	web	app	randomstock.net	by	Zachary	Powers	Random	Stock	Generator	My	Family's
Balance	Sheet	by	Carlo	Personal	budget	manager	Lovelace	Diner	by	Justin	Charity	A	menu	and	inventory	management	system	for	a	large	seated	restaurant	and	its	smaller	takeout	venue.	UNQHelp	by	Matias	Felipe	Fernandez	a	web	app	guide	to	Quilmes	University	Ryan's	Tank	War	by	肖然	An	unforgettable	journey	leads	to	an	exciting	end!	ADD	Ω	IN	by	KISHAN	KUMAR
ALOK	A	COUNTRY	LEVEL	TELEPHONE	BOOK	Music	Database	by	Andrew	Speight	A	web	application	that	searches	a	music	database	and	displays	the	relevant	information	in	an	elegant	UIs	Bootra	by	Jack	Cahill	A	web	application	for	tracking	books	and	reading	progress.	Two	Mini-Games	by	Madison	Savannah	Shaw	Hangman	and	Tic	Tac	Toe	in	C.	Business	Website	by
Mahbub	Ul	Islam	Khan	I	made	a	Business	website	with	HTML5,	CSS3,	JS,	Bootstrap.	this	is	web	Development.	Anyone	can	use	this	website	by	Business	purpose	and	Startup.	Minesweeper	game	on	web.	by	Dat	Trinh	Tan	Minesweeper	game	on	web.	Invader-50	by	Aaron	Emmanuel	A	spin-off	to	the	classic	arcade	game	Space	Invaders.	Koru	by	Samivel	Evans	All	purpose	app
from	managing	a	professional	ballet	company.	website	for	learning	english	language	by	Mahmood	Mohammed	ali	mahmood	a	website	to	teach	the	English	language.	The	site	contains	the	home	page	and	six	other	pages	in	addition	to	the	user	login	page.	Brickbreaker	by	Gon	de	Vedia	It's	the	classic	brickbreaker	game.	Portal	Checkers	by	Renan	Yoshihiro	Ramos	Takara	A
fun	and	challenger	puzzle	game.	breaking	bad	by	Zhiran	Fahmi	beautifully	designed	breaking	bad	website	Workaholic	by	Aleksandar	Ignjatovic	Web	app	used	for	handling	excel	work	order	files.	HomeworkHelper	by	Dylan	Bortnick	Homework	Organizer	and	Reminder	Vivaan's	Website	by	Vivaan	Jhaveri	It	describes	me.	Space	Rush	by	Abein	Abraham	A	top-down	space
shooter	video	game	where	the	player	tries	to	survive	and	gain	points	by	destroying	asteroids	and	enemy	ships.	Auction	House	by	Peter	Heinz	Severin	A	Python	program	that	automatically	browses	and	analyses	ingame	auction	house	data	from	World	of	Warcraft	Classic.	Rewise.com	by	Prabhas	Vedagiri	Website	to	collect	and	share	education	resources	eshop	by	Balázs
Burján	An	e-commerce	website.	Compounding	Interest	Calculator	by	Eric	Liu	Compounding	Interest	Calculator	GMAT	Smart	Quizzes	by	Rafael	Moraes	Sarmento	Lima	A	tool	that	automates	GMAT	studying	by	building	customed	quizzes	to	each	student	based	on	their	past	performance	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Cody	Touchet	This	is	Tic	Tac	Toe!	Tic-Tac-Toe	by	Sean	S	Casey	This	is	a
game	that	can	be	played	by	everyone.	Chrome	Extension	for	Accessibility	by	Marco	Venturi	This	extension	helps	visually	challenged	users	to	read	webpages'	content	in	an	easier	way	thanks	to	a	chromatic	contrast	between	text	and	background	of	the	webpage.	It	also	enalarges	the	text.	Bomb	Layer!	by	Samik	Vanavasam	You	are	a	brave	block	that	must	defeat	a	zombie
block	by	dropping	bombs	where	you	think	he	is	going	to	go!	Homage	to	Hans	Rosling	by	Magnus	Finnset	In	honour	of	the	late	Hans	Rosling,	I	have	recreated	his	famous	bubble	chart	and	invite	people	to	take	a	test	about	their	understanding	of	the	world.	Recipes	by	Peter	Buffon	Store	your	recipes	quickly	and	easily	with	the	Recipes	app.	The	Expense	by	Avinesh	Culloo
Control	a	user	expenses	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Felipe	Viviani	Schulze	Multiple	Tic	Tac	Toe	variants	Surviving	Brovid-19	by	James	Flood	Eklund	It	is	a	fitness	webpage,	which	provides	scheduling	and	dietary	advice.	Adopt	me	by	Walter	Gustavo	Thumann	Llermaly	A	website	to	find	pets	for	adoption	DeQuest	by	Stefan-Alexandru	Cojocaru	Quiz	making/taking	app	Di'Terra	by	Sandro
Do	Canto	Your	food	is	one	click	away!	COVID-19	Tracker	by	Anthony	Tsiantis	A	software	solution	to	the	Coronavirus	Pandemic.	THE	BENCH	MAP	by	Kholmatov	Iskandar	Ilkhomjon	Ugli	Finding	nearby	benches	Paint	Killer	by	Noel	Rojas	Oliveras	FPS	split-screen	multiplayer	fun	Pantry	Manager	by	Massimo	Pocaterra	A	food	storage/shopping	list	manager	Flohmarkt	by
Konstantin	Wolters	Light-weight	marketplace	for	coworkers	An	Origami	Page	by	Pietro	Mulone	A	webpage	that	shows	you	what	you	can	do	with	a	square	paper	NBody	simulation	by	Mohamąd	Ghazy	Universe	simulations	using	Java	BTC	Wallet	by	Alejandro	Mujica	Handle	your	wallets	for	Bitcoin	Covid	Tracker	by	Daniel	Shubin	It	tells	you	how	many	Covid	19	cases	there
are.	Pushup	challenge	tracker	by	Bartłomiej	Wierzbicki	Motivating	Rater	by	Victor	Quartucio	Search	both	Google	and	Yelp	for	the	best	business!	MyMovieLIST	by	Stanley	Tieu	A	site	where	users	can	create	their	movie	lists	with	ratings	and	give	their	own	personal	reviews.	Lego	EV3	Python	Taxi	Driver	by	Howard	Hua	A	autonomous	robot	program	using	python	which	takes
colored	chips	and	can	drive	to	a	specified	locaiton.	Meetup	Map	by	Brandon	Newton	A	map	for	finding	equal	time	to	two	places	Football	Player	Auction	by	Simon	Charles	Watts	A	website	that	allows	users	manage	their	fantasy	football	teams,	including	an	auction	platform	for	bidding	for	new	players.	Unify	by	Damian	Tabor	Content	aggregator	application	for	fetching	news
in	real	time	Analogue	Clock	by	Mohammad	Tanzil	Idrisi	Show	World	time	zones	My	online	portfolio	by	Sameed	Sajid	Creative	yet	simple	Dice.py	by	Aidan	Hardiman	2	player	dice	game	Kaidi	Remote	by	Nam	Thanh	Nguyen	The	Kodi	remote	app	for	KaiOS.	COVID	19	Tracker	by	Aruneshwar	P	It's	a	single	page	web	app	which	enables	the	users	to	see	the	stats	of	coronavirus	in
their	country,	and	worldwide.	Scheduler	by	Jiabin	Wei	One-day	trip	scheduler	Dog	Bark	&	Park	by	Dianne	Pappafotopoulos	This	project	is	a	web	application	that	allows	users	to	reserve	a	date/time	in	a	designated	dog	park	and	have	services	available	for	dog	care.	johnsedrak.work	by	John	Sedrak	This	is	a	portfolio/landing	page	website	BSL	by	Varenya	Churiwal	It	is	a
website	for	a	company	Dressup	game	by	Nkonye	Campbell	spooky	design	inspiration	for	girls.	Multimark	Media	by	Mark	Higgins	A	website	to	display	services	and	contact	information	for	my	studio.	CA	Rocks	by	Dennis	Fang	This	is	a	passion	project	showing	off	all	of	my	new-found	knowledge	of	Swift,	along	with	an	emphasis	on	my	interest	in	Earth	Sciences.	Reversi	by
Natalia	Radeshi	Hassan	2	player	point	and	click	game	of	Reversi	School	Activity	Board	by	Zikun	Wang	An	activity	board	for	students	and	teachers	to	check	and	change	events	Split	Bill	by	patsakorn	naowaphongrat	Splittng	the	bill	with	taxes	and	service	charge	"2	sheeter"	by	Kurata	Yoshifumi	Import	the	CSV	file	and	display	it.	Exchange	Rate	Calculator	by	Agile	Quemuel
Exchange	Rate/Money	Remittance	that	uses	JSON	Exchange	Rate	Data	to	show	historic	rates	and	allow	for	users	to	"send"	Money	thru	Database	captured	Transactions.	Meeting	Room	Reservation	System	by	Hassan	ZEROUAL	Meeting	Room	Reservation	System	is	web	application	that	let	to	all	employees	of	an	organization	to	book	with	efficiency	their	meeting	rooms
Visualizing	Algorithms	by	Prasanna	Sivakumar	It	is	a	program	that	allows	the	user	to	visualize	different	sorting	and	pathfinding	algorithms.	by	natia	Legal	services	online	Discordstudybot	by	Low	Zhi	Jian	Discord	rpg	study	bot	WFH	Companion	by	Dustin	H	Keyes	virtual	companion/	pomodoro	timer	Lightning	Dodge	by	Jason	Koweek	A	kids	game	where	you	move	side	to	side
to	avoid	oncoming	lightning.	Finance	by	Adam	Xu	I	made	my	own	CS50	Finance	using	Swift	on	IOS.	Bash	Vintage	by	Alexander	Mistelbacher	Thrifting	meets	e-commerce.	Perecian	by	Andrew	Murrow	Benbow	Perecian	is	a	Python	based	CLI	program	for	writers	interested	in	experimenting	with	constrained	writing.	Notebook	by	Omar	Khaled	notes	are	the	check	marks	of	our
lives	Certificates	app	by	Eric	Hashimoto	Record	your	achievements	application	to	andriod	by	Abdalkader	M.Saeed	my	appliction	is	used	to	improve	and	mixing	the	picture	with	sound	and	video	Central	Medical	Laboratory	System	by	Osama	Abd_Aljabaar	Ahmed	Alabsi	Facilitates	the	work	of	the	employees	in	the	laboratory	and	links	all	the	departments	to	each	other	and
accomplishes	the	work	easily	and	quickly	My	Running	Log	(TM)	by	Jeff	Coulter	Workout	and	race	log	application	Weather	For	Humans	by	Jordan	Arata	Provides	an	hourly	forecast	of	the	wet	bulb	globe	temperature.	Fit	Bites	Bakery	by	Erik	Gamboa	Lara	Webpage	for	a	local	fit	bakery	Sudoku	Puzzle	by	Dương	Đình	Bảo	Thăng	Simple	puzzle	for	the	brain	CSF	Proposal
Generator	by	Kris	Oswalt	The	CSF	Proposal	Generator	app	uses	G	Sheets,	G	Docs,	and	G	Apps	Script	to	generate	consistent	and	easily	updated	technical	and	financial	proposals.	Student	Helper	by	Aryamaan	Basu	Roy	The	student	helper	website	serves	two	purposes:	1.Users	can	solve	math	problems	like	simple	arithematic	calculation,	linear	equations	with	2	unknown
variables,	finding	roots	of	a	quadratic	equation	2.Users	can	communicate	with	other	users	that	are	registered	in	the	database	by	sending	messages	with	a	subject	(simple	mailing	system)	ZOMBIE	50	by	Aryan	Raina	It	is	2D	top	down	zombie	shooter.	fhemedX	by	Holger	Treber	A	simple	web	frontend	for	controlling	the	main	technical	devices	of	my	private	home.	Android
World	Music	Player	App	by	Nisha	This	is	the	music	player	with	the	interactive	UI	for	the	easy	access	for	user.This	application	can	be	used	to	play	mp3	songs.	The	Android	platform	provides	resources	for	handling	media	playback,	which	your	apps	can	use	to	create	an	interface	between	the	user	and	their	music	files.	Rotary	Adblock	by	Denis	Rotari	Universal	Ad-blocker	to	aid
with	essay	research.	CS50	Photo	Editor	by	José	Manoel	Freitas	da	Silva	App	based	to	library	Glide	Transformation.	Deep	Learning	Website	by	Tushar	Sonthalia	It	uses	Deep	Learning	Models	to	perform	NLP	and	Computer	Vision	tasks	RemindME	by	Akshit	Mehta	A	reminders	APP	which	uses	firebase	to	allow	users	to	sign	up	and	login.	bubbletea50	by	Tianhui	Zhu	It	is	a
bubble	tea	generator	website	that	generates	bubble	tea	combinations	based	off	of	use	inputted	information.	Elevate	your	football	game	by	Hazem	Elknany	Practice	makes	perfect	IMDB	Selector	by	Pablo	Turzan	Generate	random	IMDB	movie	based	on	user	parameters	KBO	registration	by		I	created	a	web	for	KBO	registrations	and	other	information	Beuracrobots	by	Dan
Joyce	Code	your	own	pet	Virus	Monsters.	Space	Invaders	by	Nabeel	Mohammed	A	retro-like	game	that	was	inspired	from	Chicken	Invaders	Speech	to	Text	by	Duncan	Milne	Web	app	that	transcribes	your	audio	files	to	text!	Bang	Boom	by	Mehmet	Toyanç	Yazgan	Bang	Boom	one	of	the	most	exciting	game.	Put	your	fingers	to	have	fun	with	the	Bang	Boom!	War	by	Sam	Irving
A	replication	of	the	card	game	War,	using	python	Translation	Paws	by	Momoka	Tamura	This	is	a	website	to	help	translation	at	your	organization.	Fitbook	by	簡逸航	Fitbook	tracks	the	workout	information	and	in	helps	of	improving	effectiveness	of	body	building..	Dash	by	Mohammad	Huzaifa	2d	puzzle	game	List	Ads	by	lennox	christian	posting	ads	Experiment	DesignR	by
Ronald	Toth	Generates	factorial	experimental	designs	Adventure	game	by	atin	paul	Fun	Pi-Temp	by	Ishank	Pujari	My	project	helps	encounter	multiple	temperature	problems	that	everyday	householders	counter.	My	project	portrays	hour	to	hour	temperature	fluctuations	that	prompt	the	user	to	adjust	the	temperature	during	different	seasons.	Wally	by	Kristina
Stepanaviciene	Expense	tracker	Soil	management	by	Nivaldo	Lúcio	de	Oliveira	Neto	Informs	about	the	management	of	the	soil	and	simplifies	it.	natechurch.com	by	Nathan	Church	Remodel	of	my	website	using	flask	The	Rainforest	by	Ryan	Vong	Take	the	form	of	a	person	who	has	crash	landed	in	the	middle	of	the	rain	forest	and	survive	the	progressive	onslaught	of	your
worst	nightmare.	TypeReflex	by	Jens-Hendrik	Jacobs	Typing	trainer	NBA	Award	Finalists	2020	by	Taehwan	Jung	I	include	all	the	major	NBA	awards	and	their	finalists,	and	give	my	take	as	to	who	will	win.	Sport's	APP	by	Jean	Rauwers	It's	allow	you	to	create	virtual	challenges	for	Running,	Cycling	or	Swimming	in	order	to	get	fitter	during	the	lockdown	WeChat	by	Shaikh
Mudassir	Ahmed	Viquar	Ahmed	Real	time	Web	Chat	Application	MuCollab	by	Chathura	Madhubhashana	Gunasekera	An	online	platform	for	musicians	and	music	creators.	Check	your	pantry	by	Matea	Gjika	Recipe	ingredient	calculator	DividendHub	by	Vasileios	Tsormpatzoudis	Portfolio/Dividend	Tracker	PomodoroTimer	by	Abdelrahman	Ahmed	Albarbary	pomodoro	timer
with	history	The	Perfect	Choice	by	Youssef	Samuel	Enrol	your	kids	here.	TradeLogger	by	Salman	Ahmad	Faris	Logging	trades	and	emotional	control	for	traders	had	never	been	easier.	Character	Battle	by	Diego	Rocha	Chagas	A	Python	web	application	for	dealing	with	power	comparison	between	two	fictional	characters.	DigiCare	by	Aditya	Kishore	Kontikal	Digital	care
tacker	Escape!	by	Declan	Scott	A	multi	level	puzzle	platformer	where	the	player	must	utilize	multiple	mechanics	to	progress.	Kyrie.org	by	Tarico	Roberts	Documentation	FlashSale	by	Hussien	Moussa	E-commerce	shopping	website	Good	Bytes	by	Scott	Oliver	A	cooking	website	where	you	can	upload	and	review	recipes.	Dodge	Coronavirus	by	Asher	It	provides	some	kind	of
comedic	relief	Connect	4	by	Varun	Mittal	A	two	player	minigame	in	which	the	objective	is	to	connect	4	tokens/chips	sequentially.	Dainty	Donuts	by	Derrick	Butt	A	e-commerce	web	application	flappy	bird	by	SOHAN	NATH	game	underground	rush	by	Guzide	Irmak	Bayir	A	2D	game	where	SPY041	is	trying	to	run	away	from	the	traps	that	the	underground	spy	is	digging	for	it
to	fall.	MDTodo	by	Mohamed	organize	your	tasks	The	Movie	Recommender	by	Callum	Churchman	A	website	that	allows	users	to	rate	films	and	curates	a	list	of	recommended	viewing	for	them	Foody	by	Tobias	Llop	Stay	healthy	with	foody	Covid	Tracker	by	Yap	Cheng	Kang	Sean	A	web	application	that	showcases	multiple	ways	to	visualize	data	A.N.N.A	by	Jude	Davis	A.N.N.A
is	a	chatbot.	GiveItAway	by	Ignacio	Adrian	Mendizabal	"GiveItAway"	is	a	web-based	application	allowing	people	to	give	things	away	to	other	people	who	need	them	or	things	they	are	going	to	discard	to	recycling	companies	or	organisations.	Also	for	people	who	are	looking	forward	to	receiving	specific	things.	Bilingoal	Cards	by	Maksim	Smoliakov	Bilingoal	Cards	is	a
language-learning	Android	app	that	has	been	created	as	my	final	CS50x	project	that	is	made	to	help	expats	in	China	to	study	Chinese	using	flashcards.	Emotional	by	Tsz	Fung	Ting	Journal	writing	app	with	an	emphasis	to	emotional	status	Auto	alignment	of	pages	in	a	PDF	by	Dinesh	Inavolu	It	is	required	for	many	users	who	are	working	with	pdfs	to	align	pages	in	right
direction	for	better	reading	without	rotation.	It	is	always	a	tedious	task	to	rotate	page	by	page	after	finding	the	right	rotation.	Jobean	by	Andrea	Lievano	Cruz	JOBEAN	is	a	Web-site,	using	HTML,	python,	SQL,	CSS,	Flask,	and	JavaScript,	to	help	job	seekers	keep	track	of	their	job	applications,	job	leads,	and	to-dos.	Roll	by	Dhrubo	Karmaker	Annoying	but	engaging!!	Resource
Monitor	by	Mostafa	Chehadeh	Displays	resource	usage	for	each	tab	in	Google	Chrome	COVID	in	Southwest	Florida	by	David	Sissman	A	daily	summary	of	key	COVID	data	that	are	most	interesting	for	residents	of	Southwest	Florida.	WineXp	by	Luis	Felipe	Klaus	A	web	application	designed	to	search	wine	and	vintages	scores	R-PROJ	by	Ozayr	Raazi	R-PROJ	is	a	web
application	that	allows	users	to	store,	organize	and	view	all	of	their	projects	in	one	simple,	easy-to-use	place.	Quizz	App	by	Anna-Aleksandra	Ruohonen	A	simple	trivia	app	to	cheer	up	your	day!	Phone	Genie	by	Ashutosh	Randive	Find	a	phone	according	to	your	budget	Cheqyn	by	Eric	Biondic	Organizational	app	for	scheduling	and	tracking	custom	data	for	recurring	check	ins.
Play	Guitar	by	Georgios	Matheou	A	web	application	for	students	and	guitar	teachers.	Nutrition	Calendar	by	Matias	Damian	Medrano	Keep	track	of	what	you	eat	Sche-Do-It	by	David	Specht	An	app	that	builds	a	schedule	for	you,	every	day.	Tocheiro	Online	by	Pedro	Inácio	Meireles	do	Carmo	Pacheco	A	different	way	to	create	files	with	lyrics	and	chords	CS50	Movies	by	María
Isabel	Jaramillo	Arredondo	Web	application	to	store	information	about	favorite	movies	of	every	user	and	to	get	recommendations	of	movies	based	on	content.	FINAL	PROJECT	-	CS50	by	Shahroze	Nasir	Web	application	-	piano	tool	for	content	creators	to	try	their	hand	at	this	tool.	Dayly	by	Jordan	Hilado	Dayly	combines	your	calendar,	tasks,	and	notes	all	in	one	application.
Ciphers	by	Eden	Zhang	it	has	3	types	of	ciphers	to	encrypt	your	message.	Dessert	Man	by	Kyler	Witvoet	A	guy	is	stuck	in	a	desert	and	he	has	to	collect	rune	stones	and	navigate	a	dungeon	in	order	to	activate	a	portal	which	brings	him	to	a	new	desert,	where	he	repeats	the	same	process.	Furious	Fisticuffs	by	Grady	Paul	Thomas	A	little	fighting	game	made	with	the	Love2D
framework	where	2	players,	a	knight	and	a	demon,	battle	to	the	death!	CSFitness	by	Rafe	Jennings	A	website	for	users	to	keep	track	of	their	workouts	and	compare	themselves	to	other	users.	Kantei	App	by	Paul	Christian	Kremers	A	handy	tool	to	learn	about	Japanese	art	swords.	Smartpoets	by	Eyiowuawi	Samuel	Oluwaseyi	Online	Publishing	Platform	For	Poets	FOODIE	by
Seifeldin	Adel	Khalil	Ibrahim	Ahmed	Searching	and	saving	recipes	made	simple	and	convenient.	.	Space	Drive	by	Chintan	Udani	A	game	created	in	LOVE	using	lua,	where	you	are	in	space	dodging	obstacles	and	collecting	diamonds.	Stock	Site	by	Amal	Joy	A	web	site	to	buy	and	sell	stocks.	web	APp	by	Mayada	Ali	Abd	El-hameed	Mohamed	fdfgsd	Financial	Advising	Tool	by



Akash	Shetty	A	tool	that	advises	users	on	cashflow	basics,	and	how	much	should	be	spent	on	a	car	payment.	Sitemapi	by	Pascal	Flurin	Marcel	Aubort	Provide	a	modern	REST	API	for	accessing	SAP	SuccessFactors	Job	listings	using	publicly	accessible	XML	sitemaps.	Ecoleta	by	Denis	Hideo	Nagamine	Help	people	to	help	the	planet	JD	Runner	App	by	Juan	Diego	Soteldo	Run
Tracking	Application	Bajillion	Search	Engine	by	Yaroslav	Makovskiy	Search	Engine	with	some	source	code	provided	by	Crhis	Piech	from	Stanford	University	100%	Vegan	Website	by	Josh	Love	My	website	is	full	of	resources	and	information	on	all	things	vegan!	grades.py	by	Ben	Waldman	An	advanced	grade	calculator.	Flavours	by	Advitiay	Anand	A	recipe	journal	app	Ronify
by	Daniel	Ye	Maintain	your	customer	logs	without	the	need	for	pen	and	paper!	FastFood	Guru	by	Alex	Tanimoto	Yelp	application	to	rate	fast	food	restaurants.	Coronatracker	by	Chan	Yam	Ting	A	database	help	you	to	find	the	number	of	infected	people,	who	are	closed	to	you!	Only-Contacts	App	by	Nimisha	Maria	Cletus	A	mobile	application	to	store	contact	information	with
multiple	phone	numbers	per	contact.	www.elia-doumerc.es	by	Elia	Doumerc	My	personal	website	Twin	Sticks	by	Louis	Thomson	Chaotic	single-player	game	Stock	News	by	Quinten	Kop	Jansen	The	goal	of	the	Stock	News	app	is	giving	its	users	the	ability	to	follow	news	that	is	relevant	for	their	personal	investment	portfolio.	Customer	Call	Service	Program	by	Mahindra	Vijay
a/l	Vijayan	I	created	the	program	to	enhance	their	sales	services	to	their	customers	in	a	company	HangMan	by	Muhammed	Ziyad	the	project	is	web	based	HangMan	game	in	which	the	player	guesses	the	name	of	a	country	and	if	she/	guesses	it	write	they'll	be	free	otherwise	they'll	be	hanged	and	the	scores	will	be	saved	in	the	users	account.	Oak's	Forest	by	Francisco
Ansedes	Busto	Pokemon	based	videogame	(Löve	with	Lua),	where	you	can	controll	a	character	walking	in	a	forest.	WhatsApp	Chat	Analyzer	by	Pyotr	Li	WhatsApp	Chat	statistics	Ian's	Chat	Analysis	Tool	by	Zayyanka	Satria	Analyze	your	chat.	THEMIS	by	Jean	Compion	THEMIS	is	a	game	where	you	have	to	dodge	your	way	through	a	procedurally	generated	asteroid	belt,
avoiding	the	asteroids	for	as	long	as	possible.	Ronify	by	Joshua	Ye	Ronify	-	Maintain	your	customer	logs	without	the	need	for	pen	and	paper!	ASA2	by	КОЗЛОВ	НИКОЛАЙ	СЕРГЕЕВИЧ	A	Simple	Assessment	webApp	Hype	Telecom	by	Murillo	Cordeiro	Guindani	An	web	app	to	organize,	display	and	share	playlists>	equalize	by	Camilla	Sophie	Djamalov	equalize	provides	a
public	database	of	reports	and	statistics	to	shine	a	light	on	workplace	discrimination.	Tarix	abituriyent	hazırlığı	by	Rauf	Mirzeyev	Teacher	Countdown	by	Andrea	Clare	Lam	iOS	app	to	count	down	the	days	until	an	event	NewsPrepper	by	Vasanth	Kumar	NewsPrepper	is	a	Flask	web	application	that	creates	a	personalized	news	briefing	for	the	user.	Choosinator	by	Enrique
Kevin	Chaires	Hernández	A	site	to	post	two-option	questions	and	have	strangers	on	the	internet	decide	for	you.	FG	Tracker	by	Jolin	Lin	A	stats	tracker	for	the	game	Fall	Guys	CV	Builder	by	Pier	Mario	Capra	A	Web	Application	to	quickly	build	a	CV	from	scratch	Calculator	for	iPad	by	Roman	Panasenko	Basic	calculator	for	iPad	Snakie	Egg	by	Mariana	Vilela	Marta	Rio	Costa
My	project	is	a	game	developed	using	Lua	(with	LÖVE),	called	Snakie	Egg.	The	main	objective	of	the	game	is	catching	all	the	eggs	without	colliding	with	any	snake,	by	controlling	an	avatar	with	the	arrow	keys	from	the	keyboard.	Blogspot	by	Varija	D/O	Muthayah	Informative	blog	for	future	Singapore	NUS	students	and	information	on	skincare.	Finance	Watchlist	by	Yao	Lu
Manage	a	watch	list	of	interested	stock	to	monitor	their	price.	Add	in	money	and	adding	money	history	Sessions	by	Shogo	Yamato	A	simple	activity	recording	tool.	INSPIRER	by	Chawit	Kaewnuratchadasorn	INSPIRER	is	a	platform	of	inspiration	where	people	to	get	inspired	by	experts	in	a	particular	field,	and	for	experts	to	share	their	interests	and	motivate	people.	Fun
Calls!	by	Laura	Puricelli	Capture	any	video	of	your	computer:	your	favourite	videos	and	all	your	video	calls,	add	text	and	face	filters	to	create	GIF	memes.	Record	and	review	them	here	and	save	them	to	your	computer.	Online	Planner	by	Ian	von	Pechmann	An	online	planner	for	students	designed	to	keep	track	of	their	assignments	with	minimal	distraction.	Romaji	Trainer	by
Cheng	Xiang	Jiek	A	web	application	to	practice	learning	Japanese	syllables	(hiragana	and	katakana)	while	simultaneously	learning	Japanese	words.	Kanban	ToDo	Desk	by	Vyacheslav	Simonov	Upgraded	version	of	well-known	ToDo	application	MyJournal	by	Sijo	Kuriakose	Online	Journal	CMC	Apps	by	Marc	Mahe	A	personal	coinmarketcap.com	database	and	user	interface.
Scratch	Game-Cat	Maze	by	Tejas	Bharadhwaj	The	sprite/cat	has	to	avoid	obstacles	so	he	can	get	to	the	end	of	the	maze.	ROspital	by	Vlad-Petru	Frățilă	ROspital	is	a	free	web-search	engine	containing	all	romanian	hospitals,	public	or	private.	Excel	Time-Sheet	Converter	by	Luis	Cisneros	see	your	whole	week	at	a	glance	Cross	Shot	by	Kyler	Crump	A	fun	one	or	two	player
game	in	which	a	player	shoots	a	bolt	trying	to	hit	the	other	player.	polybar-covid19	by	Alshaikh,	Ali	Sameer	B	A	script	that	pulls	covid19	numbers	from	the	COVID19	API.	CG	&	MI	Calculator	by	Vishal	Barot	It	can	calculate	Center	of	Gravity	and	Moment	of	Inertia	of	the	most	common	geometric	shapes.	The	"Sha	&	Ja"	website	by	Varsha	D/O	Muthayah	Recently,	I	have
created	a	YouTube	channel	and	I	was	thinking	if	I	could	create	a	website	that	could	promote	my	channel	to	the	audience.	Thus,	I've	created	"Sha	&	Ja"	website.	Re	Word	by	Fong	Wei	Liang	Word	game	played	by	drawing	and	rearranging	letter	tiles	Movie	Bank	by	Rishon	Fernandes	Interesting,	Useful,	Problem	Solver,	Community	Helper!	Vendor	Portal	by	Patrick	Yap	Portal
to	publish	tender	notices	where	vendors	can	express	interest	Sortinghat.py	by	Adrian	Veto	Sortinghat.py	sorts	users	into	Hogwarts	Houses	based	off	of	their	answers	to	a	quiz.	Excel	Extractor	by	Kian	DJAVANCHIR	KHOI	It	automates	the	extraction	of	specific	cell	values	from	a	set	of	Excel	files.	My	Ultimate	Webpage	by	Aryan	Prasad	My	Ultimate	Webpage	is	an	idea
inspired	by	social	media	mainly	for	bloggers	Pyssibilities	by	Ruan	Montelo	An	interface	between	an	user	and	an	implementation	of	something	cool	that	can	be	done	using	Python.	Chatbot.py	by	Anik	Paul	It	has	a	conversation	with	users	who	are	feeling	down.	Get	Jacked	by	Oliver	Chen	A	way	to	stay	fit	Movielist	by	Jessica	Tong	A	list	of	movies	that	I	watched	in	2020,	and	the
watch-date	as	well	as	if	I	recommend	it	PomsTimer	by	Kavin	Ganeshkumar	A	simple	and	attractive	pomodoro	timer	Troop	14	Library	by	Daniel	Kou	A	library	for	my	boy	scout	troop	that	functions	like	a	modern	library.	LED	Web	Server	by	Khail	Alibhai	Web	Server	that	controls	the	colour	of	LED	lights	FindMyMatch	by	Oliver	Neish	Helps	tennis	players	find	other	tennis
players	to	play	with.	list	monkey	by	zephaniah	joshua	playlist	creator	Luminate	by	Reilly	Derrick	Reflect	on	the	light	in	your	life	Books	by	Raiya	Sarah	Haque	My	final	project	is	a	books	website	where	users	can	search	books,	purchase	books,	and	write	reviews	about	books.	Webpage	Splitter	by	Chong	Chiew	Mei	Viewing	multiple	websites	within	same	webpage	DEAL
CHANGER	by	Vinay	opportunity	Health	Tracker	by	Jefnilham	B	Jamaludin	Tracks	weight	loss	and	total	run	distance	Unit	Converter	by	Orkhan	Nasirli	Program	to	convert	different	unit	types	Food	Chow	by	Ugwuanyi	Chijioke	Alphonsus	Food	ordering	app.	ClassArt	by	Albert	WLODKOWSKI	ClassArt	is	a	social	media	to	share	and	view	artworks.	Inspirer	by	puttaranun
Inspirer	website	is	a	meeting	platform	between	inspirer	and	learner	which	supports	ranging	topic	categories.	Birthday	Trackstar	by	Sébastien	Larelle	Birthday	Tracker	Learn	Rate	by	Aran	Joyce	Crowd	sourced	reviews	of	online	courses	Latest-Sci-News	by	Amruth	A	An	android	application	that	gets	the	lastest	science	news	from	www.sciencedaily.com.	MM	Logistics	by	Hugo
Rucchetto	Logistics	project	in	search	of	efficiencies	Bestie	by	Alexandru	Socolov	A	recommender	system	for	audios	Pomodoro	by	Sunaya	Upadhyay	Time	management	website.	LEVEL50	by	Bryson	Carter	A	text-based	Pokemon	battle	simulator	written	entirely	in	C.	Hum	-	Personal	Soundscape	by	Michael	Hughes	Create	your	own	personal	soundscape	with	Hum,	a	Chrome
extensions	to	fade	out	the	world	and	enable	you	to	focus	on	your	work.	Cobra	kai	by	Hamza	Amin	Learn	Karate	from	my	web	application	Project	Management	by	Omar	Mohmed	Abdelhady	a	web	app	that	helps	you	organize	and	manage	your	projects	and	tasks	Let's	Meet	by	Nehmat	Hatoum	Let's	Meet	is	a	web-based	application	that	allows	users	to	add	friends	and	create
events	the	easiest	way	possible.	Hunt	Price	by	Carlos	Javier	Barragán	Carrión	Mexico´s	Supermarkets	price	comparing	application	for	those	living	on	a	budget.	Value	at	Risk	Calculation	Service	by	Katrin	Ivanova	My	project	calculates	the	1-day	value	at	risk	and	expected	shortfall	for	tomorrow	for	a	portfolio	of	stocks	using	the	historical	simulation	approach.	Apocalypse	Z
by	Sujit	M	It	is	game	.In	that	you	are	the	zombie	and	you're	infecting	people	E-Commerce	website	by	Andrey	Parshukov	E-shop	for	e-commerce	with	frontend	and	backend	using	Python	Django,	CSS	and	JS	HabitTree	by	Yusuke	Miyauchi	A	web	application	where	you	can	create	your	own	list	of	tasks	and	look	up	weather	in	different	cities	Theah's	Personal	Website	by	Edgar
Alan	David	A	web-based	application	that	showcase	my	Theah(my	daughter)	personal	website	Pokdex	Advanced	by	Karan	An	advanced	pokedex.	Practanizer	by	Jalen	Geason	an	app	that	lets	musicians	monitor	their	practice	sessions	littr	by	Teruhisa	Steve	Seki	Waste	Disposal	Guidance	App	stayONtrack	by	Tiffany	Jade	Fox	Santos	Dual	web	app,	task	list	and	habit	tracker	fifty
bird	by	Nabil	El	Samad	a	fun	game	to	play	Troop	17	Website	by	Sahil	Voona	Website	promoting	Boy	Scouts	Troop	17.	Réad-It	by	Hinal	Bhavsar	A	website	to	keep	track	of	the	books	you've	read	and	store	your	own	reviews	and	ratings.	GUI	HTML	by	sushanta	neupane	You	can	create	your	page	there	and	extract	html	code.	PrepChat	by	Patrick	Dugan	Chatting	web	app	for
The	Saint	Joseph's	Preparatory	School.	Lispy50	by	Joshua	Keller	A	small	dialect	of	Lisp	written	in	C	from	the	ground	up,	based	on	Build	Your	Own	Lisp	by	Dan	Holden.	Recipe	Finder	by	Gunhaar	Panjwani	An	app	to	help	you	use	the	ingredients	in	your	kitchen	to	make	dishes.	SnipAccounts	by	Muhammad	Usman	Khan	Trial	Balance	Management	&	Visualization	System	The
Book	Search	by	Thomas	Chambers	A	books	search	to	grab	and	save	details	of	books	Hotel	Mobile	Guest	App	by	Giannis	Alatsas	It	is	a	fully	functional	hotel	mobile	guest	app	(The	app	is	not	based	on	any	existing	hotel).	BakingBuddy	by	Tom	Tyler	BakingBuddy	brings	into	one	place	all	the	tools	you	might	usually	Google	for	whilst	cooking.	Q-Quiz	by	Alexander	McMillan	A
quarantine	quiz	made	up	of	20	multiple	choice	questions.	Social	Media	Web	App	by	Juvraj	Singh	A	simple	social	media	web	application	built	using	flask	where	users	can	post	and	follow	each	other	Turtle	Broadband	by	Matt	Karwan	Internet	Provider	Website	Auto	Check	in	by	Ishaan	Trivedi	Automates	the	process	of	sending	a	"Left	Home"	message	to	a	recipient,	through
monitoring	the	Wireless	home	network	and	using	Selenium	to	send	WhatsApp	messages.	A	Tower	Defense	Game	by	Muhammad	Ariefuddin	A	Tower	Defense	Game	Flask-Blog	by	Damilola	Oluseun	A	Blog	system	where	users	can	post	and	read	content.	Lahore	TravEat	by	Omar	Mujtaba	Hasan	A	website	that	helps	you	plan	sightseeing	trips	to	Lahore.	CryptoWatch	by
Alexandru	Neicu	A	faster	way	to	keep	watch	on	your	favorite	coins.	SimpleWishlist	by	Karol	Kowalkowski	It's	chrome	extension	with	purpose	of	storing	user	defined	wishlists	and	displaying	them	if	needed.	CS50	Workout	Challenge	by	Ryan	Jason	Tedjasukmana	Web	application	to	record	home	workout	results	among	friends.	1'D	Challenge	by	Karen	Yep	Quiz	game	android
app	Macro	Monitor	by	John	A	macro	nutrient	calculator	and	food	recommender	Chess	by	Jovan	Kašćelan	It	is	a	program	for	playing	chess	which	helps	players	learn	coordinates.	HTTP	Status	Code	CheatSheet	by	Anirban	Das	My	project	is	all	for	my	classmates	and	fellow	developers	who	needs	Http	Status	code	cheatsheet	Finance	Manager	by	Aberam	Sriganesh	A	website
that	helps	manage	personal	finances	and	productivity.	Chance	by	Tristan	Peng	Perform	standard	random	events	Dev-Helper	by	Carlos	Andrés	Montero	Moreno	Developers	Helping	other	developers	Corona	helper	by	Mark	Ghaly	a	small	website	to	help	fighting	covid-19	Quizit	by	Sufyan	Sami	Fun	and	Challenging	at	the	same	time	Film	Lover	by	Carlos	Alberto	Medina	Molina
Film	Lover	provides	you	all	the	information	from	a	movie	GigSafe	by	Richard	House	Contact	tracing	for	Live	events	Unit	Converters	by	Samuel	Oluwatimilehin	Torimiro	Program	to	convert	varoius	form	of	measurement	CS50	Brick	Breaker	by	Yago	Tobio	Souto	Atari	Breakout/Brick	Breaker	Game	Vov's	store	by	Yvonne	Colangelo	E-commerce	web	application	SmarToys	by
Marcelo	Alves	Bentivoglio	Junior	SmarToys	is	an	eCommerce	focused	in	educational	and	fun	toys.	grocerystore.csv	by	ADHYAN	NEGI	Greengrocer's	life	made	easy	CS50	Helps	by	Oliver	Bates	The	goal	of	the	website	is	to	help	those	caring	for	others	in	distant	places.	STOCK	CHART	ANALYST	by	Miłosz	Misiak	Japanese	candlestick	patterns	finder	Python	by	Peter	Warskyj	A
snake	clone	utilising	Python	and	the	2d	framework	Pygame	CS50'S	Breakroom	by	Irina	pérez	A	place	for	cs50	students	to	get	to	know	each	other	and	relax	DECP	by	Alex	DECP	is	an	encrypted	decentralized	communications	protocol.	Tic	Tac	Toe	Omega	by	Rei	Meguro	A	classic	game	of	tic	tac	toe	with	additional	features	Web	Portfolio	by	John	Lorenz	Eldon	R.	Masa
Minimalist	design	approach	CS50	TODO	by	Hitayu	Parikh	It	is	a	kind	of	reminder.	Blog50	by	Kyaw	Thet	Aung	Blog	Webapp	Organize	Contas	by	Maurício	Calil	Manfrim	Lucera	Simple	Bills	Organizer	Movies	by	Marie	Jankůjová	Mobile	app	to	browse	movies.	Pomodoro	Exercise	by	Aneek	Roy	Designed	for	physical	activity	throughout	ones	work	session	SNAKE	by	David
Sánchez	Sánchez	Snake	game	with	Lua	(LÖVE)	PillowFy	by	Jan	Plueer	Sleep	Time	Tracker.	FTL	TRACKER	by	Mody	Rosoff	Web	application	to	record	and	monitor	airliner	pilots	flight	and	duty	times.	SFW	by	GUGHAN	MALI	A	A	chrome	extension	that	censors	profane	words	in	websites.	NBA	Stats	by	Panagiotis	Graham	Alexander	Philalithis	Search	for	NBA	stats	and
simulate	games	Lightson	by	Anko	van	der	Ziel	Domotics	like	webapplication	controling	lighting	in	the	house	Wellbeing	Tracker	by	Meghan	McGrath	A	website	where	one	can	log	and	track	their	wellbeing.	Insyncapp	by	Chetan	Kar	A	website	where	anyone	can	watch	youtube	videos	with	other	friends.	Dream	Pool	by	Andrei	Vodolagin	Comany's	site	CS50	Journal	by	Vismaya
S	Nair	Journal	your	heart	out	on	any	book	you	are	reading	now	!	FREEZME	by	Anton	Yemelyanov	Fridge	manager	web	application	Ali	In	The	Forest	by	Muhammad	Umar	Game	EconoMod	by	Rebecca	Ronnen	EconoMod	is	a	web	application	that	teaches	visitors	the	basic	details	of	the	global	economy,	including	GDP	and	imports/exports,	and	provides	users	access	to	a	bar
chart	race	and	game	to	solidify	their	understanding.	Smart	Journal	by	Srikara	Sai	Shanmukha	Vishnubhatla	Smart	Journal	is	a	virtual	journal	with	many	advanced	functionalities	(such	as	taking	pictures,	videos,	and	audio).	CR	COVID-19	Guide	by	Diego	Sánchez	Guide	for	tourists	visiting	Costa	Rica	during	the	pandemic	GoRecipe	by	Chingiz	Abidov	Get	to	know	how	to	make
different	meals	with	detailed	instructions	Book	Cricket	by	Aditya	Srinivasan	This	python	program	simulates	the	commonly	played	game,	book	cricket.	Hotels	by	Mabel	Sara	Acha	Moya	Hotel	web	application	QuizFest	by	Wee	Yong	Geng,	Eldric	Interactive	Quiz	Setting	and	Taking	Site	Cave	Flyer	by	Daniel	Kohanim	Simple	game.	You	are	a	bird	flying	through	a	cave.	Don't	hit
the	walls!	Thornhallow:	An	Escape	by	Vlad	Grecu	A	text-based	adventure	game	that,	through	an	approach	designed	to	give	the	player	freedom,	follows	the	tale	of	someone	trapped	in	a	castle	and	desperate	to	escape.	Azur	Line	by	Zakariev	Arsen	Simplified	web	version	of	Azur	Lane	game	Shree	clinic	by	Abhinav	Muley	It	is	basic	Kobrd	by	Manon	Locht	Korean	Typing
Practice	App	TomnApp	by	Catalin	Voloseniuc	A	trivia	game	Ancient_Japan	by	Mohamed	Al-Atabi	Information	website	about	Ancient	Edo	Japan	Fragmented	Memories	by	Stavrou	Marios	The	game	is	a	short	text-based	adventure,	to	remind	everyone	how	lucky	they	are	to	enjoy	their	health	in	this	challenging	times.	SnakeGame	by	Shrinidhi	Urala	Snake	game	using	JavaScript
Dungeons	&	DJs	by	Anthony	Schwandt	A	web	soundboard	that	plays	sounds	into	a	Discord	bot.	MobileTime	by	Abdulraheem	AL-Edresi	A	simple	phone	store	application!	Gap-Fill	by	Frederico	Branquinho	Teixeira	It's	a	implementation	of	the	gap	filling	memorization	technique	Animal	Shelter	by	Olga	Abrosimova	Animal	shelter	management	-	is	a	Python-Flask	web
application	created	in	a	CS50	IDE	development	environment.	The	Bootstrap	toolkit	used	to	create	responsive	web	pages	in	this	web	application	so	that	it	also	works	well	on	mobile	browsers	without	writing	its	own	HTML,	CSS,	and	JavaScript	code	to	achieve	these	goals.	Home	Assistant	by	KANAL	CHANDNA	The	project	is	an	Home	Automation	Device	which	helps	to	control
devices	through	Google	Assistant.	Mealz	by	Douglas	P	Mumme	Meal	planner.	BlackJack	by	Kahan	Shah	An	app	that	allows	you	to	play	the	casino	game	blackjack.	Friends	of	Peggy	Adams	Animal	Rescue	by	Cathy	Quan	My	website	allows	foster	parents	and	adoption	parents	at	my	nearby	animal	shelter	to	connect	and	share	information	about	their	pets	through	memos	and
images.	Club	Hives	by	Sathvik	Vegi	An	app	that	allows	users	to	create	and	manage	clubs	with	ease.	SpeedTyping.com	by	Parsa	Saeedi	Test	your	typing	speed	and	accuracy,	and	compete	with	others.	Web	Phonebook	by	Pranet	Jagtap	It	is	a	web	application	that	functions	as	a	digital	phonebook.	PLAN	:	LIST	:	SHOP	by	Matthew	Edwards	An	application	to	take	the	pain	out	of
meal	planning	and	shoppint	list	creation.	Scorekeeper	by	Sarika	govalkar	A	web	application	that	allows	game	players	to	show	and	change	game	variables	like	life	totals	while	separated.	CS50	Blog	by	Anunay	Mehta	A	web	program	blog	designed	for	users	to	share	posts	with	other	users	SLAP	by	Kyi	Zin	A	backbone	website	for	a	game	CashTracK	by	Vishnu	Armoogam	A
website	that	tracks	your	cash	flow.	goFindFriend	by	Umit	Sen	You	can	find	friends	for	yourself	while	on	the	road.	Amastore	by	Nikhil	Nalin	It	is	a	clone	of	amazon.com	Test	Your	Brain	by	Modhurima	Roy	Kenopy	This	is	a	quiz	game	consisting	of	two	rounds	and	anyone	can	play	this	game	since	the	questions	are	designed	to	provide	a	mix	from	different	general	knowledge
backgrounds	and	for	each	correct	answer	in	the	main	round,	the	contestant	gets	awarded	with	10	coins.	Progression	by	Joey	My	project	is	a	web-based	productivity	application	for	university	students.	ENIGMA	by	Rodolph	VAN	ROMONDT	a	Web	Application	that	will	allow	its	users	to	encryp	and/or	decrypt	some	text	Square	by	Steven	Armstrong	Score	as	high	as	you	can	in
this	Golf-like	game.	Home	Monitoring	System	by	Santiago	Pedro	Timm	Soares	A	home	monitoring	system	made	with	Python,	Flask	and	SQLite3.	Upgraded	Finance	by	Tariq	Pathan	User-friendly	version	of	CS50	Finance	Covid-19	Safety	Check	In	by	Aric	Duncan	Mazick	A	web	app	that	employees	will	fill	out	prior	to	each	shift	to	ensure	they're	not	at	risk	of	transmitting
Covid-19.	NoteAssistant	by	Matthew	Broad	A	voice	controlled	note	recorder	rNotes	by	Mahmoud	Ehab	Abd-al-salam	An	android	app	that	helps	us	recording	our	notes	(in	lectures	for	instance)	fast	and	easy.	Stock	Market	Forecasting	Blog	by	Rafael	Mateo	Lee	Stock	market	forecasting	blog	Posts	reflect	the	most	recent	forecast	using	a	combination	of	cycles	forecasting	and
the	Elliott	Wave	Principle.	All	trades,	patterns,	charts,	systems,	etc.,	discussed	in	these	articles	are	for	illustrative	and	educational	purposes	only	and	not	to	be	construed	as	specific	advisory	recommendations.	SmartCalculator	by	Kunyue	(Jeremy)	Wang	A	smart	calculator	which	can	parse	an	entire	mathematical	expression	effectively	at	once	Discord	Study	Bot	by	Chin
Zheng	Hao	A	discord	study	bot	that	game-ifies	studying	with	friends	CS50	Portfolio	web	by	Abenezer	Zewdu	A	portfolio	project	based	Website	AZ	by	Abenezer	Zewdu	A	profile	linker	Easy	Cook	by	Laís	Deghaide	Easy	Cook	is	a	recipe	website	JobSeeker	by	John	A	website	for	one	time	jobs	or	tasks	Stock	Alert	by	Shaojun	Zhang	A	Chrome	extension	that	displays	notifications
for	stock	price	changes.	YensoGram	by	Onyenso	Uchenna	Joseph	A	blog	web	application	with	messaging	features.	ODEON:	Academic	Support	by	Agustin	Francisco	Nigrelli	This	is	a	project	that	intend	to	create	links	among	people	who	can	offer	help	as	tutors	or	need	help	as	students.	Dungeon	Finder	by	Sebastian	Esser	Find	table	top	game	groups	near	you	to	play	with.
Month	Calendar	by	Amrit	Singh	Calendar	of	any	given	month	and	year	ShoeWear	by	Alan	Mollins	For	the	Marathon	runner	who	wants	to	get	the	most	miles	for	his	money	Asteroid	Field	by	Jake	Moseley	A	game	in	which	you	traverse	a	spaceship	through	an	asteroid	field.	Members	by	Cecilia	Capela	Register	new	members,	view,	edit	and	delete	them.	Ballerz	by	David
Nwachukwu	This	is	an	Android	"football	manager	style"	game	based	on	the	FIFA	15	Ultimate	Team	data	using	JAVA	LCItool	by	Lina	María	Ladron	de	Guevara	Rangel	A	tool	to	support	LCA	for	a	more	sustainable	world	Lotus	by	Nguyễn	Vũ	Kha	An	e-commerce	website	myFace	by	Nik	Abend	Using	myFace	you	don´t	have	to	search	through	thousands	of	pictures	anymore	in
order	to	find	the	ones	which	show	you.	myFace	by	Lotta	Emilie	Bachmann	Using	MyFace	you	don´t	have	to	search	through	thousands	of	pictures	anymore	in	order	to	find	the	ones	which	show	you.	myFace	by	Charlotte	Mommsen	Using	MyFace	you	don´t	have	to	search	through	thousands	of	pictures	anymore	in	order	to	find	the	ones	which	show	you.	FactCheck	by	Louis
Hinckley	A	web	app	to	extract	(i.e.,	"screen-scrape")	and	present	fact-checked	statements	made	by	Donald	J.	Trump.	MyMoneyGo	by	Denisa	Iancu	MyMoneyGo	is	a	free	app	created	using	Python,	HTML,	CSS,	Bootstrap	and	SQL.	Space	Attackers	by	Saint-aubert	Romaric	A	video	game	inspired	by	space	invaders.	Cherry	Americana	by	Hiaggo	Machado	Collect	all	the	cherries
and	don't	get	hit	by	the	traps!	World	Bank	Time	Series	by	Rodrigo	Aldunate	It's	an	App	to	download	and	display	time	series	available	at	the	Indicators	API	at	the	World	Bank	site.	E-commerce	by	Emiliano	Modula	E-commerce	todo	App	by	Benjamin	Nguyen	make	and	manage	todos,	use	focus	timer	Farol	GPM	by	Lucas	Benevides	Human	Resources	Panel	Blog	(Web
Application)	by	Deepak	Kumar	Thakur	It	is	a	web	application(Blog)	where	user	can	register,	login,	and	blog.	Besides	user	can	follow	other	user.	The	user	can	view	blog	of	their	own	and	blogs	of	user	they	follow.	The	application	also	have	following	detailed	features.	www.mizaric.com	by	Roy	Tsang	Create	company	website	My	Journal	by	Sandeep	A	It	is	an	online	diary	where
you	can	add,save,edit,delete	your	articles.	Expense	Tracker	Web	App	by	Begench	Bekmyradov	Manage	and	track	your	cash	expenses	to	better	understand	your	financial	habits.	research	website	by	Ahmed	Osama	Elkhadrawy	cool	J50	by	Matthew	Lewton	A	web	app	that	is	an	interactive	Jeopardy	game	Bakery	by	Ploy	by	Thanaporn	Prasobchoke	Baking	shopping	webpage	for
member	Cube	Run	by	Aneesh	Kandrakota	Endless	Runner	Game	Goodbudget	by	Loc	Phu	Pham	It	was	quite	enjoyable	at	the	end!	Carspot	by	Richard	Qi	iOS	application	that	helps	users	find	where	the	nearest	available	carpark	is	based	on	their	specified	location.	YoutubeePy	by	Jheave	Jimenez	Youtube	Video	downloader	Todo	App	by	Luv	Kumar	It	is	a	web	application	to
organise	and	track	daily	tasks.	404	SECONDS	by	Crystal	Tanamas	A	logic	puzzle	game	with	13	levels	to	solve	within	404	seonds.	SoundBoard	by	Elias	Mauricius	Petry	An	interactive	soundboard	app	written	in	C#	that	lets	you	assign	local	soundfiles	to	buttons	and	play	them	on	demand.	Todopy	by	Kanyinda	Muepu	Samuel	This	Project	is	a	simple	“Todo”	web	application
which	has	a	User	registration	et	login	functionalities,	to	add/delete/rank(prioritize)	tasks	in	the	todo	list.	LOVE	NOT	HATE	by	BRENDA	CALISKANALP	This	is	a	2-player	game	represented	by	2	unicorns	as	my	sprites,	wherein	1	is	considered	a	'good'	one(the	normal-looking	unicorn)	and	the	other	one	(who	is	posed	like	scaring	someone)	is	the	bad	character	in	our
game.Basically	the	mechanics	of	the	game	is	that	the	bad	one	would	have	to	chase	the	good	one	around	within	the	duration	of	60	seconds(as	shown	on	the	upper	left	timer).How	to	move	the	sprites	is	by	pressing	the	'right',	'left',	'up',	'down'	keys	for	the	good	unicorn,	and	the	keys	'w',	'a',	's'	and	'x'	for	the	bad	unicorn.	Once	the	bad	unicorn	collides	with	the	good	one,	as
indicated	by	a	sound,	it	means	game	is	over	and	unfortunately	'hate'	wins.	However,	if	the	time	ends	and	the	bad	unicorn	fails	to	collide	with	the	other,	symbolically,	love	wins	over	hate.If	the	player/s	wish/es	to	play	again,	he/she	can	do	so	by	simply	making	the	characters	move	again	by	pressing	the	keys	mentioned	above.	On	the	other	hand,	how	to	quit	is	simply	by
pressing	the	'escape'	key.	Options	Tracker	by	Brian	Plexico	site	to	track	details	for	options	trades	My	Final	Project	For	CS50	by	Valentino	Lombardi	Fun	but	educational	Betup	by	Juan	Carlos	Ramirez	The	best	friend	for	any	soccer	fanatic	Physical	Simulator	by	Kenner	de	Araújo	Mendes	A	website	that	provides	usefull	visualizations	of	some	non-trivial	phenomena	World	Big
Problems	by	Roxana	Dicusara	This	website	was	designed	to	present	the	world's	biggest	problems	and	ways	to	help.	Hopscotch	by	Everett	Thomas	DeBeauchamp	A	collaborative/competitive	story-writing	web	application.	Directions!	by	Jason	Chen	A	simple	directions	service	that	renders	the	direction	on	the	map	and	gives	the	directions;	can	also	choose	travel	mode.
TimerJams	by	Caroline	Van	A	Chrome	extension	designed	to	enhance	productivity	with	Comodoro-based	timers	and	the	option	to	incorporate	your	own	study	music	Month	Calendar	by	Amrit	Singh	It	is	a	command-line	program	which	prints	out	the	month	calendar	of	any	given	month	of	a	year.	Payper	by	Anshu	Shibu	A	Student's	best	friend	Dragon's	Fight	by	Fu,Chung-Wei
The	dragon	can	release	the	crystals	to	kill	the	spiders	and	the	ladybugs	to	get	the	points	in	my	game.	Top	Of	The	Crop	by	Adhrit	Devineni	To	assist	in	the	college	application	process.	Circle	by	Joseph	Nma	A	video	game.	Personal	Agenda	by	Iván	Clara	Trujillo	A	personal	agenda	with	calendar	Double12!	by	John	Harrison	darts	scorer	Job	Tracker	by	Zainuddin	Siddiqi	Job
Tracker	is	a	web	application	that	allows	users	to	keep	track	of	employment	opportunities	they	are	interested	in.	ER	Wait	Time	List	by	Pierre	Marchesseault	Website	build	to	provide	a	waiting	list	to	patients	in	the	ER,	accessible	via	a	non-password	protected	web	page,	so	patients	can	access	it	on	their	cell	phone,	and	can	manage	their	waiting,	especially	for	non-urgent
patient	P4	and	P5	as	their	conditions	is	not	life-threatening.	Learning	Straight	by	Peter	Kipper	App	to	create	quizzes	Calypso's	Kingdom	by	Kacie	Yee	2D	automatic	sidescroller	game	Lottery	by	Franklin	Julian	Gonzalez	Perez	Lottery	games	TheOnlinePhonebook	by	Nathan	Jack	Cox	My	project	is	an	online	phonebook	where	you	can	add	and	store	contact	details	of	your
friends	and	family.	fetch_features.py	by	Ivan	Munoz	Gutierrez	My	program	retrieves	information	about	DNA	sequences	from	the	National	Center	for	Biotechnology	Information	CoffeeCloud	by	Gerald	Tan	The	ultimate	coffee	logger	Personal	Agenda	by	Raquel	Murcia	Juan	A	personal	agenda	that	helps	you	with	to	do	lists	and	month	calendars.	Tic-Tac-Toe	by	Ibad	Altaf	Tic-
Tac-Toe	with	variable	board-size	GPS	Tracker	by	Praveen	Lal	T	H	Track	every	college	bus.	TTT-SimpleGame	by	Jitea	Andrei-Petru	simple	tic	tac	toe	game	made	in	C	PoMa	by	Laurie	Lim	Sam	A	pomodoro	timer	UJJWAL	FINANCE	by	Ujjwal	Prazapati	It's	a	NASDAQ	Live	Market	Watch	and	Virtual	Portfolio	Manager	Blackjack50	by	Mykolas	Aškelovičius	It's	a	platform	where
people	can	play	blackjack	for	free	OP50	by	Gabriel	Faria	A	search	app	for	League	of	Legends	players	information.	WorldCommunicator	by	Dagne	Assefa	Have	a	private	chat	with	users	who	speak	a	different	language	from	you.	WorldCommunicator	by	Dagne	Assefa	Have	a	private	chat	with	users	who	speak	a	different	language	from	you.	GYM	Evolucion	by	Luis	Francisco
Contreras	Gonzalez	GYM	Management	System	DNA-->Protein	by	Anupam	Mishra	My	project	is	a	web	application	designed	to	accept	input	of	DNA	codons	and	provide	the	user	with	the	name	of	the	corresponding	protein.	Vitalogy	by	Andres	Ahumada	Turn-based	pixel	game	DATE	ME	by	Lachlan	John	Walker	Dating	website	My	Todo	List	by	Johannes	Mertens	Implements	a
Todo	List,	where	you	can	add,	delete,	prioritize	and	archive	tasks.	Quickr	by	Benas	Volkovas	It	is	a	self	improvement	app	Connect	4	by	Aadil	A	multiplayer	game	CS50	Final	Project	-	Web	Track	by	Oluwaseyi	Awoga	A	web	trading	app	CodZone	by	Jacob	Carlone	A	call	of	duty	modern	warfare	statistics	tracker.	RememberMe	by	Gian	Favero	RememberMe	is	a	digital
scrapbooking	app	to	aid	in	delaying	memory	loss	for	those	affected	by	dementia	or	similar	illnesses.	IQ	Test	Webpage	by	Jesus	Adrian	Martinez	Garcia	You	can	take	and	submit	a	sample	of	an	IQ	Test	and	review	your	results	to	imrove	your	cognitive	performance.	Translation.py	by	Quentin	Descat	Translate	an	excel	document	keeping	the	same	format	Swami-store	by	Mitesh
Patil	E-Commerce	website	for	watches	CS50	e-Commerce	by	Vagner	Barros	Pereira	e-Commerce	system	Make	My	Trip	to	Mars	by	Sagarika	Chakraborty	My	project	is	based	on	intergallactic	journeys,	focusing	on	geographic	reachability.	Photonizer	by	Kerem	Mert	Demirtaş	An	Android	application	to	organize	photos	in	albums	and	which	you	can	save	your	notes	to	albums
and	photos.	Typoitory	by	Hamza	Khuswan	Track	and	improve	typing	speed	Harvard	University	by	Nikhil	Kumar	Harvard	University	press	kar	dena	chahiye	tha	kya	hua	hai	ki	aap	to	become	a	member	Harvard	University	by	Nikhil	Kumar	Harvard	University	press	Cambridge	University	press	limited	University	press	Cambridge	University	press	limited	Absence	Planner	by
Kántor	Ádám	Viktor	Absence	Planner	application	is	a	web	based	application	enabling	users	to	record,	authorize	and	visualize	vacation	requests.	Price	getter	by	Hakan	Alkaya	It	is	a	script	to	net	scrape	the	price	of	a	given	product	and	alert	the	user	if	the	target	price	is	currently	available	CV	Creator	by	ABDULRAHMAN	MAHFOUDH	SAEED	AL-ASALI	am	easy	and	a	fast	way
to	create	a	CV	Foodie	Mania	by	Patrick	Zhang	A	collecting	game	where	the	player	collects	food	within	30	seconds.	C$50	Finance	by	Hélio	Jorge	Milagre	Magalhães	Stock	Exchange	Market	hangman.exe	by	Dylan	Rollins	Literally	the	best	game	of	command-line	Hangman	you've	ever	seen.	EXPAT	CARE	HRMS	by	Adebowale	Ademola	Francis	Special	HRMS(Human	Resources
Management	System)	Web	Application	for	Expatriates	moosik	1000	by	Anjali	Chittivelu	A	music	web	application	where	you	can	find	and	save	any	music	or	artists.	Journal	by	Vuyani	Ncube	Journaling	web	app.	Guitar	Store	by	Michael	Kramer	An	interactive	Guitar/Accessories	shopping	experience	shoota	by	Tom	Bohlmann	A	simple	one	vs	one	game	with	spaceship.	Be	wise
with	your	powerup!!	Binary	by	Kahan	Bhalani	A	small	converter	app	to	convert	between	the	four	famous	number	systems	-	Binary,	Hexadecimal,	Octal	&	Decimal.	Todolist	App	by	Romel	Catalogo	It	just	a	todo	list	app	that	has	CRUD	functionality	using	flask	Student	Advisor	Chatbot	by	Wasif	Uddin	It	is	a	chat	bot	which	recommend	various	programming	courses	and	answer
basic	queries	of	people	of	want	to	do	courses	on	platforms	like	edx	and	coursera	Multi	App	by	sana	khan	This	multi	app	project	is	a	collection	of	different	mini	apps	like	you	can	find	a	source	code	of	any	webpage,an	IP	address	can	be	received,	tik	tac	tao	game	is	also	there,	online	exam	module	is	also	there,	puzzle	and	word	counter	and	many	different	modules	are	there.	Its
a	stress	buster	for	any	one	and	even	it	can	work	as	a	tool	kit	of	regular	items	which	can	be	handy	with	this	tool	kit.	SpotiTracker	by	Naresh	Rasakulasuriar	A	web	application	to	track	spotify	usage	and	susbscribe	to	email	notifications	when	your	favourite	artists	release	new	music.	save	our	lives	by	Ashraf	Mostafa	Kamal	Elhamahmy	puzzle	game	Fascinating	Mathematics	by
Cyril	Sharma	A	website	which	showcases	the	various	disciplines	/	applications	of	mathematics	that	interest	me.	Chatter	by	Devang	Sharma	Polling	Website	MyHabits	by	Jonathan	Adrian	Rosales	Herrera	A	helper	with	procrastination	Artificial	Brain	by	Sun-Woong	Kim	Artificial	Brain(specifically	visual	cortex)	can	predict	age,	gender,	and	multicultural	appearance	for	each
detected	face	based	on	facial	characteristics.	My	Webpage	by	Kunal	Hiren	Miyani	Provides	information	on	the	religious	organisation	I	belong	to	and	also	gives	the	user	an	opportunity	to	complete	a	quiz.	Modern	Parking	Lot	by	Mirzohid	This	is	3d	model	of	Modern	Parking	Lot	where	drivers	know	which	spot	is	free,	before	they	enter	to	Parking	lot	Denwa	by	Muhammad
Maaz	Ali	smartphone	website	CovidSC	by	Renan	Medeiros	Amancio	A	website	with	charts	and	data	about	the	Covid-19	pandemic	in	Santa	Catarina/Brazil	Alpha	by	Vlademir	Lopes	Learning	of	the	Cyrillic	Alphabet	by	an	iOS	app.	PAUL	2.0	by	Finnegan	Roach	A	gps	that	gets	you	lost	Sounds	of	Serenity	by	Colton	Fox	Sounds	of	Serenity	is	a	web	application	that	allows	you	to
combine	music	and	sound	to	create	a	relaxing	environment	for	study	and	focus.	Portfolio	Website	by	Martin	Muruthi	A	website	that	describes	me	and	showcases	my	projects	DONATEPLASMA+	by	MEESALA	NAVEEN	KUMAR	It	helps	to	find	donors.	Workout	Tracker	by	Pauline	Chung	A	website	to	record	and	shows	your	workout	history	and	fitness	progress.	Learn	Buddy	by
Timothy	Olutubo	Learn	Buddy	is	a	web	application	that	enables	anyone	learning	a	new	skill	to	find	other	people	who	are	currently	learning	the	same	skill.	Chicken	Run	by	Mateu	Saiós	An	endless	runner	of	a	chicken.	Grocery	List	by	Nicholas	Kleczewski	Web-based	application	that	allows	a	user	to	build	out	a	grocery	list	so	he/she	remembers	what	needs	to	be	bought.	City
Finder	by	ZHOU	Chengjie	locate	the	country	of	a	specific	city	Finance	Hub	by	Gifty	Asantewaa	Nkrumah	We	demystify	Finance	Miner	Mania	by	Matthew	Bourghol	Timed	Mining	Game	Pokémon	Renaissance	by	Samuel	Wiedorfer	A	complete	Pokémon	game!	iDELIVER	Calculator	by	Benjamin	Sutter	A	Calculator	to	assist	Financial	Advisers	in	determining	the	correct	price	to
charge	a	client.	SavOur	Food	by	Lucia	Cristina	Maria	Mackenzie	A	website	designed	to	help	people	avoid	foodwaste	The	Debug	Ducky	by	Eduardo	Torres	A	CS50	friendly	Twitter	bot.	Bored!	by	Aswin	G	A	simple	yet	functional	android	app	to	suggest	you	activities	when	you	are	bored.	Python	Audio	Study	Package	by	Stephen	Schanes	A	python	program	to	better	understand
piano	frequencies,	recording,	and	sound	editing.	Calf	Time	by	Nikola	Kostadinov	Storing	information	about	cows!	SpeakUp	by	Christian	Barton	Randall	A	simplified	blogging	website.	Jubilate	by	Tomas	Cekanak	Reminder	of	close	people	celebrations	Restaurant	Smart	Orders	by	Giovanni	Takeshi	Sesta	My	treasure!!!	Apocalupse	by	Alexandra	Muntean	A	game	that	makes
people	laugh	and	have	fun.	Guitar	Store	by	Nathan	Kawaller	e-commerce	website	built	with	django	and	vue	Light	CRM	by	Philip	Tunbjer	Simple	customer	relationship	and	consultant	manager	WhatsUp	by	Nicolás	Axel	Bukovits	iOS	app	that	displays	trending	Youtube	and	Google	searches	for	a	specific	country	with	the	ability	to	take	notes	with	comments	MetaReader	by
Miles	James	Johnson	MetaReader	is	a	condensed	approximation	of	various	free	readability	checks	with	cross-references	and	user	history	records.	Reading	by	Ahmed	Maishaan	Read	About	Me	Journal	by	Kyor	Hane	Journal	Gamers	Lounge	by	Ojasvi	Tewari	Blogging	website	about	gaming.	Guitar	Store	App	by	Natalie	Sterling	A	guitar	store	app,	for	those	who	love	guitar
merchandise	and	shopping.	Electronic	Health	Record	by	Anthony	Riccalarsen	It	is	a	web-based	electronic	health	record	which	could	be	used	by	a	medical	facility	to	manage	patients'	health	information.	Serie	Review	by	vr3	by	Vinicius	Rangel	Mendes	Barros	A	database	based	website	that	stores	reviews	tv	series	Go	Mouse!	by	Joaquin	Ward	Infinite	Procedural	Runner	Game.
Filipages	by	Michael	Jones	Blog	Post	Website	Aimed	for	Ilocos	Norte,	Philippines.	Doodles	by	Satwika	Paul	My	project,	Doodles,	is	an	iOS	app	made	on	Xcode;	it	is	a	drawing	app	that	also	allows	you	to	save	your	drawing	to	your	camera	roll.	Web	Cypher	Fun	by	Homero	Lopes	Gheorghe	Junior	A	website	to	cipher	some	message	A	voting	system	by	TAHER	MOUSTAPHA
IBRAHIM	ADAM	It	is	a	simple	voting	website	TechTalk	by	Keerthisree	Raghu	An	application	for	tech-enthusiasts	to	create	content	and	communicate	about	trending	topics	in	the	world	of	tech.	CS50	Dino	Game	by	Koh	Wei	Jie	The	game	is	similar	to	the	offline	chrome	dino	game	where	the	user	has	to	use	enter	key	to	start	the	game	and	arrow	up	key	to	jump.	And	in	order	to
restart	the	game,	the	user	can	press	'r'	to	restart	to	a	different	map.	Welcome	to	Bangkok!	by	Rhea	Poonevala	Find	out	all	that	is	waiting	for	you	in	Bangkok	from	a	local	HappyJ	by	Aditya	Kristanto	A	web-based	journal	to	systematically	track	our	happiness	level	over	time	The	Village	by	James	Ashman	A	Short	Adventure	game	Space	Racer	by	David	Benjamin	Jack	Paysden
Arcade	Game	Random	Linux	Commands	by	Jaswanth	Sunkara	Learn	Linux	randomly.	Dark	Mode	by	Navneet	Lamba	Help	eyes	in	dark.	Soccer	Team	Build	by	Korede	Adeniyi	It	inspires	the	next	soccer	managers.	AviationWX	by	Martijn	Vonk	An	android	aviation	weather	app	for	pilots.	SugarZ	-	Diabetes	App	&	Modern	Blood	Sugar	Tracker	by	Huseyin	Alper	Karadeniz	SugarZ
is	a	mobile	application	that	aims	to	facilitate	the	lives	of	the	people	who	have	diabetes.	It	includes	many	visual	graphs	and	analyses	which	increase	the	understandability	of	their	blood	sugar	data.	Code	Tutors	by	Richard	Fogaça	The	goal	is	to	help	programming	students	connecting	them	to	experienced	tutors	Helping	Hands	by	Lautaro	Chajet	Helping	Hands	is	a	simple	idea
for	a	website	where	researchers	can	easily	contact	experts	or	anyone	willing	to	help,	whether	it's	an	interview,	a	simple	question,	an	explanation,	etc..	CinemaS50	by	Tiago	Oliveira	dos	Santos	It's	a	simple	application	where	a	user	can	book	one	seat	or	more	for	a	movie.	Bookmark	Collector	by	Shatha	Makhlouf	A	web	application	which	is	used	to	collect	bookmarks	from	any
websites,	social	media	platforms,	or	any	resource	Mochi's	Website	by	Aaron	Wu	It's	a	story	telling	website	that	I	built	to	dedicate	to	our	pet	Mochi	who	suddenly	passed	away	earlier	this	year.	MATINGLE	by	Armando	Borda	Supporting	students	during	the	pandemic	Web	Application	Grader	by	Rodrigo	Bassi	Guerreiro	Helping	students	from	my	school	to	keep	track	of	their
grades	during	social	distancing.	High	Card	by	Avi	Groff	Super	simple	webpage	card	game.	Rainforest	Roulette	by	Harrison	Christie	Walker	An	interactive	music	player	that	randomly	selects	jams	performed	by	my	two-piece	jam	band,	Toucan	Echo.	StartGG	by	Simonas	Karalius	A	personal	homepage.	Super	Notes	by	Philip	Daniel	Churchman	Expanded	Android	Notes	app
with	image,	audio	and	news	download	functionality	G2Weather	by	Fremont	Cheng	This	is	a	single	page	web	application	for	users	to	check	the	current	weather	of	their	current	locations	or	particular	cities.	CHALLENGE50	by	Fabiano	Augusto	de	Mello	A	website	where	people	are	challenged	to	better	connect	with	people,	pursuit	more	knowledge	and	make	the	world	a	better
place.	Gravity	Guru	by	Nicolaas	Georges	Joseph	Defaux	A	gravity	flipping	screen	scrolling	game	MTU	Code	Lab	by	Kaung	Htet	Kyaw	Knowledge	Sharing	Platform	momentum	by	mohamed	essam	asaad	ibrahim	Chrome	extension	Momentum	Extension	Clone.	JS,	HTML,	CSS	&	Boostrap	used	in	development.	Todo	Tasks	by	Ahmed	Salah	It	is	a	todo	list	Events	Organizer	by
José	Armando	Leite	Fernandes	Events	Organizer	is	a	web	application	to	help	to	organize	informal	events	where	the	guests	participate	and	collaborate	with	that.	Pomodoro	by	Dylan	Higgins	A	pomodoro	web	program.	WeatherWeb	by	S.Manas	its	a	web	application	to	check	the	weather	forecast	in	cities	all	around	the	globe.	Untrimmed	by	Lee	Jian	Howe	Untrimmed	grass
sightings	"May	I?"	by	Francisco	J.	Joubert	Bernard	A	teacher	student	database	with	an	extension	for	students	to	log	their	breaks.	Keep	It	by	Pedro	Antonio	de	Castilho	Soares	A	simple	web	application	to	manage	notes	and	keep	things	organized.	Appointment	Portal	by	Justin	Keith	de	Ridder	A	Web	app	for	arranging	meeting	times	with	people	from	across	the	globe	AI	Story
by	James	W	Middleton	III	Website	for	generating	original	Children's	stories.	EDITH	by	Mahmoud	Abo	El-Azm	Mohammed	Its	a	resume	for	companies	or	persons	Housing	Model	by	Ethan	Thorpe	Python	coded	housing	model	CS50	Public	School	(LMS)	by	Syed	Fasih	Uddin	It	is	structure	of	software	a	school	can	use	to	manage	everything	in	a	single	click.	Stock	rescerch	by
Markus	Klopper	The	project	consists	of	a	webpage	that	allows	you	to	analyses	historical	data	of	the	previous	year	for	different	stocks.	Stocks	can	be	added	to	a	watch	to	better	track	the	stock	movement,	when	searching	for	a	specific	stock	the	latest	relevant	news	articles	will	also	be	at	your	disposal.	GPS	Sim	by	Kamila	Koscialkowska	GPS	Simulator	MService	by	Vladislav
Epikhin	Jurisdictional	Management	Tool	MEMO	by	aseel	bantan	saving	and	organizing	your	notes	Movie	Posters	by	Htet	Oo	Wai	Yan	Movie	Posters	is	a	website	where	you	can	search,	view	and	download	movie	posters.	ASCII50	by	Christopher	Klix	A	modern	elegant	CS50	ASCII	chart	Tawfeer	by	Osama	Yasser	Tawfeer	is	an	Expenses	Tracking	web	application.	La	loi	des
séries	by	Prune	Pasquet	This	is	a	web	app	that	helps	TV	shows	fans	find	more	programs	to	watch.	Glang	by	Srija	Ghosh	Vocab	Word	Language	Learner	X	by	Soumyadeep	Das	AI	program	ChordStream	by	Igor	Lodin	ChordStream	is	a	web	based	tool	for	music	producers	that	allows	building	chord	progressions	by	ear.	Any	Joke	by	Facundo	Petri	Site	to	see	jokes	Organizer	by
Simone	Abbamonte	Organize	and	save	websites	in	one	place	and	create	tasks	to	keep	you	as	efficient	and	productive	as	possible.	Subreddit	Lexicon	by	Daniel	Find	the	uniqueness	of	subreddit	vocabularies.	BillsOnMe!	by	Bilqis	Osuolale	A	webpage	serving	as	a	form	of	piggybank	for	saving	money.	Tree	App	by	Huzaifa	Hussain	App	that	connects	people	who	want	to	plant
trees	to	people	who	can	PADDLE!	by	Alexandra	Delacruz	Game	where	you	try	to	keep	the	ball	in	the	air	as	long	as	possible	Staying	Healthy	by	Burak	Kaynak	Android	simple	fun	game	CS50	SlamBook	by	Kingsley	Izuka	Uchunor	SlamBook	is	for	sharing	students'	personalities	information	amongst	colleagues.	Blocks!	by	Olaoye	Michael	Oluwatobiloba	The	Remake	Of	Tetris.
HandyEats.com	by	Tamer	Yanni	A	website	that	helps	reduce	food	waste	by	proposing	recipe	ideas	based	on	ingredients	Archery	Tracker	by	Ben	Evans	App	for	archers	to	track	their	training.	HealthWhere	by	Kishan	Odedra	HealthWhere	is	a	web	application	that	retrieves	information	regarding	a	condition	and	displays	local	NHS	services	that	may	be	able	to	help.	Spiritual
Boost	by	Sem	Gabriel	Roig	A	Chrome	extension	that	drops	motivational	spiritual	quotes	seven_fiftythree	by	Luke	Flees	A	website	that	allows	for	music	teachers	to	find	students	online	and	for	students	to	find	teachers	online.	Final	Project	--	Ms.BZ's	Website	by	Bridget	Qi	Zhang	This	project	is	a	website	designed	to	introduce	my	small	tutoring	business,	which	also	includes
organizing	the	courses	and	potential	students.	Hangman	by	Aditya	Ramanathan	Hangman	Simple	Note	by	Waiyan	Myothet	A	simple	note	application	COVID-19	STATS	HUB	by	Rushikesh	Dasoondi	My	project	allows	users	to	quickly	access	the	latest	coronavirus	statistics	from	their	chosen	regions	of	interest.	Calculator	by	Adhil	Ahmed	P	M	Shums	A	app	-	based,	toned	-
down	implementation	of	Casio	Scientific	Calculators	HANGMAN	by	Simran	It	is	a	'GUESS	THE	WORD'	game.	CS50	Plasma	by	Anvay	Mathur	Matches	blood	plasma	donors	Ankini	by	Abhiyan	Bhandari	Notes	web	app	Geo50	by	Nikolaos	Kougioumtzidis	A	web-based	application	about	basic	Geometry	Calculations.	Danish's	Adblocker	by	Danish	AIi	An	adblocking	extension.
BeeProductive	by	LEEN	I.	A.	SHAQALAIH	In	order	to	prevent	students	from	time	imbalancement	frustration,	I	made	a	web	application	that	will	help	everyone	in	planning	and	focusing.	Tweet	Scheduler	by	Bharatram	Santhanakrishnan	A	tool	to	post	tweets	every	hour	picking	the	oldest	from	the	queue.	Axion	by	Rocco	de	Oliveira	Cavenaghi	Simple	2d	game	framework
written	in	Java	JUCI	by	Luis	Carlos	Juárez	Moreno	Financial	Administration	Web	App	Immerse	by	Ysadora	Marcuzzo	"Immerse"	is	a	short	underwater	simulation	that	shows	part	of	its	unique	aquatic	environment.	PredictIt	vs.	538	by	Charles	Umiker	My	website	compares	election	predictions	from	predictit.org	and	fivethirtyeight.com	and	recommends	smart	bets	based	on
538's	models.	ZoomChat	by	Sean	O'Brien	Formats	and	adds	definitions	to	Japanese	words	in	a	saved	Zoom	chat	file.	Space	Invaders	by	Saleh	Samman	2D	space	shooter	Shopping	Prices	by	Homan	Shing	A	web	app	to	rack	grocery	prices	in	different	supermarkets.	X-Ray	Diffraction	Tools	by	Martin	Screen	This	program	can	be	used	either	to	predict	the	X-ray	diffraction
pattern	for	a	crystal	structure,	or	to	determine	the	crystal	structure	of	a	solid	sample	using	diffraction	pattern	data	obtained.	Train	your	mind	by	Aziza	Muxamedova	Learn	how	to	solve	cubes,	track	your	progress.	CHARITY	FOUNDATION	by	Elijah	Mwendwa	Its	a	website	for	a	foundation	by	the	name	Charity	Foundation	that	focuses	on	helping	the	needy	and	the	old.
Hypermessage	by	Michael	Schirmer	WebChat	Application	Approvable	by	Leung	Cheuk	For	A	credit	approval	application	Project	Planner	by	Isabel	Redman	Project	Planner	is	a	website	designed	to	help	users	track	multiple	projects,	break	their	projects	into	manageable	steps,	and	update/save	their	progress.	ACADEM	by	HAMIL	SANTIAGO	TERAN	GOMEZ	Changing	the	way
we	learn	to	code	Pack	Merchant	by	Emad	Ali	A	program	that	do	all	my	calculations,	and	accounting.	Memento	Mori	by	Mansoor	Rahmanyar	Remember	death.	The	Big	Plant	by	Ho	Yip	Lai	A	website	for	a	plant	shop	OBLF	by	Taewhan	Ko	Suggest	which	champions	to	ban	for	a	player	in	League	of	Legends	Welcome	to	CS50	by	Manish	Sahu	It	is	a	website	on	CS50	Phonmail
extractor	by	bader	mohammed	badhri	tool	for	extracting	emails	and	phones	from	files	with	one	click	HeliBob	by	James	Birrell	Flappy	bird	but	a	helicopter	in	ruins	PingPong	by	Apoorv	Saxena	A	simple	Ping	Pong	game	using	LUA.	Dungeon	Cubism	by	Jahnavi	Enaganti	A	simple	2D	platformer	game	with	a	boss	battle	at	the	end.	Valve	Adapter	Selector	by	Carlos	Gonzalez
Automatically	select	the	adapter	required	to	attach	an	actuator	to	a	valve	Cicada	by	Santiago	Guzman	Arevalo	Terminal-based	Game	Console	Planz	by	ANDREI	EDUARD	ILIE	Make	plans	with	friends!	AutoTasker	by	Muhannad	Ahmed	Ref'at	Ahmed	Ibrahim	El	Shmouty	Student	helper	to	build	a	schedule	Smart	Oculi	by	Gershom	Addis	James	Face	detection	and	logger	Level
Scaling	by	Nick	Montana	Armour,	Type,	and	Level	Scaling	Mood	Tracker	by	Edel	Jay	Leonardo	A	mood	journal	Survive	by	Vilius	Junevicius	Just	do	not	collide!	Connect	four	by	Namburi	Geetha	Krishna	Venkateswararao	its	a	game	between	two	players	of	matching	FEEDBACK	APP	by	Matheus	Pinho	Feedback	CS50	Mynote	by	Mehmet	Can	BOZ	You	can	take	note	and	delete
and	also	you	can	see	weather	condition.	Decorative	Gourd	Season	by	Ashley	Bales	An	endless	runner	style	game	Bird	Escape	by	Theo	Willem	van	Niekerk	Its	a	game	inspired	by	Flappy	Bird.	Web	Stock	by	vitor	valerio	mancinelli	Software	to	control	the	stock	of	products	and	materials	Web	Invoice	by	Kyle	Hawyes	Interactive	Invoice	space.one	by	Sandra	Muschkorgel	A
website	that	allows	users	to	compare,	book,	and	cancel	space	cargo	flights.	eggie	by	Rodrigo	Eduardo	Oliva	San	Martin	management	web	application	Doit	by	Théo	de	Melo	Giovedi	A	full-feature	CLI	task/to-do	list	manager	Bug	Tracker	by	John	Kevin	Francisco	A	Bug	Tracker	for	many	projects.	Money	maker	by	Soham	Dave	Predicts	stocks.	Snake	Game	by	Clara	Issa	Isaac	A
simple	game	based	on	my	childhood	memories.	Explore	The	World	by	Arda	Özdemir	User	can	get	many	information	about	the	city	that	he	wants	to	visit.	Summary	Book	by	Shishir	Recall,	summarize,	review,	share!	TripPlanner50	by	Leo	Wu	A	website	that	help	you	pack	for	trips	Pool	Ball:	Billiards	Gone	Wild	by	Gregory	Ryan	Novelty	Sports	Video	Game	Q-Slim	Weight
Tracker	by	Quentin	Vosser	Weight	and	health	tracker	Darkmoodzz	by	Mohamed	youssef	a	Chrome	extension	put	sites	into	the	dark	mood	Task	50	by	Redwan	Lmati	Clear	plans	=	clear	path	Fitness	Workshop	by	Shafwan	Ahmed	It	is	a	free	hand	workout	web	application	which	is	equivalent	to	any	workout	application	Watchoo	by	Ivan	Kljun	Sell	and	buy	used	watches.	Fitness
workshop	by	Zawwad	Ul	Sami	It's	a	web-based	fitness	application	Snake	Game	by	Leslie	V.	Shaka	Snake	game	made	of	two	modes:	Zen	and	Arcade;	each	mode	has	two	and	three	levels	respectively.	Warm	Store	by	Nurudeen	Aliyu	E-Commerce	website	Edustage	by	Gooodluck	Chigozie	It	is	a	school	web	app	mainly	for	student	result	checking.	TwitterCount	by	Jordan
Krishnayah	Word	Clouds	based	off	of	twitter	handles.	my	first	website	ever!	by	Mohamed	Ashraf	simple	DivAid	Tasks	by	Javier	Varela	It	is	a	web	application	using	Flask,	Python,	and	SQL	with	the	purpose	of	having	an	update	list	of	things	to	do/buy.	Bookkeeping	by	Romain	Yvernes	My	project	is	a	website	to	keep	track	of	one's	bookkeeping.	Morning	Start	by	Esteban	fetch
info	from	multiples	sources	and	get	them	in	one	Copy	Log	by	Gregory	Wong	Web-based	application	for	recording	copy	log	MyCilents	by	Hongjie	Zhang	MC	is	a	web	i	make	its	for	real	estate	client	management	purpose.	what	MC	can	do	Add/Delete	old/new	clients,	Update	client	informations,	Search	exist	clients	view	activtiry	histories	and	schedle/cancel	appointments.
BAZINGA	by	Siddharth	Singh	It	is	a	game	influenced	by	'air	hockey'	which	can	be	both	single	and	multiplayer	with	different	levels	of	difficulty.	Aliens	Attack!	by	Denni	Karin	Be	ready	to	fight	Aliens,	commander!	Coding	Together	World.	by	Olga	Repnitsyna	Registered	users	can	use	the	Coding	Together	World	to	navigate	CS50x	&	Coding	Together	course	resources.	Coding
Together	World	by	Chanel	Timberlake	An	academic	resource	for	CS50x.	Ddate	by	uri	seligmann	A	site	that	helps	to	match	between	dogs	to	people	Outerspace	by	Marika	Fontaine	Cute	2D	platformer	where	an	alien	must	save	a	mouse	from	an	evil	snail.	FTC	Resources	by	Siddhant	Mody	My	project	is	a	First	Tech	Challenge	(Robotics	Competition)	Resources	page	for
students.	Calculator	by	Darshan	Sudhir	Bodara	It	can	be	used	as	a	calculator	in	daily	life	Calculator	by	Darshan	Sudhir	Bodara	It	is	an	application	that	helps	in	solving	daily	life	mathematics	problems.	Now	Reading	by	Pablo	Cornejo	Pierola	An	iOS	app	and	widget	to	search	for	the	book	you're	currently	reading	and	display	it	in	your	home	screen.	Hotels	Query	by	Yorman
Jose	Rodriguez	Moreno	Query	any	hotel	in	the	world	Boethus	by	Jihyup	Ryu	Intelligent	Personal	Assistant	Travel	App	by	Haseeb	Ahmed	It	is	used	to	book	tours	Play	Pong	by	William	Tañada	It's	my	version	of	the	classic	game	'Pong'	jb	arabic	food	by	EISSA	MOHAMED	MOHAMED	HAFEZ	SHARAF	database	of	arabic	food	in	joor,malaysia	Quarantine	Fitness	by	John	Thomas
Kadantot	Fitness	Website	for	people	who	can't	go	to	the	gym.	Recipes	by	Venetia	Brown	A	website	to	view	upload	and	share	your	favourite	recipes.	FALUMFILMEAI	by	Arthur	Santos	A	movie	recommendation	system	Neat	Recipes	by	Jason	Salois	A	WebApp	that	allows	users	create	to	recipes.	Vision	by	Richard	Voong	Vision	Board,	imagery	to	accompany	written	goals	and
resources.	Schwifty	Soundboard	by	James	Cotellesse	A	schwifty	soundboard	Schwifty	Soundboard	by	Richard	Moore	A	Schwifty	Soundboard	HCS	by	Obaloluwa	Odelana	It	is	a	food	ordering	app	Snake	Game	by	Abdulaziz	Saud	Al	Jabri	A	game	in	which	you're	a	snake	that	grows	larger	as	you	eat	the	food.	Space	Invaders	by	Jakub	Golec	The	game	is	inspired	by	the	Space
Invaders	game	from	the	70s.	The	Cult	by	Luis	Poças	Static	gaming	myanimelist	CS50	productivity	app	by	lujain	khalil	A	simple	note	and	to-do	app	US	Covid	Tracker	by	Justin	Baker	US	Covid	Tracker	presents	various	visualizations	of	Covid-19	statistics	on	the	state	and	national	levels.	ArticleTracker	by	Samnoon	M	Haider	Keep	track	of	insightful	web	articles.	listening	is
best	by	Panchal	Sanskruti	Bharatkumar	it	is	pdfreader	.	EMG	Analyser	by	Nilson	Ribeiro	dos	Santos	Silva	This	project	helps	to	analise	muscular	activity.	Pro	Fit	Work	Out	App	by	Alexis	Chartrand	It	is	a	Work	out	/	Fitness	App	Plant	Tracker	by	Micaela	McCall	A	simple	website	to	help	users	track	the	watering	schedule	of	their	houseplants.	Wildlife	by	Nardin	H	Awad	Talking
about	animals	life	and	how	to	save	them	MoneyPro	by	Omar	AlAkkad	A	personal	finance	website	with	a	twist.	Doc	Adventures	by	Tonica	Adrian	Slay	monsters	in	a	forest	themed	RPG	Schedule	Tracker	by	Ionut	Catalin	Sandulache	For	my	CS50	Final	Project,	I	builded	a	schedule	tracker	web	application.	I	work	for	a	fashion	company	with	distribution	centers	all	over	around
the	world	and	we	needed	a	good	tool	to	gather,	update,	share	and	display	the	daily	schedule	of	each	warehouse.	The	Schedule	Tracker	web	application	will	give	instant	access	to	the	most	up	to	date	information	what	will	help	in	the	planning	of	the	staff	needed	in	the	Application	Maintenance	teams	and	also	in	the	planning	of	systems	updates	releases	for	the	warehouse
management	systems.	StitchBook50	by	Heather	Jane	Cartwright	An	online	cross	stitching	scrapbook	Month	Calendar	by	Amrit	Singh	It	is	a	simple	program	which	prints	the	calendar	of	any	given	month	of	any	given	year.	Savings	Planner	by	Tsoi	Tsz	Wing	Help	people	create	savings	plan	to	save	money~	NutraBalanze	by	Kane	Kristofer	M.	Taylor	A	food	ordering	app
Musicalear	by	Vitor	Azevedo	Padovani	Web	game	for	training	your	musical	perception	Crack	a	Joke	by	Kenneth	Ng	Continue	to	click	the	egg	until	a	joke	appear	Attack	of	the	aliens!	by	Richard	Berthold	2D	Shoot-them-up	game	ANVIZ	by	Kevin	Kelly	A	text	adventure	game	engine	built	with	python,	django,	and	vue.js	TalkieWalkie	by	Austin	Zhang	A	basic
messaging/communication	app	CryptoPay	by	Sergey	Tsybulko	Payments	in	BTC	Communi-B	by	Marcio	Rodrigues	a	community	website	where	users	can	search	for/	offer	local	help	Minimal	Cave	by	Anil	George	Portfolio	site	with	all	projects	and	work	I'm	tinkering	around	with	Anger	Management	by	Abhineet	Kumar	This	project	conatins	tips	and	a	survey	about	anger
management.	When	Will	It	Be	Done	by	Marijn	van	der	Zee	When	Will	It	Be	Done	-	a	collection	of	Python	tools	for	software	development	teams	to	simulate	their	workflow,	collect	agile	metrics	and	visualize	their	performance.	Wheel	of	Life	by	Daniel	Dubaniowski	Visual	representation	of	different	life	aspects,	which	a	person	deems	important,	in	a	goal-setting	tool.	Find	Your
Rhymes	by	Zsadez	An	app	to	find	rhymes.	Redhill	Notices	by	Marcus	Almeida	Notice	distribution	and	tracking	web	app	Hemianopsia	by	Nataliya	Popova	"Hemianopsia"	adapts	texts	for	comfortable	reading	for	users	with	partial	blindness.	Translazione	by	Paolo	Bigliano	It's	a	web-based	application	using	Flask,	JavaScript,	Python,	and	SQL,	which	develops	a	translation	game
from	English	to	Italian	and	vice	versa.	by	Luis	Miguel	Caceres	Lizano	LA	ISLA	DE	CATAN			Caracteristica	del	Juego:	Catan	es	un	juego	que	se	desarrolla	entre	cuatro	personas	como	máximo,	y	con	dos	personas	como	mínimo.	Fue	creado	para	el	entretenimiento	de	Adolecentes	,adultos	,y	Personas	de	la	tercera	edad.	Es	decir	15-18	,18	-	30,	o	30	ImAP	by	Tai	jung	Kuo	an
Image	Analysis	tool	for	Porosity	with	Python	Search	Friend	by	Mitchell	Alan	Luvisch	Create	profiles	and	quickly	use	them.	Mertis	Bot	by	Maxat	Issaliyev	an	educational	Discord	Bot	that	help	students	with	their	application	process	Swish.io	Tweets	Sentiment	Analyzer	by	Angelo	Timajo	This	project	is	a	web	application	where	users	can	input	a	certain	topic	in	twitter	like	a
Hashtag,	username,	or	a	specific	event	going	on,	and	the	application	will	perform	sentiments	analysis	on	the	Tweets	that	were	scraped.	drip	web	design	by	kornelius	ido	sinaga	its	a	webpage	where	you	can	get	a	professional	to	make	you	a	creative	web	design.	Creativiteens	by	Annabella	Tian	Creativiteens	is	a	website	for	a	community	service	project	using	Bootstraps,	CSS,
Javascript,	HTML,	and	Flask.	My	Notes!	by	Safiullah	Shah	Simple	note	storing	webpage.	Quotes	for	today	by	Thai	Ngoc	Thanh	Dat	It	generates	inspiring,	motivational	quotes	Retirement	Aid	by	Precious	Diji	Users	will	be	able	to	see	visual	representation	of	their	financial	state	compared	to	retirement	goals	and	based	on	the	information	make	decisions	on	whether	or	not	to
adjust	retirement	goals,	or	make	better	investment	plans	and/or	save	more.	MotoNumbers	by	Joshua	D	Orlowski	Motocross	data	capture,	storage	and	visualization	Zephyr	by	Peter	Andrei	Bunao	User	friendly	TURBO	RACINGZZ	by	Sareindra	A/L	Chandra	Sekar	racing	game	La	cuisine	de	Mariano	by	Mariano	Gutiérrez	Web	application	based	on	Flask	where	users	can	search
for	meal	recipes.	Encrypt	by	IGOR	BARROS	BARACAL	A	cryptography	web	application	for	brazilians	Cogsy	by	Shaughn	Chan	A	curses-based	Discogs	client	written	in	Rust	Visit	Nepal	by	Shaswat	Ghimire	A	handy	app	to	have	before	coming	Nepal.	Help	me	by	Emad	Hussien	it	is	a	pets	helper	to	find	a	new	owner	in	order	to	adopt	them	connector	between	old	owner	and	new
one	Puppy	Agenda	by	Gonzalo	Acevedo	Personal	agenda	for	a	Veterinarian	to	manage	her	appointments	and	then	send	an	email	to	the	pet's	owner.	CS50	Currency	by	Abdul	Christopher	William	A	web	based	exchange	rate	app	XRD	corner	by	Paloma	Vinaches	Melguizo	It	is	a	web	app	for	science	students/	researchers	related	to	X-ray	diffraction	that	have	several	calculators
(possible	to	save	the	results)	and	a	graph	plotter.	EDU	Quizzes	by	Mina	Boules	Fouad	A	website	to	view	the	ONLINE	QUIZZES	AniLog	by	João	Pedro	Pereira	Santos	An	anime	indexer,	where	you	can	build	your	profile	with	your	favorite	ones	and	share	it.	ANILOG	by	Guilherme	Santos	Serafim	An	anime	indexer,	where	you	can	build	your	profile	with	your	favorite	ones	and
share	it.	Be	Here	Now	by	Daniela	Tejada	Customized	meditation	practice	Covid-19	Tracker	by	Abdelilah	N'gadi	Web	page,	Android,	IOS	App	that	automatically	generates	the	evolution	of	the	epidemic	in	real	time,	mainly	in	Morocco	as	well	as	throughout	the	world.	Over	and	Under	by	NATALY	ALEJANDRA	DE	CASTRO	LLAMAS	gambling	game	with	2	dices	Pakistan	Travels
by	MUHAMMAD	MUJTABA	KHAN	Best	bus	booking	website	around	make	sure	you	try	it.	BetterLetter	by	Kaan	Tek	It	is	an	android	app	which	enables	user	to	edit	their	text	and	enhance	their	writing	skills.	To	Do	by	Azra	Cetinel	To	Do	is	a	Swift	app	that	lets	the	user	keep	track	of	their	daily	tasks	and	reminders.	Store	Manager	by	Borachhun	You	Store	Manager	is	a	web
application	which	helps	sellers	manage	their	stores	more	conveniently.	Timepulse	by	Thompson	CS50	final	project	for	making	timetables.	My	word	database	by	Joshua	Ng	San	Hee	A	website	that	counts	the	most	common	words	the	user	sees.	Compara2	by	Pablo	Nappe	Hempel	Comparing	products	from	different	supermarkets	in	one	page.	Kazan	Neft	by	Dan	Lai	Kai	Yi
Identify	all	assets	and	managing	of	asset	locations	Linclement	Weather	by	Jackie	Lin	Linclement	Weather	provides	weather	forecasts	and	historical	weather	stats	for	a	given	location.	The	Invoice	by	Dishant	Vora	A	Invoice	Maker	Small	Threat	by	Adrián	Martínez	It's	a	videogame	made	for	BrackeysGameJam2020.2	My	Calculator	App	with	HTML/JS!	by	Pranav	Tonpe	My
project	is	a	basic	calculator	application	which	performs	arithmetic	functions	such	as	addition,	subtraction,	division,	and	multiplication	while	mimicking	the	style	of	Google	Calculator.	Barber	Agenda	by	Guilherme	Soares	Caldeira	A	Web	Page	where	a	person	can	book	a	haircut.	The	Remote	Learning	Process	by	Jared	Fierman	Online	Schooling	Put	Simply	To-Do	App	by	Haro
De	La	Torre	Rodrigo	Sebastian	Organize	your	tasks	effectively	To	Live	on	Lentils	by	John	G	Crowley	Meal	Prep	Tool	Weather	Extension	by	Joseph	Rodey	Weather	Extension	LoveYourRide	by	Rainer	Becker	LoveYourRide	is	a	ride	sharing	platform	that	brings	together	people	of	same	interests	for	a	ride.	protractor	by	Maximilian	Meyer	A	protractor	which	measures	angles
between	edges.	ToDOApp	by	Miguel	Amaro	ToDo	is	a	classic	task	application,	in	which	the	user	can	write	all	the	things	he	wants	to	accomplish,	this	application	will	help	to	keep	your	days	more	organized,	with	all	the	tasks	you	must	do	throughout	the	day.	Block	Slider	by	Jamie	Leeming	A	simple	puzzle	game	where	the	player	must	navigate	a	maze	in	order	to	pick	up	all
collectibles	in	the	room.	Elevator	by	Fabricio	Di	Salvo	A	working	Elevator	simulator	in	python...	HabitBreaker	by	Daniel	Paul	Massoud	A	website	built	to	help	users	track	their	habits	so	they	can	kick	the	bad	ones	and	start	the	good	ones.	Klaus	by	Nikhil	Amin	Online	Website	for	a	Restaurant	named	"Klaus".	FUTBOLERO	PRODE	by	Guido	Nicolás	Mitolo	soccer	forecast	bet
game	Dodge	or	Die	by	Alfonso	I.	Macías	M.	Bullet	Hell.	JUMP!	by	Johnson	Yep	Extremely	frustrating	but	fun	at	the	same	time.	python	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Ben	Proell	The	project	is	the	game	of	tic	tac	toe	FinTrek	by	Tan	Yu	Xuan	Personal	Finance	Tracker	Mon	Carnet	de	Citations	by	Noemie	Pierart	"Mon	carnet	de	citations"	is	a	digital	notebook	to	store	your	favorite	quotes	from
books	or	movies.	Sharaby	Store	by	Mohamed	Ibrahim	Sharaby	It	is	an	online	store	for	buying	or	selling	products.	Nature	guides	by	Karin	Gijssen	A	webapplication	for	planning	and	assigning	guided	tours	in	National	Park	The	Hoge	Veluwe	nRF9160	Thingy	GPS	Tracker	by	Jani	Mäenpää	Low	power	4G/5G	IoT	GPS	tracker	Crommunity	by	Benjamin	Réthoré	Crommunity	is	a
Flask	Flask	micro	community	starter	kit	Breakout	by	Mikołaj	Kawalec	Arcade	Atari	classic	from	1976	Our	House	by	Tom	Walker	Entertaining	and	resourceful	Squared	by	Ananth	Raman	My	project	is	a	game	in	which	you	control	a	circle	with	arrow	keys,	and	try	to	keep	it	in	a	moving	square.	Wallet	by	Jonathan	Hurtig	Web	app	to	visualize	a	stock	portfolio	Tomahawk	Tees	by
Sebastian	Stull	It's	a	website	that's	meant	to	advertise	our	school	business	and	sell	shirts	to	local	customers.	SM50	by	Aryan	Sigdel	It's	an	simple	Photo-Posting	Social	Media	Web	Application	Pew	Pew	Pew	Boom	by	MD	SHARFARAZ	HOSSAIN	It	is	a	simple	space	shooter	game	where	either	you	die	or	you	kill	the	boss	made	using	the	pygame	library	from	python.	OurWeather
by	Jabulani	Chakhala	Informative	KetCake	CMS	by	Obada	Imad	Tahboub	Content	management	system	(Website)	for	pastry	shop	bss-configurator	by	Andrii	Voitenko	forms	xml	file	from	data	getted	from	several	databases	C$'s	Crypto	Exchange	by	Christian	Eck	Live	View	Cryptocurrency	Trading	Laptop	Store	by	Safa	Mohammed	My	project	is	written	in	html	and	defines	a
set	of	laptops	like	hp,	lenovo,	apple,	acer	etc	Python	homework	manager	by	Aidan	Mai	Python	program	where	you	can	add	your	homework	assignments,	and	it	will	send	you	notifications	when	they	are	due	soon.	Snek	by	Michal	Hromas	Snek	let's	you	compare	your	skills	in	the	classic	snake	game	with	other	people.	YTMarker.com	by	Joe	Wuthrich	Tag	youtube	videos	in
different	lists.	Wiwee	by	Bruno	de	Oliveira	Machado	The	new	way	of	giving	and	receiving	presents.	Finance	in	Darwin	by	Kok	Leong	Teo	Knowledge	can	change	the	world	Image	Detector	by	Gaudani	Praharsh	Bakulbhai	The	app	will	detect	the	image	and	will	tell	approximately	where	the	image	is	captured.	Tester	by	Denys	Bobrovnykov	Trainer	for	test	exam	preparation.	It's
just	project	by	mirza	begh	I've	just	created	a	small	project	about	showing	that	in	this	project	I'm	telling	that	I've	made	a	project	assigned	me	by	Harvard	University	Project	by	mirza	begh	It's	all	about	the	final	project	Sortem	by	Pierre	Bouriat	Android	app	that	sort	an	array	using	different	algorithms	Project	by	mirza	begh	It's	just	about	the	final	project	which	was	given	to
me	Project	by	mirza	begh	It's	just	about	the	final	project	which	was	given	to	me	EduMatch	by	bryan	w	owens	Educational	Memory	Game	An	Expensive	Track	by	Juan	Carlos	Calix	Nuñez	Show	report	about	your	all	spend	an	some	place.	Bookmark	Manager	by	Alfio	Ricardo	Martini	This	is	a	bookmark	manager	for	recording	web	content	and	websites.	Library	management
system	by	Rashmi	Goswami	Project	is	suitable	to	handle	the	various	transactions	that	occur	while	managing	an	organization's	records.	fastMAT	Metal	by	Boris	Thaser	fastMAT	is	an	interactive	web	application	for	material	model	generation	to	be	used	in	LS-DYNA.	budget	by	Tom	Ross	A	personal	budgeting	web	application	C4lCu1aT0R	by	Gloria	Videloup	This	project	is	a
website	that	diplays	an	online	calculator.	My	Books	1.0	by	Pedro	Jorge	Marto	dos	Santos	Fonseca	Books	database	to	use	stand	alone	or	in	web	(it	is	multi-user)	Kalme	by	Alexis	Dietl	Website	to	track	your	caloric	consumption,	search	database	of	foods,	and	calcuate	caloric	needs.	Futbolico	by	Albert	Mercade	An	iOS	app	in	which	fans	of	the	spanish	football	league	can	follow
their	favourite	teams:	latest	news,	past	and	upcoming	matches	and	current	standings.	Angular	RPG	by	Jiří	Šretr	Simple	RPG	written	in	Angular	2+	Indexator	by	Adrián	Patricio	Fernández	Fazio	Indexator	is	a	program	that	allows	adding	an	index	to	the	income	statements	of	companies	listed	on	the	Argentine	market.	Concordance	by	aaron	kolatch	Concordance	is	a	group
notetaking	web	app	that	shows	users	the	connections	between	their	notes.	Among	Us	Color	Selector	by	Gabriel	Moore	Through	two	command	line	arguments,	you	can	pick	and	choose	the	coloration	of	everyone's	favorite	avatar:	the	Among	Us	spaceman	(hat	included)	FitTrak	by	Azhaan	Salam	Fitness	tracker	Python	Data	Analysis	by	Pedro	Henrique	Diehl	Sorting	data	and
generating	graphs	for	visualization	using	Python	and	its	packages.	Piazza	by	Hoi	Nam	Li	Piazza	is	a	web	programme	serving	as	a	platform	for	small	communities	like	uni	where	people	can	buy	and	sell	stuff.	Assignment	Tracker	by	Gaurav	Sharma	It	was	website	for	teacher	that	allows	them	to	keep	track	of	their	students.	GSM	abacus	Nacharam	by	CHITTARI	SRI	SIVA
SIDDHARTHA	VARMA	student	joining	and	fees	management	system	for	parents,	teachers	and	the	Licensee	HR	Portal	by	Pedro	Marques	HR	Portal	helps	to	manage	some	of	the	HR	department	duties	Port	Observer	by	Iosif	Doundoulakis	Marine	Traffic	Monitoring	Android	Application	Stockova	by	Chin	Yung	Lee	Personal	Stock	Portfolio	Arduino	Commander	by	Mohammed
Hazim	Alsada	Voice	Controlled	Arduino	sinatraFlask	by	Jesús	Omar	Navarro	Balderas	It's	an	Internet	Song	Database,	based	upon	a	site	I	use	frequently.	Findify	by	Aditya	Naidu	User's	can	receive	music	recommendations	based	on	inputted	songs	and	artists	Automate	Testing	by	Daniel	Clift	Automation	is	the	best	Book	review	Portal	by	Utpal	Dutta	Its	a	portal	where	user
can	search	book	review	and	submit	own	reviews.	Password	Manager	by	Fabio	Desio	Web	application	using	django	that	stores	all	of	our	passwords	Tacky	Tanks	by	Alper	ARI	It's	a	game	written	in	python	Tacky	Tanks	by	Alperen	KARAVELİOĞLU	It's	a	game	written	in	Python	using	Pygame	modue.	Route50	by	Alexandru	Stan	A	simple	web	app	that	lets	the	user	create	his	own
route	with	more	than	25	waypoints,	which	is	the	limit	set	on	Google	Maps.	CS50	Map	by	Valerio	D'Angelo	Draw	and	save	locations	or	areas	with	Google	Maps	and	save	coordinates	in	your	database.	Scratchathon	by	Daniel	Xu	Scratch	based	platformer	CreatePage	by	Aditya	Bang	Allows	user	to	build	their	own	webpages.	Quiz	website	by	Abdelrehman	Mamdouh	A	quiz
website	quiz	website	by	Youssef	Reda	we	made	quiz	website	using	javascript	and	python	Soundify	by	Alex	Doran	Spotify	data	visualization	Web	App	built	with	React	and	Node	Stateacsy	by	Julian	Marcelo	Quispe	Lau	Len	A	web	app	that	helps	you	with	statistics	calculations	Ricochet	by	Anthony	Keating	Ricochet	is	a	2D	platform	game	where	your	goal	is	to	get	to	the	highest
level	you	can.	Photo	AI	by	Grigory	Plakhotnikov	A	web-based	application	that	allows	you	to	apply	different	filters	and	effects	to	photos	online.	Dungeon	Crawler	50	by	Nikita-Nick	Funk	It	is	a	2d	dungeon	crawler	like	game	written	in	lua	and	love2d.	Xavier	App	by	Eric	Li	A	mobile	app	for	my	high	school.	Snake	by	Aabishkar	Aryal	Classical	Snake	game	Monocle	by	Oliver
Sandli	Oscilloscope	Website	for	Cemep	by	Enzo	Tonon	Morente	A	website	to	manage	a	school	Personalized	Budget	Site	by	Bradford	Davis	Income	and	debt	management	site	EDUCA	by	ilyass	Belbaze	website	for	distance	education	Air	Idea	by	Arnas	Savickas	Professional	company's	website	with	convenient	UX	features	for	navigating.	Fit	Log	by	Horia	Rusan	Helping	you
achieve	your	fitness	goals.	Jordan's	Project	by	Jordan	Fairbanks	Curated	database	of	charities	Phonebook	by	Caio	Cesar	Diniz	Martins	fun	to	implement	Filter_ex	by	Hongzhou	Dong	This	project	is	an	extension	from	project	4,	filter	less	and	filter	more.	In	project	4,	filter	less	and	filter	more,	totally	5	types	of	image	filters	were	implemented.	This	final	project	enriches	filter
types	to	22	types.	Forest	Games	by	Jeffrey	Kjelstrom	Multi-game	website	Wine.io	by	Andrew	Castagnini	Web	app	for	logging	and	reviewing	wine.	Doniraj.hr	by	Kristian	Krišto	A	platform	which	enables	Croats	to	easily	donate	money	to	charities	and	their	companies	to	match	them.	NHS	Heatmap	by	Amber	Botting	An	NHS	Heatmap	for	hospital	entries	any	given	time	of	day.
Cs50	by	Aria	Ebrahimi	Tabar	Cs50	cs50	Project	by	Aria	Ebrahimi	Tabar	cs50	Brain-gasm	by	Ashley	Miller	Autonomous	Sensory	Meridian	Response	Journey	State	by	Maarten	Hogenes	Journey	registration	Vale	app	by	Fernando	Andres	Alarcon	Moreno	Vale	app	is	a	mobile	POS	for	small	merchants	UBC50	by	Rajdeep	Dev	A	Chrome	Extension	with	a	clock,	weather,	and	a	todo
app	in	a	UBC	theme	(In)Jousting	by	Polux	Baptista	An	arcade	Jousting	very	hard	minigame	MakeHelper	by	shadman	saleh	It	genarates	makefile	to	compile	small	c/cpp	projects.	Instigate	by	Narek	Bayunc	Instigate	web	page	Sort,	Search,	Survive	by	Martin	Diehl	Educational	Game	Http	alert	extension.	by	Asma	Lesperance	An	extension	that	gives	you	an	alert	when	you.	are
browsing	non	safe	websites.	The	Experts	by	Darko	Todorov	Web	app	that	connects	users	and	experts	all	around	the	world	to	fix	every	day	problems	without	paying	or	leaving	the	house,	done	with	video	calls.	thoryvos	by	Rakshan	Sharma	The	All	In	One	Audio	Cryptographic	Toolkit	Quizzie	by	GAGIK	KHALAFYAN	A	web-based	quiz	application	to	boost	knowledge.	Hay	Five
by	David	Hay	Learning	management	system	app	Trippy	Bckgrounds	HD	by	bobby	jones	Wallpaper	implication	app	Menu	Maker	by	Leobardo	Luis	Argüelles	Medina	Random	menu	generator	for	easy	meal	planning	Labyrinth	by	Pavel	Bobylyev	A	small	programming	game	for	kids	Foodie	Web	by	Adebimpe	Adeteleola	It	helps	people	find	recipes	and	food	inspiration	easily.	QA
-	Ask	a	question	by	Semih	Kaya	QA	is	a	simple	Q&A	website.	Stack	2D50	by	Sean	Kenneth	S.	Consolacion	Stack	a	series	of	rectangle	from	the	ground	and	create	a	tower	with	it	as	high	as	you	can	PHYS	Simulation	by	Juan	Esteban	Aristizábal	Zuluaga	Request	physics	simulations	and	have	fun!	literablog	by	Roberto	Blog	about	literary	reviews	Federated	MS	Azure	Stack
Monitoring	by	Diwakar	Kumar	My	Final	CS50	Project	uses	Flask,	Python,	Microsoft	Azure	Stack	REST	API	and	Postgress	as	a	web	application.	The	name	of	the	application	is	the	Federated	MS	Azure	Stack	Monitoring	solution	and	it	enables	the	user/operation	team	to	monitor	all	Azure	Stack	from	a	single	monitoring	dashboard	and	monitor	the	performance	data	of	Azure
Stack	Health,	Resource	Health,	Resource	Utilization	like	IP,	CPU,	and	Storage,	etc.,	Resource	Billing	and	Node	Performance,	etc.	For	event	alerting,	it	is	integrated	with	Slack.	GoFinance	by	Fábio	Senra	Corrêa	An	app	to	track	your	financial	transactions.	Movie	Project	by	Gizem	Deniz	You	can	find	all	movie	in	one	platform!	Watch	and	Chill!	Web	Quizz	by	Marcus	Becker	A
web	quiz	game	built	in	Python	and	SQLite	CS50	Final	Project	by	Olga	Melnikova	application	for	calculating	the	amount	of	water,	light	and	heating	WebCode	1.0	by	Rohan	Makhija	My	project	provides	a	simple	UI	platform	for	HTML	coding	beginners.	TrainingBuddy	by	Máté	Rusz	Join	and	create	trainings,	invite	fellow	sportsman	to	training	session,	outdoor	activities	in	your
neighborhood!	BRM	-	Book,	Report	and	Monitor	by	Justė	Bartkuvienė	Web	application	designed	for	booking,	reporting	and	monitoring	consultations	in	psychological	support	centre.	Il	Nostro	Menù	by	Luca	Gualandri	Automatic	menu-maker	SmartWatchFinder	by	Ben	Sylvester	Strautmann	Web	App	to	help	smartwatch	enthusiasts	find	their	dream	piece.	EasyPlay	by	Abraão
Freitas	Medeiros	Easy	way	to	match	games.	The	Last	Hope	by	Shayan	Ali	Nassabi	A	2D	action	platformer	BeachBum	by	Telamon	Ardavanis	BeachBum	is	a	website	for	beach	lovers	to	describe	and	share	their	favourite	beaches	around	the	world,	and	enticing	others	to	explore	them.	Formula	1	Results	Website	by	Stephen	Winwood	Allows	users	to	lookup	the	result	of	any
Formula	1	race	from	the	1950's	until	the	present	day	CX50	by	Tobias	Bengfort	CX50	is	a	website	for	Cyclocrossracing	Unbeatable	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Keith	Hayes	Unbeatable	Tic	Tac	Toe	Quizinger	-	quiz	web	app	by	Tamás	Bürger	Create	and	share	simple	quizes.	DataVet	by	António	Nuno	Carrilho	Canatário	Duarte	DataVet	allows	veterinary	clinics	to	manage	their	data	in	a
more	efficient	way.	DarkSignal.one	by	Scott	Douglas	Anderson	A	project	to	link	physical	locations	and	objects	to	sounds	using	QR	codes	Bit50	by	lunnalin	tangsirinareekul	Cryptocurrency	trading	simulator	Notes	by	FREDTHERY	EDUARDO	CASTRO	RIVAS	Take	notes	everywhere	FiftyHabits	by	Khalid	Kamil	Simple	Habit	Tracking	App	for	iOS	NewsGleaner	by	Sanji	Lee	An
application	that	can	return	to	the	user	titles,	authors,	publication	dates,	and	summaries	of	articles	that	are	related	to	the	topic	the	user	inputs.	YourLists	by	Nguyen	Thuy	Linh	It	is	a	shopping	list	and	todo	list	web	app	CLEAN-G	by	Pawan	Kishor	Patil	A	imagination	of	a	startup	organization	contributing	in	the	cleanliness	of	India	De-Smokement	by	Roman	Zvoda	Demotivate
smokers	from	smoking.	Money	Tracker	by	Константин	Кондрашов	Simple	application	for	money	tracking	Renovator	by	Victor	Kochemirovskiy	Estimates	property	renovation	cost	Renovator	by	Victor	Kochemirovskiy	Estimates	property	renovation	cost	CryptoMonitor	by	Lucas	Cerqueira	Jeronymo	Website	to	check	Cryptocurrency	Data	in	real-time,	such	as	price,	market
cap,	volume	and	more.	Your	Garden	by	Addison	Marcus	It	is	the	website	that	gardeners	dream	of!	ToDoList	Application	by	Cindy	Christina	Yang	A	ToDoList	Application	that	allows	users	to	organize	their	tasks	by	priorities.	Illustration	Filter	by	Fabián	Michel	Palma	Muñoz	A	filter	to	give	a	darker	unsettling	vibe	to	illustration	backgrounds	Mary's	Cakes	by	Katie	Weinstein	A
simple,	elegant	website	to	show	off	Mary's	Cakes.	CS50	blog	by	Tomasz	Ratkiewicz	Simple	blog	Calculator	by	Mohamed	Elmehdi	Jamai	calculator	coded	with	C	for	simple	math	operations	Object	Distributor	by	Matthew	Tepsuporn	Take	an	object	and	give	that	object	to	another	object.	Chess	Tutor	by	Oleksii	Sukhov	Chess	game	tutorial	and	chess	online	game	with	other
players.	Python-Excel-Dedupe	by	Thomas	Dahlberg	This	is	a	CLI	python	program	for	deduplicating	and	sorting	spreadsheet	rows	AI	Based	Tools	by	Kayan	Irani	A	set	of	6	tools	that	use	AI	for	various	purposes.	Skull	Defender	by	Jasmin	Estrella	It	a	retro-game	style	defender	platformer	game.	Saver	by	Ng	Zhe	Jing,	Sarah	Expenses	tracker	website	My	portfolio	by	Lê	Diệu
Linh	This	website	is	my	journey	and	experience	to	approach	STEAM	education	in	many	different	extracurricular	activities	during	my	high	school.	Rental	Management	Portal	by	Hadia	Noor	It	helps	you	paying	your	rents	online	and	requesting	,maintenance	services	so,to	avoid	office	visits	in	this	Covid	situation	Social	Post	by	Muhammad	Zain	Social	Media	Web	application
Learn	Morse	Code!	by	Sithindu	Sirisooriya	A	simple,	easy-to-use	Morse	code	practice	game.	Choice!	by	Yevhenii	Yelisieiev	It's	a	web-based	application	which	makes	it	simplier	to	choose	the	best	platform	for	online-learning.	Doki	Doki	CS	by	Lynca	Saito	An	interactive	visual	novel	online	game;	a	slight	parody	of	Doki	Doki	Literature	Club.	Cayman	ePortal	by	Subhesh
Krishnan	eVisa	Immigration	Portal	TIPSY	by	Shiv	Seth	Group	bill	splitter	whereholiday.com	by	Joe	Rinaldi	Johnson	Discover	where	is	safe	and	possible	to	holiday	during	COVID	Mobi-Guru	by	Chirag	Sharma	Game	Changer	for	Cellphone	repairing	Calculator	Mood	by	Rıfat	Ralfi	Bahar	Calculator	Mood	is	a	basic	calculator	extension	for	modern	browsers	like	Chrome,	Opera,
Mozilla,	and	Safari.	Starman	2050	by	Robert	Rohan	Starman	defends	Earth	from	AI	with	his	Tesla	Roadster	BookExChange	by	Frikha	Jihen	It's	a	web	app	that	allows	people	from	all	over	the	world	to	get	books	for	free	by	only	giving	away	some	of	theirs.	Ant	Rush	Tower	Defense	by	Ainārs	Tambaks	Tower	Defense	video	game	Lands	of	Uchu:	Market	Place	by	Daniel	Jones	A
Market	Place	WorkList	by	Ali	Mohamed	Taher	Abdelnaeem	WorkList	Designed	to	help	you	get	organized,	achieve	your	goals	and	never	forget	a	thing.	SALES_APP	by	Timur	Jumanazarov	App	to	sell	items	online	Radio	Domivka	by	Yaroslav	Koshelevskiy	An	app	to	listen	Radio	Domivka	live	stream	on	a	smartphone	Formula50	by	Mehar	Khurana	A	CS50-themed	website	for	all
things	Formula	One	Zarif's	Site.	by	Mishkat	Zarif	Mazumder	A	personal	website	that	includes	my	resume.	Eventmanager	by	Julian	Marlon	Wingenfeld	Create	personal	events	and	get	notified	when	they	are	due.	Date	Retriever	by	Nana	Dei	Obuobi	Displays	current	date	WhipIt	by	Donell	Mtabvuri	An	Android	App	for	sharing,	viewing	and	downloading	recipes	Freeood	by
Daniel	Sosinski	A	place	for	food	not	to	go	to	waste.	Law	Firm	Portal	by	Vitor	Hugo	de	Andrades	Welzel	Be	up-to-date	with	your	lawyer!	ArticleCreator9000	by	Márton	Varga	Not	a	million	dollar	app	:)	.	Your	Note	by	Mahmoud	Abdelhamid	Mohamed	Mansour	A	website	which	allow	user	to	make	notes.	Software	cli	by	Aritro	Ganguly	My	project	is	a	c	command	line	which
respond	to	tasks	you	provide	using	a	syntax.	Productivity	by	Eren	Mercan	Maximize	time	management	Alunos	by	Jadir	Machado	Balthar	Program	to	control	student	data	in	a	school.	Parking	by	Abhay	Dharnidharka	A	simulation	of	a	real	life	parking	lot.	Lift	Logger	by	Kyle	Compton	This	app	helps	track	and	monitor	my	performance	lifting	over	time.	Mad-words	by	Blen
Tilahun	Mad-words	is	a	word	game	web	application.	Expense	Tracker	by	Robin	Berninger	Keep	your	expenses	in	place!	Blood	by	Mazen	AL-Emad	Charitable	site	Hungry	Rescue	by	Devis	Vijith	Karkada	Prepare	Delicious	dish	with	in	a	minute.	FandomOutlet	by	Ishita	Sarraf	An	online	shopping	website.	Soccer	Tournament	by	Andriy	Bega	Manage	your	school/city	soccer
tournament	like	a	pro!	Aufhängen	by	Jenish	Thapa	Learn	German	with	fun	Sudoku	Solver	by	Santiago	Rodríguez	Palomo	It's	a	sudoku	game	that	doesn't	import	a	library	of	puzzles,	but	solves	and	creates	the	puzzles	real-time.	Recipe's	by	Christian	Stoudenmier	Macro	Generator	DATA	ENTRY	AUTOMATION	by	Omar	Hugo	Nina	Flores	The	project	is	about	how	was
automated	a	manual	data	entry	work	using	Flask,	Phyton	and	MySQL	on	a	web	environment	solution.	Engineers.com	by	Mohammed	Ragab	a	website	that	helps	engineers	on	there	life.	Study	Track	by	Felipe	Ishara	Rodrigues	Study	Track	is	a	web	app	that	allow	you	to	manage	your	study	sessions	and	save	then.	Appointments	by	Jethro	Basa	Mukisa	Kigobe	A	web	based
application	which	can	be	used	by	companies	and	clients	to	schedule	appointments	Weather	App	by	SERHAT	ALTIN	Get	current	weather	results	and	an	interactive	map	based	on	zip	code	or	coordinates.	WoW	Quiz	by	Ιωάννης	Παναγιώτης	Ποικιλίδης	2	multiple	choice	quiz	W-15i:	Trust	Foundation	by	Waseef	Mohammad	Khan	Charity	Donation	Website	Krakout	CS50	by
Gábor	Pál	Csáki	A	remake	/	demo	of	a	commodore	64	game:	"Krakout"	using	Lua	and	Löve.	Sudoku	solver	Flask	app	by	Kobeliatskyi	Oleh	site	for	solving	sudoku	Chela's	Blog	-	chela.collinsruto.com	by	Dorcas	Chelang'at	A	simple	Python	flask	blog	application	that	allows	users	to	post	their	articles	according	to	what	they	have	learnt	and	experienced.	What's	the	Time?	by
Debayan	Dey	A	chrome	extension,	showing	the	time	and	a	search	bar.	SimpleWeather	by	Ahmet	Hakan	Albayrak	Weather	website	with	nature	ambiance.	SimpleWeather	by	MRFRK	Weather	website	with	nature	ambiance.	Short	Report	by	Graham	Travis	Stewart	Send	an	email	showing	prescription	drug	shortages	in	Canada.	Lift	Tracker	by	Oskar	Strömberg	Enables	me	and
my	teammates	to	track	our	lifts.	TEXTRACT	by	Emma	Naa	Kai	Odametey	a	simple	image	to	text	application	Pocket	PubMed	by	Veronica	Starchenko	A	mobile	version	of	the	popular	scientific	database	PubMed.	Easy	Copy	Text	by	Monica	Carvajal	Task	shortcut	to	improve	productivity.	Parivartaka	5G	by	Abhinav	Anthiyur	Aravindan	Product	Description	Page	of	a	Concept
Product	created	by	me.	Covid	Tracker	by	Johannes	Helmreich	Allow	registration	of	guest	to	restaurants	so	that	incidences	of	covid	infections	can	be	tracked	and	possible	oteh	infected	people	identified.	Movieasy	by	Berkay	ESMERLİGİL	Find	movies	easily	CS50	Password	by	Seb	Hinds	Random	password	generator	Fifty	Fighters	by	Davi	Nakamura	Cardoso	A	fighting	game
for	two	players.	Space	Shooter	50	by	Roselle	Carmen	A	simple	space	shooter	type	of	game	for	CS50	using	Love2d.	TZ_Bookstore	by	Ahmed	Osama	Ismail	This	is	an	online	bookstore	website.	TZ_Bookstore	by	 ريشب 	 ميهاربا 	 ىفطصم 	This	is	an	Online	bookstore	website	TZ_bookstore	by	Ahmed	gamal	abbas	online	bookstore	website	Budget	Buddy	by	Daniyah	Taimur	A	budget	program	that	helps
users	manage	their	finances	each	month.	Money	Funnel	by	Alonso	Lobato	Money	Funnel	is	a	project	tracking	web	app	in	which	users	can	create	and	categorise	their	own	projects.	CAC	Activities	by	Esther	Park	It	is	a	project	for	Cairo	American	College	Website	Team	Work	by	Audrey	Naturel	A	web	application	to	collaborate	with	friends	to	create	study	notes.	Page	Turner	by
Michael	Kay	Ren	Yoon	book-based	web	application	Lift	library	by	Ahmed	Habbabeh	lift	library	to	keep	progress	and	make	diary	of	your	lifts	Chamkar	project	by	Audric	SARTORIS	A	web	application	for	a	restaurant	MyLibrary	by	Andrea	Truccone	Web	interface	to	handle	books	collection.	Recomovies	by	Ahmed	Amro	Zohir	Hassan	Abouelfadl	get	movie	or	tv-show



recommendations.	Coachingvidya	by	Aniket	Kumar	Gupta	Online	directory	for	nearest	coaching	centers	Our	Books	by	Carlos	Arturo	Leng	Lam	Nishiyama	Book	borrowing	Carbee	by	Caio	Henrique	Wash	your	car	wherever	you	want.	JBrothers	Technologies	by	Priyadarshi	Ajitav	Jena	this	project	is	one	employee	management	system	which	I	will	use	in	my	own	company	Fixed-
It-Data	by	Fion	Pang	Ying	Lim	It	is	a	website	that	does	data	analysis	on	the	financial	reports	of	publicly	traded	companies.	Weather	For	You	by	Anlin	Chen	It	is	a	website	which	allows	people	to	record	their	outfit	choices	for	different	RealFeel	Temperatures	in	order	to	support	them	choosing	outfits	more	appropriately	in	the	future.	the	COVID-19	Research	Project	by	Isabelle
Genevieve	Marie	Dubrana	A	website	that	crowdsources	COVID-19	symptoms	data,	and	displays	and	compares	countries'	COVID-19	data.	SimpleBlog	by	Facundo	Rebord	A	minimalistic	content	management	system.	Care	Residence	by	KRISHNA	SHAH	Maintenance,	Cleaning	&	Parking	service	provider	for	residence	and	non-residence.	Calculator	by	Haidyn	Arnett	It	is	a	fully
functional	desktop	calculator.	Snippets	by	Yewei	Ji	Snippets	is	a	note	taking	app	that	allows	users	to	store	their	ideas	and	information	with	images,	so	that	it	can	helpful	for	them	to	better	remember.	city_runner	by	Muhammad	hasan	shams	simple	endless	runner	Rock	Paper	Scissors	by	George	Ntolkeras	Rock	Paper	Scissors	website	Text	analyzer	by	Claire	Hsiao	Analyze
texts	to	identify	patterns	of	speech	Cooperative	Covid-19	by	Salem	Al	Othman	A	web	application	to	the	minimize	the	spread	of	Covid-19	in	coops.	The	Shop	by	Lahiru	Kavinda	Jayasinghe	Website	for	online	shopping	Ticketly	by	Antony	Medhat	Mikhael	Mikhael	Meawad	Saving	people's	time	and	lives	by	eliminating	the	queues	Space	Accuracy	by	Khawaja	Shahir	Ahmed
Challenging	Schedules	by	Muralimadhav	Manoj	Pillai	A	simple	Scheduling	web	application	for	middle	and	high	schoolers.	My	Toolbox	by	Jinook	Jung	A	website	for	the	information	in	my	daily	life	wikiGeek	by	Gabriel	Sotelo	Justo	wikiGeek	is	a	web	videogame,	you	will	have	to	surf	through	Wkipedia	to	reach	specific	articles	with	the	least	amount	of	clicks	and	time!	Web
Downloader	by	Mohammd	R	Alabbas	This	is	a	Web	Downloader	application	in	python	that	establishes	a	TCP	based	communication	between	a	client	and	a	web	server	using	HTTP	protocol.	The	Application	would	take	user	requests	to	download	a	resource	on	a	web	link	and	form	the	necessary	HTTP	commands	to	the	web	Server.	The	requested	resources	could	vary	from	a	full
webpage	to	specific	files	including	images,	pdf,	or	videos.	The	program	acts	as	web	browser/downloader.	It's	a	multithreaded	program	so	the	user	could	request	up	to	10	links	at	the	same	time	to	be	downloaded	on	the	Client	host	system.	Number	Puzzle	by	Hojun	Kim	Numbered	tiles	controlling	and	ordering	game	HospitalManager	by	Varun	Satheesh	Manage	patient
details,	beds	and	ventilator	stocks	with	ease.	Nik's	Library	by	Nikola	Visnjic	Website	that	allows	users	to	rank	their	favourite	books.	Secrets	by	Joseph	Delali	Kodzo	Etse	Secrets	is	a	mobile	application	that	lets	you	convert	your	messages	into	secret	messages.	CS50	To-Do	List	by	Justice	Daberechi	Agbadu	My	final	project	is	a	web-based	application	developed	using	Python,
Flask,	SQL,	HTML	and	CSS	which	is	an	extension	of	the	web	track’s	distribution	code.	Food	Perfection	by	Clara	Elezabeth	Rodriques	This	project	is	mainly	for	a	food	restaurant	that	displays	many	things	about	the	restautant	Nature	Book	by	William	George	Ashmall	II	Nature	book	is	an	Android	app	gives	you	a	location	to	store	your	nature	pictures	with	titles,	comments,	and
dates	so	that	you	will	easily	be	able	to	revisit	them	and	know	where,	why	and	when	you	took	the	picture.	The	Time	Triad	by	Rodrigo	da	Silva	Estrela	The	Time	Triad	web	application	implements	the	method	to	increase	productivity	based	on	the	concept	presented	in	a	Brazilian	book	called	"A	Tríade	do	Tempo"	written	by	Christian	Barbosa.	Bread	Cookery	by	Svetlana
Grebennikova	Responsive	website	with	bread	recipes,	allowing	registered	users	to	post	their	own	recipes.	MyAgenda	by	Edoardo	Annoni	It	is	an	online	agenda.	ActivityTracker	by	Russell	Feinstein	Keep	track	of	time	spent	on	various	tasks.	Image	app	by	Pablo	Enrique	del	Aguila	Ramírez	It	takes,	modifies	and	saves	pictures.	Project	is	foodspy	by	Ayub	Mwangi	Spy	on	the
calories	you	eat.	tictactoe.py	by	Raul	Pacheco	Villacorta	a	tictactoe	game	coded	in	python.	tictactoe.py	by	Rodrigo	Pacheco	Villacorta	A	game	of	tic	tac	toe	in	Python.	Lookupper	by	Akira	Aso	Chrome	extension	to	look	up	word	definitions	Tetris	Basic	by	Ishan	Katpally	It	is	a	recreation	of	the	game	Tetris,	where	you	stack	tetrominos	on	top	of	each	other	to	fill	up	rows	and
earn	points.	The	Matrix	50	by	Leonardo	Bheche	Matrix	Rain	Code	FX	made	with	LÖVE2D/Lua	to	be	used	as	a	game	asset.	FunnyCalculator	by	Tanmay	Garg	Basic	Calculator	with	moving	button	and	a	secret	page	HaBits	by	Abdelmounaim	Eljirari	Start	organizing	your	life	with	HaBits	!	ProSurf	Haus	by	Eric	Ian	Noronha	Junqueira	ProSurf	Haus	is	a	web	application	that
creates	a	community	of	people	who	love	surfing!	Online	Zen	by	Nicolás	Finding	balance	Online.	Lost	It!	by	Samad	Rafeek	Check	if	a	mobile	phone	has	been	reported	as	stolen	Movie	Rater	by	Izuzu	Chinwekele	Chiebuka	A	web	app	where	users	can	rate	movies	they	watch.	GearShare	by	Ann	Shackleton	Help	people	plan	what	to	take	on	group	backpacking	trips	Lost	by
Andrei	Gerasjov	2D	Pixel-Art	Adventure	Platformer	Pong	by	Miguel	Angel	Valle	Morfin	Cross	platform	pong.	Flappy	Bird	by	Saarth	Jain	A	interesting	game	Mibrary	by	Angel	Rodriguez	Library	blog	written	in	Django	BudTrack	by	John	Angelo	Soriano	Expenses	Tracker	Money	Planner	by	Oleg	Kostadinov	Helps	users	track	their	expenses	Graph	by	Chrymecki	Grzegorz
Wieslaw	Program	generating	bmp	image	from	given	instructions.	My	Success	Board	by	Andoni	Estefano	Collao	Soriano	A	platform	where	I	can	organize	what	I	value	the	most.	Wall-E	by	Raphael	Ishak	Votebot	for	BigBrotherBrasil	with	CAPTCHA	interpreter.	EYEFind	by	Florence	Mawuli	Brew	A	web-based	app	that	gives	you	eye	health	tips,	lets	you	log	any	symptoms	and
helps	you	to	find	an	eye	clinic	nearby.,	LMS	for	university	batchmates	by	A.H	vinod	milinda	silva	Lms	for	my	university	batchmates	to	manage	notes,add	upcoming	events,	backend	by	firebase	built	using	flutter	Pet	Shop	by	Niju	Binu	Website	to	buy/sell	pets	save	us	by	ASHRAF	MOSTAFA	KAMAL	ELHAMAHMY	simple	2D	game	using	Lua	framework	.	where	the	player
controls	both	the	hero	and	the	princess	in	reverse	directions	,	the	goal	is	to	get	to	the	gate	throw	finding	its	key	and	collect	the	Chest	also	player	should	avoid	enemies.	Wordpod	by	Shahlo	Seidmedova	Vocabulary	learning	app	Dody	music	player	by	Ahed	alhussen	this	is	a	music	player	Sheildorona	by	Tandur	Samuel	Rohit	Raj	Sheildorona	is	and	application	Sheildorona	by
Tandur	Samuel	Rohit	Raj	Sheildorona	is	and	application	Taskmanager	by	Gregor	Schafroth	A	website	to	manage	users	personal	tasks	Super	Mario	50+	by	Leonardo	Rem	Brandt	Esteva	An	"expansion	pack"	to	the	Super	Mario	50	games	track	code/assignment	phoneafriend.live	by	Edwin	H.	Encarnacion	Valdez	Telemarketing	Tool	Escape	On	Hallow's	Eve	by	Khoa	Huynh	A
side	scrolling	2D	platformer	Cocktail	Generator	by	Sarah	Ann	Kuns	A	random	cocktail	generator	with	the	ability	to	search	for	cocktails	by	ingredient	and	save	your	favorites	Robo.inc	by	Carmel	Hod	idle	clicker	game	made	for	android.	Portfolio	Site	by	Sankalp	Agnihotri	It	is	basically	a	site	which	tell	myself.	Battleship	by	Sahas	Poreddy	The	classic	game	battleship	which	can
be	played	on	your	laptop	Explora	by	Sri	Gourav	Aravind	Prabhakar	Turaga	Explora	helps	people	try	new	activities	out!	Money	Tracker	by	Pujitha	Pilla	Web	Application	to	track	our	daily	expences.	Library	Management	System	by	Arghyadeep	Acharya	A	command	line	C	Program	that	allows	libraries	and	its	customers	to	smoothly	operate	their	day	to	day	activities.	Convert	to
uppercase	by	Giovanna	Alves	Costa	Hespanha	It	is	a	small	extension	to	convert	a	string	to	uppercase.	Vibration	by	Ewan	Munro	A	meeting	place	for	members	of	the	deaf	community.	Store	by	Zaw	Hlyan	Htet	It's	basically	exchange	item	information	between	customer	and	owner.	Pearson	Digital	Marketing	by	Ryan	Pearson	Headless	Wordpress	w/	React	Gatsby	Front	end
built	for	a	web	development	an	digital	marketing	company.	Typing	Game	by	John	C	Meador	Jr	Typing	Game	CS	Portfolio	by	Omar	Ruiz	Geronimo	Software	Engineering	Portfolio	Manage	My	Life'	by	Guok	Wei	Jie	It	helps	manage	3	aspects	of	the	user's	life:	'Finance',	'Work'	and	'Health'.	My	Travel	Blog	by	Nicolas	Leyh	My	Travel	Blog	Website	that	gives	for	all	my	destinations
in	the	last	three	years	tips	and	recommendations	for	international	travelers.	Smart	Select	Website	by	Archie	Augusto	Apa	Smart	Select's	Company	website	with	employee	login	feature	for	managing	the	information	such	as	products	and	projects.	A*	demo	by	Tomasz	Paradysz	A*	algorithm	showcase	USBRecord	by	Angelo	Salvatore	Bellinghieri	Duran	Helpful	for	those	who
wants	to	have	a	record	of	all	their	academic	life	Parsimony	by	Sean	Alexander	Clark	Parsimonious	Chord	Finder	Website	My	images	List	by	Alejandro	Ernesto	Vasconcellos	Noailles	Save	the	image	addresses	of	your	favourite	images	on	the	internet,	so	you	can	just	browse	through	them	quickly	and	efficiently.	Efficient	Work	by	William	Bellity	Improve	productivy
Cryptocurrency	basic	price	analyser	by	Alberto	Vega	Peralta	Import	cryptocurrency	historical	price	data	from	Btifinex	api,	store	it	in	a	csv	file	and	perform	basic	analysis	over	it.	Matrix	Calculator	by	Adham	Ibrahim	Gamil	Ahmed	C++	Matrix	calculator	soccerfront.io	by	Nicholas	Platt	European	soccer	live	score	web	application.	TO-DO	by	Guendalina	Caldarini	TO-DO	is	a
Chrome	extension	that	let's	you	add	a	side	bar	with	a	to-do	list	to	your	tabs	akinator	by	Hankang	Li	A	command	line	character	guessing	game	Code	name:	Deep	by	Mahmoud	Hodroj	A	creepy	game	that	uses	sound	and	changing	environment	to	set	a	scene.	Watch	the	World	by	Ahmad	AL-hshlamoun	website	UniMeet	by	Yusuf	Elnady	A	social	platform	for	university	students.
COVID-19	case	tracker	by	Jacob	Bocotan	A	very	easy	and	convenient	way	of	checking	how	many	COVID-19	cases	there	are	in	your	inputted	country.	Easy	Budget	by	Aleksandrs	Kuskoveckis-Danilovs	Personal	budget	web-based	application	Zoom	absentee	finder	by	Mohammed	Alzuaa	Finds	zoom	meeting's	absentees	through	OCR	technology	and	python	Yet	another	Pong
Game	by	Nick	Mahura	A	pong	game	with	new	rules	Budget	Lists	by	Mung	Yan	Daniel	Lam	Budget	Lists	is	an	all-purpose,	general	hybrid	between	wishlists	and	budgets.	Photo	Finder	by	Ohm	Patel	My	project	scans	metadata	from	photos	so	that	can	be	queried.	Sorting	Codes	by	Carlos	Alejandro	Barrios	It	classifies	codes	from	a	WebCam	using	visual	recognition.	"Josie	the
Superhero"	Website	by	Hannah	Augsbach	Lamma	It's	a	website	advertising	the	children's	book	I	wrote,	illustrated,	and	published,	titled	"Josie	the	Superhero."	CommentCloud	for	Youtube	by	Danilo	Gouvea	Silva	CommentCloud	for	YouTube	is	a	web	application	whose	purpose	is	to	create	word	clouds	using	the	comments	and	replies	of	any	public	YouTube	video.	MIGOLF	by
Haroon	Aslam	It	is	a	website	to	record	your	scores	everytime	you	play	a	round.	It	also	includes	features	like	tips	and	accessing	online	club	fitting	webpages	of	brands.	MQrFriend	by	林宥安	it	can	make	a	chatroom	like	u	have	friends	talk	with	Intervaltimer	by	Johannes	Steinky	Its	a	simple	Intervaltimer	for	sport	activities.	BMI	Calculator	by	Jayesh	Upadhyay	It	literally
calculates	your	BMI,	nothing	else!	Facial	Recognition	Web	App	by	Mohamed	Faroug	Hassan	Facial	Recognition	Web	App	that	can	detect	the	face	of	the	parson	the	age	and	their	emotion	and	more	Logzz	by	Stanislas	LUCINSKI-KADRI	Online	training	book	Execute	Order	66	by	Hasan	Aslan	No	one	wants	to	be	embarrassed	by	their	browser	history	or	files	after	their	death.
Last	project	for	CS50	by	Yolanda	Y.	J.	Robles	417193226	homepage	for	news	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Ajay	Katoch	Tic	Tac	Toe	in	c/c++	for	2	players.	My	Todo	by	Dũng	Ngọc	Nguyễn	Help	to	manage	daily	todo	items	Zombie	Arcadia	by	Shaurya	Sharma	It	is	a	retro	style	platform	shooter	game	where	you	need	to	shoot	as	many	zombies	as	possible	to	gain	points	and	try	to	escape
before	they	get	you.	BestDeal	by	Tim	Chen	A	web	crawling	website	helping	you	to	find	the	best	deal!	Premier	League	Predicts	by	Tsega	Amanuel	Predicts	premier	league	games.	Skaterjung	by	Usama	Abdur-Rahman	A	game	about	a	skater	trying	to	avoid	obstacles	to	reach	the	end	of	the	map.	Rail	Gun	Mk.	2	by	Patrick	Sandoval	Physics	and	CS	had	a	baby.	Quizzer	by
Nicolas	Benjamin	Adamec	A	simple,	fun	way	to	take	a	quiz	using	a	game-like	user	interface.	Locator	by	Agustín	Garcia	Ibero	Locate	missing	people	and	facilitate	police	job	Hangman	by	Andy	Little	Hangman	App	Extract	it!	by	Eduardo	Tedeschi	Dataset	extract	Magic	Garden	by	Tcherepanova	Svetlana	It's	a	wishing	game	created	with	lua	for	love2d	SmartPlastic	by	Thomas
Lenz	An	app	to	reduce	ones	plastic	usage.	Finn	drive	by	Farah	Finn	Mohamud	Mohamed	A	cloud	storage	web	app	that	sorts	files	based	on	file	type.	CS50	Recipe	App	by	Christian	Schneider	React.js	recipe	app	that	gets	data	from	wordpress	restAPI	SpenTrak	by	Gabriel	Bernard	Mende-Fridkis	Spending	tracker	and	monthly	budgeting	web	app	My	Dictionary	by	Vlad
Safronov	My	Dictionary	is	a	custom	dictionary	for	language	learners.	Task	Management	Quadrant	by	Mohammad	Abdul	Ahad	You	add	a	task,	the	app	will	sort	it	in	a	time	quadrant	of	4	time	quadrant	of	time	management	given	by	Stephen	Covey.	TODO	Matrix	by	John	André	M	Laterre	A	todo	app	based	on	the	Eisenhower	method	Todo	list	for	students	by	Bernardo	Viegas
Andrade	Canedo	Gonçalves	da	Silva	My	project	is	a	todo	list	tailor-made	for	students.	SAT50	by	JAMIUL	ISLAM	a	webapp	containing	comprehensive	resource	for	SAT,	TOEFL,	educational	resources	and	plans	for	collegeapp	for	seniors	and	their	families	Llamageddon	by	Elijah	VanDer	Kamp	A	llama	dodging	meteors	Kana	Sensei	by	Leïla	SAFSAF	An	app	to	learn	japanese
kana	MoovyDB!	by	Steve	Schatz	MoovyDB	-	Powered	by	TMDB.	Search	for	Movies,	TV	Shows,	and	People	Brick	Breaker	by	Ryan	O’Connell	Try	to	break	all	the	breaks	within	the	allocated	amount	of	time	DMARC	Processor	by	Carl	Daniel	Viklund	A	Python	Web	Application	to	process	DMARC	XML	reports	ClimbingHero	by	Agustin	Mandarini	Digital	map	guide	for	rock
climbers.	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Raul	Pacheco	Villacorta	TIC-TAC-TOE	GAME	Card	of	money	by	Jorge	Luis	Martinez	Barrera	manage	card	money	Santa	by	Chao	Liang	a	small	RPG	game	Let	the	Coin	Decide	by	Tom	McEvoy	A	web	app	that	takes	the	decision	making	out	of	making	decisions	and	leaves	it	up	to	chance.	CS50Nutrition	by	Sarvagya	Bhatnagar	Food	Asteroids	Game	by
Andreas	Greiler	Basaldua	A	browser	based	game	of	simplified	Asteroids:	you	shoot	asteroids	before	they	hit	you.	Menu50	by	Hernán	Agustín	Campos	Digital-menu	creator.	Soulhunter	by	Austin	Harman	A	small	game	about	fighting	an	aggressive	entity.	POTE	by	Veronica	Batista	Barreira	POTE	is	an	IOS	Recipe	App	where	you	can	search	and	look	for	a	recipe.	Sace	Invaders
for	Python	by	Vinícius	Silveira	Tôme	de	Siqueira	A	remake	of	the	classic	Space	Invaders	with	better	graphics	and	using	python	3	SMASH	by	Omar	Mohamed	a	game	to	destroy	bricks	SMASH	by	Kareem	Ahmed	a	game	that	destroy	bricks	using	a	bouncing	ball	and	a	paddle	Salud	Trans	by	Pablo	Emilio	Lafón	A	directory	of	Trans	friendly	health	and	other	professionals
Queerevent	by	Cecilia	Olivera	A	hub	for	sharing	and	finding	events	for	the	LGBT+	community.	Geography	Quiz	by	Oisin	Brennan	A	multiple	choice	geography	quiz	website.	Pack	Weight	by	Chris	Korsak	This	web	application	helps	you	understand	and	lower	your	backpacking	gear	weight	so	you	can	have	a	more	enjoyable	experience	in	the	outdoors.	All	Write	by	Rafael
Rabello	Collaborative	Prose/Poetry	practice	Personal	by	Issao	Hanaoka	Junior	Personal	is	a	financial	control	app	Ticket	Cloud	by	Praghadiesh	Saravanan	This	is	an	online	based	Ticketing	System	for	companies,	which	allows	the	users	and	support	executives	of	a	company	to	create	and	manage	tickets	An	Online	Dress	Shop	by	Shahrukh	Ahmed	User-friendly	website	where
visitors	can	browse	and	buy	products.	ESP-32	Cam	android	app	by	James	Kusuma	Dewa	Halim	An	android	app	that	is	able	to	stream	videos	or	capture	images	from	ESP-32	cam	Travel	Cockpit	by	Christian	Johann	Bayerle	One	view	and	one	click	travel	planner	UFC	Fight	Data	by	Benjamin	Talbot	I've	created	a	Flask	app	that	showcases	data	visualizations	(chart.js)	from	a
SQL	database	and	a	series	of	scripts	to	keep	that	DB	updated.	MyDoctor	by	Pedro	Gemal	Lanzieri	MyDoctor	gather	the	most	common	(and	usually	forgotten)	recommendations	I	make	available	offline	for	my	patients.	The	application	also	offers	all	ways	of	contacting	me.	For	privacy	purposes,	the	contact	destinations	were	mocked	before	uploaded.	Oil	Change	by	Douglas
Ghiraldello	Rodrigues	Never	write	down	your	vehicle's	oil	change	information	again.	Bill	splitter	by	Kaustubh	P	Ghodke	A	web	app	to	help	you	split	your	expenses	easily	Ands	Alert	by	Mazharul	Hasan	Make	the	World	more	secure	CSMoodlet	by	Beatriz	Calvín	Martín	A	web	page	that	calculates	your	mood	according	to	what	you've	been	listening	lately,	and	creates	playlists
for	you	in	regards	to	any	mood	you	want.	Type	Trainer	by	Nicolas	Epstein	Touch	typing	app	Monkey	Run	by	Ethan	Phonsouk	Platformer	Obstacle	Course	Beer	Rating	by	Julian	Joseph	Booher	Users	rating	beer.	Car	Finder	by	Siddharth	Singh	Mehrok	Car	Finder	is	a	website	which	helps	you	find	the	perfect	car	for	you	Dan's	revigen	asia	by	Daneya	Shafiq	online	store	and	blog
My	Personal	Productivity	Suite	by	Chau,	Shi	San	A	Web	based	Todo	app	Personal	website	by	Vladyslava	Pyshnenko	Personal	website	Fair	value	calculator	by	Marvin	Billerbeck	Calculate	the	fair	value	of	any	US	stock	based	on	DCF	and	peer	group	analysis	with	the	help	of	API	requests.	Find	us	by	Julien	Haddad	Find	us	an	app	that	support	local	businesses	and	startups	Post
by	Mikael	Gabryel	Flor	de	Lis	Ilumin	Access	Token	Based	User	Login	System	ArgenCovid-19	by	sebastian	golijow	The	goal	of	this	project	is	check	if	the	user	may	has	o	hasn't	got	Covid-19.	"To	the	Penny"	by	David	Mason	A	budgeting	software	Time-Off	Tracker	by	Hope	Asher	Time-Off	Tracker	is	a	web-based	application	for	HR	and	staff	managers	to	track	their	employees'
time-off	history	and	totals.	BalotoCheckerApp	by	Jesús	Gabriel	Imitola	Acosta	An	app	to	see	the	latest	results	and	check	if	you	are	a	winner.	Ultra-Man	by	Assem	Mohammed	A	2D	Shooter	Game	Duckysaur	by	Ole	Emil	Lindberget	A	game	about	a	little	duck	who	dreams	of	being	something	bigger.	Space	Shooter	by	Amen	a	skher	Cudjoe	A	space	based	dodge	and	collect	game
Escape	CS50x	by	Soobin	kittredge	A	short	horror	game	requiring	CS50	knowledge	ArgenCovid-19	by	Franco	Siri	It	is	a	compiler	of	data	for	alleged	patients	of	Covid-19	Grand	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Asmat	Ullah	Khan	Niazi	Bigger	version	of	Tic	Tac	Toe	Dodge	the	Blocks	by	Joseph	James	Zebedee	Silva	AAAAAAAA	NO	NOT	THE	BLOCKS!	As	minhas	folgas	by	Joaquim	Carlos	Coelho
Saraiva	A	web	app	to	calculate	according	to	a	cycle	when	i	will	have	my	days	off.	Codecucudas	by	Yoonseo	Lee	web	for	sharing	q	&	a	about	code	Animal	Shi-ri-to-ri	by	Kyoko	Suenaga	A	simple	but	fun	brain	exercise	game	for	seniors	and	young	children	pendek.me	by	MUHAMMAD	ADIB	ZAINI	BIN	JEMANI	Free	website	to	shorten	URL	Immunology	by	Toh	Jia	Qiang
Pharmacology	is	hard,	but	we	hope	to	make	it	easier	:)	Immunology	by	Fu	Jiaxin	It	is	an	informative	webpage	for	people	to	view	and	learn	more	about	the	topic	of	immunology	related	to	Pharmacy.	Immunology	by	Chan	Wei	Yan	Allows	easy	navigation	through	various	materials	related	to	immunology	CaeSar50	by	Kevin	Tremouille	Responsive	Web	APP	to	encrypt/decrypt
messages.	MathQuiz	by	Wesley	Duits	Give	a	correct	answer	on	a	math	sum	as	quickly	as	possible	to	get	a	highscore	before	the	timer	hits	zero.	ninja	by	Shreebatsa	Chaturvedi	Computer	Algebra	System	(CAS)	MARK	by	Herath	Mudiyanselage	Mihili	Nipunika	Herath	A	website	that	will	allow	teachers	and	students	to	manage	student	marks.	Bankers	Hub	by	Ulfat	Ayesha
Mujib	Parkar	Its	basically	a	website	about	banking	loan	information.	FiftyJack	by	Marian	Ludwig	BlackJack	game	CalcuPAS	by	Matheus	Loiola	Pinto	Curado	Silva	Website	which	helps	you	know	your	final	score	to	enter	the	University	of	Brasília.	Pathfinderr	by	Ciaran	Brohan	Pathfinding	visualisation	app	on	a	2d	grid	Ghost	Chase	by	Cameron	Blankenship	A	game	in	which
you	move	the	player	to	collect	falling	squares	to	shoot	at	the	ghost	while	it	gives	chase.	At	A	Glance	by	Abhijit	Nambiar	Streamlined	view	of	daily	info,	such	as	news	and	calendars.	PERSONAL	ACCOUNT	BOOK	by	Jinal	Vyas	I	have	created	a	website	named	'PERSONAL	ACCOUNT	BOOK',	where	you	can	store	all	your	records	of	pending	payments	with	various	Account
Holders,	which	are	either	to	be	payed	or	received	by	you.	Study50	by	Yee	Kiu	Yeung	Study	Planner	Corona	Tracker	by	Abhishek	Agrawal	It	Lets	you	track	Covid19	cases	of	people	who	are	affected,	recovered	or	died.	Movie	Mate	by	Dmitrij	Rubanov	Matching	friends	watchlists!	Movie	Mate	by	Matthias	Neumayer	Matching	friends	watchlists	Chronolexicon	by	David	Mershon
Chronolexicon	is	a	web	app	that	visualizes	text	based	on	the	first	known	use	dates	of	words.	Financial	Diary	by	Maria	Macarena	Garcia	Michel	Keep	track	of	your	incomes	and	expenses	1x1	by	Lucas	Fazzi	A	multiplayer	retro	top	down	shooter	League	Stats	by	TJ	Barger	A	webcrawler	that	goes	through	each	champion	on	the	League	of	Legends	Wiki	(	and	uploads	the
champions	stats	to	a	database	to	be	analyzed	using	Tableau.	centron.ch	by	Dominik	Wilhelm	Anton	Philipp	Seucan	My	project	is	a	website	with	customer	login	and	shopping	cart	for	an	internet	service	provider.	Reflections	From	The	Pandemic	by	Kenneth	James	Davis	A	network/blog	site	that	encourages	people	to	reflect	on	their	learnings	and	experiences	from	these
challenging	times	so	that	we	can	make	sense	of	all	that’s	happening	and	feel	more	connected	with	ourselves	and	one	another.	Ludus	latrunculorum	by	Albert	Pichler	An	ancient	roman	board	game	program	3D	Pong	by	Junya	Ishihara	three-dimesional	version	of	Pong	Fruitful	Timer	by	Ng	Kah	Long	Countdown	timer	allowing	for	users	to	customize	their	own	sessions,	such	as
"Study	50min".	Birthday	Wisher	by	SHEKINAH	T	"Birthday	wisher"	is	a	web	application	where	one	can	customise	their	birthday	card	according	to	their	wish.	A	Star	Scene	by	Marko	Dujmovic	Space	Simulation	What's	that	Anime!	by	Yuva	Gambhir	Enter	an	anime	image	address	and	this	app	will	tell	you	what	anime	series	the	image	is	from,	along	with	information	about	the
specific	season	and	episode	the	image	appears	in!	Rate	Shop	by	Isaiah	Martinez	An	agnostic	rate	shop	tool	designed	to	help	a	small	business	determine	the	most	cost	effective	and	efficient	way	to	ship	a	small	parcel	to	an	international	destination.	CB	Planner	by	Connor	Adam	Blumsack	A	scheduling	app	for	keeping	track	of	daily	plans.	TheGrounds	by	Mohamed	Firas	An
assortment	of	services	those	help	you	to	connect	with	others.	Catapedia	by	Tamzin	Mary	Jane	Wheatley	Cat	based	web	blog	and	fun	site	Datamuse	API	by	Kevin	Li	A	word-search	query	engine	BudgetPal	by	Thomas	Van	Rymenant	A	web	application	for	managing	a	monthly	budget.	GenKnow	Quiz	by	João	Guilherme	Reiser	de	Melo	A	quiz	with	general	knowledge	questions
RENECTION	by	José	Ignacio	Aldunate	Web	app	for	realtor	that	connects	their	listings	to	their	clients'	needs.	cOFFline	by	Bartosz	Buch	iOS	caffeine	Tracker	for	a	healthier	relationship	with	caffeine.	$hop	HERE	by	Harshpreet	Singh	Johar	Buy	and	Sell	goods.	Speed	Pong	by	Christian	Chin	Lee	Very	Intense	and	lots	of	fun.	Slang	-	Text	to	Speech	by	Kauê	Reis	de	Assis	Pereira
A	chrome	extension	that	converts	to	speech	any	text	selected	by	the	user	from	any	website.	Dreams	by	Sathvik	Parasa	It	is	a	place	where	users	can	log	in	and	write	down	their	FinalApp	Animal	Classification	by	Julio	Eduardo	Sanchez	Mahecha	An	IOS	app	made	with	Swift	that	classifies	animals	in	photos	using	Machine	Learning	models	tic-tac-toe	by	Nathan	A.	Medisky	A	bot
that	plays	tic-tac-toe	The	Anime	Lab	Blog	by	Mohammad	Hasan	A	blog	web	app	which	allows	users	to	read,	create	and	update	posts.	Homecourt	Hero	by	Joseph	Mendezona	A	website	looking	to	create	more	engagement	amongst	the	local	basketball	community	crink.ink	by	Rustum	Usman	The	Crink.ink	website	we	developed	as	a	landing	page	of	crink.ink	online	learning
platform.	We	used	technology	stacks	such	as	HTML	5,	python3.9,	flask	1.1.2	framework,	and	Javascript.	The	site	is	currently	hosted	in	google	cloud	using	AppEngine	and	MySql	google	cloud	storage.	(not	yet	released	to	the	domain	id)	Crink.ink	by	Abdullah	Eisa	Usman	The	Crink.ink	website	we	developed	as	a	landing	page	of	crink.ink	online	learning	platform.	We	used
technology	stacks	such	as	HTML	5,	python3.9,	flask	1.1.2	framework,	and	Javascript.	The	site	is	currently	hosted	in	google	cloud	using	AppEngine	and	MySql	google	cloud	storage.	(not	yet	released	to	the	domain	id)	GuessVerse	by	Agung	Sudrajat	Supriatna	A	game	of	guessing	a	verse,	either	bible	or	koran.	The	game	will	randomly	generate	the	verse.	Get	Productive	by
Radu-Stefan	Camarascu	Keep	yourself	accountable.	Tic-Tac-Toe	by	Harshavardhan	Potrakonda	It	is	a	Tic-Tac-Toe	game	written	in	python.	Avshi's	Wacky	Website	by	avshalom	richter	levin	My	project	is	designed	to	be	a	fun	relief	from	everyday	life.	The	BeerBot	by	Bruno	Brasil	Meinhart	The	BeerBot	makes	data	analysis	about	beer	consumption	as	easy	as	sending	a	text
message.	Traffic	LifeGuard	by	Daniel	Luiz	Bennacchio	Try	to	decrease	Traffic	Deaths	Meditate-Me	by	Matheus	Vivan	Justino	A	website	to	help	people	meditate	Sample	Tracker	by	Caroline	Chen	An	app	to	keep	track	of	the	progress	of	samples	in	a	DNA	lab	It's	a	Game!	by	Kenneth	Marin	Monkeys	n'	Portals	Pyramid	by	Ahmed	Zakaria	Ali	Web	based	app	to	draw	charts.	Jarvis
by	Aromal	Mihraj	The	computer	personal	assistant	yhcschools	website	by	Youssef	Mahmoud	Mohamed	El-sayed	Heliwa	construction	courses	in	mep	field	EKAKE	by	Luan	Soares	de	Lima	Zacarias	A	space	to	improve	personal	money	management.	Simple	Timer	by	Tibor	Tóth	Countdown	Chrome	Extension	Lenovo	Web	Scraper	by	Ben	Ng	Lenovo	web	scraper	that	helps	users
making	informed	buying	decisions.	My	Capital	by	Jeltje	Scholte	The	webapp	My	Capital	lets	you	keep	track	of	your	balances	at	your	banks.	Hospital	At	Night	Website	System	by	Oliver	Kennion	A	website	which	gives	the	ability	to	the	hospital	team	to	create	a	workflow	and	database	for	jobs	to	be	created	and	carried	out	in	real	time.	My	Study	Board	by	Ana	Sofia	Lopresti	A
place	where	you	can	access	useful	tools	for	studying	all	in	one	place	and	style	it	to	your	liking.	Fabrik	by	David	Ara	Kanekanian	FABRIK	IK	solver	and	visualizer	for	Android	Wish.me	by	Kamil	Bednarski	Wishlist	that	you	can	share	with	friends.	CS50	Quick	Launcher	by	Ömer	ÇELEBİ	It's	chrome	extension,	including	cs50	social	media,	ide,	gradebook	links	and	quick	access
SQL,	HTML	and	python	most	useful	tags.	CS50	Plotter	by	David	Moreno	Fortuño	it's	a	web-based	application	which	takes	csv	files	with	numerical	data	and	produces	plots	representing	that	data.	One	Sentence	Movies	by	Riley	Snyder	A	website	for	a	podcast	where	users	can	vote	on	movies	for	us	to	watch.	Sevnotes	by	Gabriel	Bassoi	notes	European	by	Radovan	Jorgic	Keep
track	of	which	country	you	have	visited	in	Europe.	Pharaoh	Of	Medicine	by	Abd	El	Rahman	Ayman	Abd	El	Rehiim	Hassan	Mohamed	Eba	Medical	Computer	aided	app.	Cairo	Metro	Line3	by	Islam	A	route	planner	and	info	webapp	for	Cairo	Metro	Line3	users	Tasks	Manager	by	Juan	Martín	Margrett	A	web-based	application	to	manage	the	different	kinds	of	tasks	for	a
Company.	spacedinvaders	by	Michael	Morehouse	A	command	line,	text	based	version	of	the	arcade	classic.	Watchful	Eyes	by	Andrew	James	Lees	A	2D	game	about	staying	out	of	sight	Weatherapp50	by	David	Kitz	This	application	asks	for	a	location	then	retrieves	the	weather	for	that	location	Chatergy	by	Asadullah	Kashif	A	console	based	chatting	app	in	C	using	sockets.
HUGR	by	Duarte	Areias	dos	Reis	Web-based	application	for	improving	life	with	coaching	methodology.	CAL	ORIE	by	Kanagarla	Kushal	Anurag	day	wise	calorie	intake	tracker	Keyboard	Invaders	by	Martin	Harrison	A	version	of	space	invaders	where	you	type	to	shoot	the	words	The	occupationGame	by	Frederik	Oskar	Bomheuer	The	first	App	that	picked	up	the	idea	of	the
German	Game	called	"Quartett"!	The	occupationGame	by	Jonathan	Schmidt	The	first	app	that	picked	up	the	idea	of	the	German	Game	called	"Quartett"!	Jiji	Scout	by	Jesse	Fedak	Alerts	a	user	when	it	finds	a	new	listing	that	matches	what	they	are	looking	for	on	the	Canadian	classifieds	website	Kijiji.	GpioServer	by	Avi	Agola	A	server	that	can	operate	the	RPI	GPIO	board	with
a	flask	web	server.	Landon's	Grade	Calculator	by	Landon	Ellis	It	takes	data	from	our	school	grade	webpage	and	outputs	a	letter	grade	an	percentage	FarSys	by	Martha	Custodio	Contreras	It	is	an	MVP	for	a	Pharmacy	ERP	Thank	You	CS50!	by	Louise	Rafael	Lalu	A	game	that	takes	in	all	the	elements	that	I've	learned	from	the	game	track,	and	use	them	to	thank	the	CS50
Team.	CS50	Final	Project	by	Upadhyayula	Alekhya	To-do	list	CS50	Final	Project	by	Upadhyayula	Alekhya	To-do	list	Doc	Simi	by	Mosimiloluwa	Asaolu	Writing	on	the	web	My	Homepage	by	Vinicius	Graminhole	Donadel	I	created	my	own	homepage	with	my	professional	profile	to	be	seen	on	any	device.	EczTrack	by	Leon	Sirghii	Web	diary	for	eczema	sufferers	Central	Heating
Control	by	Daniel	Edwards	Control	your	central	heating	timer	from	anywhere	with	this	simple	web	based	app.	Slang	-	Text	to	Speech	by	Kauê	Reis	de	Assis	Pereira	A	Chrome	Extension	that	converts	to	speech	any	text	of	any	website.	Password	Protected	Personal	Diary	by	Shlok	Gaurang	Damani	A	useful	diary	Errands	by	Khaled	Ayman	Mohamed	Yusry	Sayed	Ahmed
Budgeting	App	Calorie	×	Calorie	by	Ahmed	Aladdin	Ismail	website	to	manage	your	nutrition.	Grade	6	Resources	by	Vedh	A	resource	hub	for	6th	grade	BASIS	Independent	Silicon	Valley	students.	Phobus	by	Davi	Brito	A	Python	command	line	program	for	parsing	HTML	href's	by	url	MyTasks	by	Mia	Gover	A	Flask	website	that	keeps	track	of	tasks	you	need	to	do	Thriving
Through	2020-	Road	to	digitalization	by	Kaltra	Brahimaj	HOMELAND	Spotify	music	Player	by	Aleksandr	Zheleznov	A	protibial	Music	player	Savings	by	DIEGO	FELIPE	HERNANDEZ	GAITAN	App	to	keep	track	of	your	saving	products	LET'S	PRAY	TOGETHER	by	JUAN	SUAREZ	A	place	to	pray	together	Ultimate	Dogfight	by	Karl	Behm	space	combat	simulator	Kimble	by	Taras
Mogetich	An	investment	tracker	with	latest	news	and	pricing	charts	for	a	wide	range	of	stocks	and	financial	instruments	PostIt	by	Aldino	Rahman	it	is	web	like	instagram	you	can	post	photo,comment	and	like	the	photo	My	Kombucha	Journal	by	Kevin	Li	Digital	Kombucha	Journal	Bookshelf	by	Federico	CALO	Bookshelf	is	an	application	which	purpose	is	to	facilitate	the
organization	of	books	in	a	place	like	a	home	or	an	office.	Workout	Tracker	by	Alejandro	Ignacio	Moyano	It's	a	workout	tracker	on	the	web	PaulineChase	website	by	Andrew	Chasakara	Beauty	Website	Clear	Mind	by	Amanda	Flood	An	Android	app	to	help	you	manage	your	thoughts	and	let	go	of	negative	thinking.	VideoCalendar	by	Yael	Ginzburg	calendar	app	in	which	you
can	add	video	to	each	event	you	create.	Tracing	Covid19	by	Luis	Miguel	Ponce	Mariluz	Graphs	of	the	evolution	of	covid	cases	GoOut	by	Graeme	Bernier	Anyonymous	voting	system	when	planning	events	with	friends.	Bellevue	Paramedic	Medicine	Guide	by	Gabriel	Guitron	The	project	allows	paramedics	to	access	the	information	they	need	on	the	drugs	quickly,	without	the
use	of	cellular	data.	genetic	algorithm	by	Anushka	Rahul	Patil	genetic	algorithm	Game	Gauge	by	Alex	Isken	A	web-based	app	for	tracking	a	video	game	backlog	with	playtime	and	completion.	Personal	Notes	by	PERIYANAN	RAMESH	KUMAR	This	is	a	notes	app	made	by	java	in	android	studio	which	you	can	create,edit	and	delete	notes.	MiserMe	by	Gian	Stanley	Adres
Millare	A	simple,	free	form	budgeting	/	financial	Flask	application	built	using	Python,	SQLite3,	HTML,	CSS,	and	JavaScript.	Photobook	by	Matteo	Diani	A	web	app	to	upload	and	see	your	photos	Gravity	Run	by	Bryan	Wilson	Gravity	project	Journey	by	Elena	Matskevich	In	this	project,	the	company	“Dreams	Come	True!”	sells	travel	with	the	help	of	a	time	machine	to	different
places	in	the	Universe	and	also	at	different	times.	Random	Movie	Generator	by	Youssef	Maged	End	your	boredom.	Babylon	Magazine	by	Hamssa	ALHawaz	My	project	is	simply	a	website	titled	Babylon	Magazine,	international	Magazine	Between	East	and	West.	MySupplies	by	Gabriel	Ribeiro	Paiva	It	helps	me	finding	out	when	I'm	running	out	of	my	medical	supplies.	Tool
Share	by	Steven	Small	This	web	app	lets	you	share	and	borrow	tools	with	your	family,	friends,	and	other	neighborhood	groups.	PM	Schedule	by	Constantin	Adrian	Chiriac	The	project	made	is	a	small	web	application	to	keep	tracks	of	preventive	maintenance	jobs.	The	purpose	of	this	project	was	to	build	a	web	application	targeting	professional	maintenance	to	reduce	the
likelihood	of	equipment	breakdowns.	Calendar50	by	Hyungjae	Kim	Makes	managing	online	course	work	easier.	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Aamir	Rasheed	A	Tic	Tac	Toe	game	in	a	decent	environment	Shopping	List	by	Timothy	Wall	A	shopping	list	mobile	application	Open	flights	by	Marianne	Helena	review	tool	for	airlines	companies	Quote	Wheel	by	Wong	Ching	Fai	A	website	to	users
to	fetch	and	store	random	quotes	under	four	categories.	HOOT	by	Jerome	Charles	A	simple	messaging	application	Aminals	Math	by	Teela	Moore	Interactive	website	to	help	young	students	learn	math	Dictionary	Cards	by	Sean	Dryer	Language-learning	optimized	flash	card	android	app.	Song	Book	by	Sergii	Mytakii	list	of	Christian	songs	lyrics	Project	Mota	by	Mohammad
Mashhood	Alam	It	is	a	web	application	which	saves	you	from	obesity.	Shrimp	Back	by	Oliver	Chrome	extension	that	give	you	notifications	to	remeber	good	posture,	when	you	are	using	your	computer.	⚡PW²	Library	and	Tools	by	Jordy	Henry	⚡PW²	Library	and	Tools	is	a	group	of	three	projects	that	easily	allows	you	to	re-scale	your	images	to	the	right	power	of	two
dimensions.	Pano	Loco	website	by	Joao	Paulo	de	Souza	Oliveira	Pano	Loco	is	a	website	developed	to	sell	tailored	clothes	on	the	internet	NS	Mail	App	by	Nitin	Nallagatla	A	pseudo-email	application	stored	locally.	Snake	Game	by	Harshil	It	is	the	classic	snake	game,	but	there	are	also	other	various	gamemodes	that	build	upon	it.	Mineg	by	Ricardo	Vargas	Cruz	Inventory
management	Church	App	by	Nallawarige	Viraj	kausalya	Quick	learning	IT	SUZUKI	TITAN	FW110	Spare	Parts	by	Andri	Gunawan	Ambarita	My	project	provide	information	for	SUZUKI	TITAN	FW110	Spare	Part	(Scheme,	part	name,	number	and	price).	CS50	weather	by	Christoph	Wittmann	On	my	website	you	can	check	the	weather	on	any	location	of	the	world	and	save	your
favorite	locations.	TypoChecking	by	Andrey	Furlan	A	chrome	extension	to	display	html	typography	attributes	CS50	final	project:	Museguesser	by	Harshvardhan	Patel	A	game	in	which	you	have	the	name	of	the	artist	and	the	name	of	the	first	letter	of	each	song	and	have	to	guess	the	song.	Concentration	-	A	memory	game	by	Ankit	Shah	Concentration	is	a	memory	game.
Super	Extreme	Box	Shooter	by	Marcus	Switzer	Box	Shooting	Game	Xeloa	by	Harsh	Patil	Xeloa	is	an	advanced	text	readability	calculator.	NeuralEar	by	Marius	Heinrich	An	app	that	helps	people	with	tinnitus	or	hearing	loss.	Final	Project	CS50	by	Sammy	Bossman	Jnr	COVID-19	Questionnare	Hangman.py	by	Umesh	Kumar	Sarkar	Hangman.py	brings	back	the	hangman	in	a
command-line	interface	style	where	users	have	to	guess	words	correctly.	GLUC	Record	by	Javier	Ignacio	León	Mejía	Tool	for	people	to	record	their	Glucose	levels	and	Blood	Pressure.	The	3D	Printing	Shop	by	Martin	De	Nardo	A	site	to	learn	about	3d	printing	and	shop	for	3D	printers,	parts	and	filaments.	MyAgenda	by	Claire	Tischuk	A	virtual	agenda	on	a	databased-backed
website.	My	CookBook	by	Enrico	Oliva	A	Website	where	people	can	share	their	food	knowledge!	Hangman	Game	by	Fernando	Salas	A	game	in	which	you	have	to	chosse	a	letter	in	order	to	save	th	man.	Trivia	by	Emma	Rizen	This	is	a	simple	trivia	game	in	C	which	imports	questions	and	answers	from	a	csv	file.	Ember	Defense	by	Lim	Jia	Jing	Samuel	Defend	your	area	from
the	other	person's	ember	Open	multiple	links	by	Amit	sharma	Helpful	and	Easy	to	use	Restro	by	Kartik	Gupta	Website	for	a	restaurant	Anime	World	by	abdelrahman	khaled	a	place	where	anime	fans	can	see	anime	ranks	and	comments	Anime	World	by	abdelrahman	khaled	a	place	where	anime	fans	can	see	anime	ranks	and	comments	www.cloudtombs.com	by	Jing	Ai	Create
your	tomb	in	the	cloud!	PAX	by	Yle	Severino	Carvalho	is	a	web	application,	which	aims	to	be	a	software	for	funeral	homes,	as	it	has	features	such	as	registration	of	members	and	registration	of	private	funerals.	Future	Minds	by	Sid	Hocine	Quite	simply,	the	idea	of	my	site	is	the	site	of	my	company,	Future	Minds	Is	a	company	specialized	in	the	manufacture	of	websites	and
mobile	applications	and	support	ideas	and	advertising	This	site	is	compatible	with	all	devices	and	all	screens	and	is	characterized	by	simplicity	and	ease	of	use	And	it	allows	displaying	products	in	a	great	way	Lisieux	website	by	Neelesh	Vinayagam	My	school	website	Future	Minds	by	Bouzaouia	maiss	sirine	Quite	simply,	the	idea	of	my	site	is	the	site	of	my	company,	Future
Minds	Is	a	company	specialized	in	the	manufacture	of	websites	and	mobile	applications	and	support	ideas	and	advertising	This	site	is	compatible	with	all	devices	and	all	screens	and	is	characterized	by	simplicity	and	ease	of	use	And	it	allows	displaying	products	in	a	great	way	Future	Minds	by	BOUZAUIA	JASMINE	Tout	simplement,	l'idée	de	mon	site	est	le	site	de	ma
société,	Future	Minds	est	une	société	spécialisée	dans	la	fabrication	de	sites	web	et	d'applications	mobiles	et	de	support	d'idées	et	de	publicité	Ce	site	est	compatible	avec	tous	les	appareils	et	tous	les	écrans	et	se	caractérise	par	sa	simplicité	et	sa	facilité	d'utilisation	Et	cela	permet	d'afficher	les	produits	de	manière	excellente	OurFilx	by	Carlos	Arturo	Abril	Movies
collaboration	platform	My	Expenses	by	Flávio	Aparecido	Liborio	Tonon	My	Expenses	is	a	simple	expense	management	tool	Backyard	Barter	by	ANDRE	LUIS	DURAO	ABDO	Online	barter	system	for	organic	food!	Dienstplan	by	Marlon	Kovarbasic	Merging	spreadsheets.	TODO	list	web	app	by	abdelrahman	El	Hoseeny	Add	your	TODO	items	and	change	its	status	My	lovely
recipes	by	Marina	Bazyk	web	page	with	recipes	added	by	users	Control	Shooters	50	by	Shadon	C.	K.	Phillip	multiplayer	spaceship	shooter	About	MIELTS,	Review	your	IELTS	experiences	by	MD	M	MONI	Get	all	the	information	about	IELTS	Center	around	the	world,	write	you	own	reviews	and	experiences,	register	your	your	IELTS	center,	compare	it	with	other	IELTS	center
around	the	world.	A	Song	you	need	by	Moe	Thant	Ko	Find	song	recommendations	from	people.	Not	from	algorithms.	Betatest	by	Parth	Sarthi	A	Flask-based	website	to	host	cryptic	hunts	Fio	by	Mohammad	Abdulrahman	Alnaseer	Utility	tool	for	print	files/folder	information.	Partman	by	Hein	Reyneke	Stock	&	invoicing	system	Multi-Pathed	Story	by	Aarya	Thakkar	Interactive
story	EsportsNews	by	Kevin	Vanaerschodt	esports	news	app	Pantry-Mate	by	Liam	Morrison	Pantry-Mate	is	an	web	site	that	allows	users	to	keep	track	of	what	is	in	their	pantry!	COVID-19	Stats	by	Bryan	Suwandhy	COVID-19	Info	&	Dashboard	Election	Forecast	by	Aditya	Balan	Shows	live	data	of	national	and	state	U.S.	election	results	from	administrator	input.	Space	Dell	by
Arturo	M.	Grullón	Ducasse	Space	shooter	Game	Krossy	Road	by	Navaneeth	Sujith	It	is	a	3d	game	in	which	the	main	objective	is	to	cross	the	road	without	being	hit	by	a	car.	Prime	by	Andrew	Jason	Haas	Calculates	prime	numbers	efficiently.	ChemFriend	by	Jojo	KIm	ChemFriend	is	a	website	designed	to	help	the	user	name	hydrocarbons	according	to	IUPAC	nomenclature.
Very	useful	for	Organic	Chemistry	students.	Schedule	by	Dhyan	Sankar	A	scheduling	website.	mofit&more	by	Tony	Chionye	Jays	It	is	a	website	aimed	at	helping	users	attain	physical	fitness	through	proper	diets	and	regular	exercises.	SNEK.py	by	Robert	Brewer	simple	snake	game	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Aryanadi	Iman	Cahyono	Simple	Tic-Tac-Toe	(no	AI	yet)	game	in	Lua,	using
Love2D.	This	was	made	for	learning	by	doing	purpose	only,	and	may	not	be	100%	perfect.	OWL	by	AMOL	HARSH	A	smart	personalized	flash	card	app	with	mnemonics	and	testing	facility.	Passwords	by	Narek	Bznuni	A	safe	database	of	passwords	My	Gallery	by	 ظفاح 	 ليعامسا 	 دمحم 	 ليعامسا 	"My	gallery"	is	a	photosharing	site	that	allows	users	to	upload	photos	and	share	with	others.	
Mohammad	Zohaib	Hamdule	My	personal	blog	to	post	CS	stuff	Ship	Shooter	by	Callum	Young	Game	Snake	game	by	A	I	K	O	M	A	R	A	T	Any	business	must	start	with	the	basics	and,	most	importantly,	with	what	you	like	Food	lust	by	Voldemaras	Slatkevicius	Food	lust	is	a	recipe	search	web	application	Moonchaser	Runners	by	Junxiao	Yi	This	is	a	web-based	application	where
runners	can	create	and	join	running	events	and	groups.	Tankx	by	Jason	Hartgraves	Battle	Tank	Team	Project	Tracker	by	Max	Kullmann	Team	Project	Tracker	is	a	web	application	that	can	be	used	to	track	times	for	teams.	The	New	You	Fitness	by	Abisola	Adeniran	Web	application	Domino	Train	by	Liam	Yaroschuk	Given	1	double	domino	and	13	dominoes,	my	program	will
calculate	the	longest	possible	train	of	dominoes.	p-ku.com	by	Eric	Peek	Personal	website	QuoteHome	by	Audree	Steinberg	A	Google	Chrome	extension	that	displays	an	inspirational	quote	and	image	when	the	user	opens	a	new	tab	Music	taster	by	Francisco	Javier	Jiménez	Quiñones	Music	share	website	to-do-app	by	Buğra	Yılmaz	Manage	your	to-do	items.	DONATEPLASMA+
by	MEESALA	NAVEEN	KUMAR	It	helps	to	connect	plasma	needy	people.	The	Forum	by	Jorge	Trujillo	A	social	media	website	Pong	Modes	by	Hitansh	Agarwal	Pong	but	with	multiple	modes.	Cascade	by	Himath	Ratnayake	This	task	involves	producing	a	program	in	the	‘C’	language	that	allows	a	user	to	play	a	single	player	game	on	an	n	x	n	gameboard	of	a	specified	input	size
‘n’	populated	with	random	symbols	from	a	pre-defined	list.	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Usama	Naeem	Good	Tic	Tac	Toe	Game	Travelog	by	Guilherme	Gomes	Connect	travelers	and	help	users	get	relevant	information	through	story	sharing.	Each	user	is	able	to	publish	and	view	storys	from	one	another.	Outzombied	by	Santiago	Salas	Survive	from	the	zombies	for	as	long	as	you	can!
SpotifyMe	by	Eduardo	de	Sá	Lima	Get	your	favorites	artists	on	spotify	Travelog	by	Douglas	Freitas	Connect	travelers	and	help	users	get	relevant	information	through	story	sharing.	Each	user	is	able	to	publish	and	view	storys	from	one	another.	Know	Your	Capitals	by	Walter	Lloyd	Master	your	U.S.	capitals	Plantit	by	Crisis	#RE_NAME_	a	web	application	where	it	uses
random	Fractals	to	make	trees.	Rock	Tumbling	by	Sarah	Murad	An	informational	website	designed	to	teach	users	about	the	basics	of	rock	tumbling,	and	to	provide	them	with	the	tools	to	do	so	effectively.	Random	Word	API	by	Pedro	Abraham	Moreno	Vázquez	An	API	to	get	random	words	KillerChair	by	Breair	Sabir	An	Android	timer	app	designed	to	control	your	sitting	time
Brick	Breaker	by	Waqas	Qureshi	Retro	COVID50Cares	by	Henrique	Junqueira	Based	on	what	has	been	happening	around	the	world	in	pandemic	times	where	every	piece	of	information	is	valuable.	TimeWealth	by	Pratyush	Sudhakar	It	is	a	program	for	teachers	to	create	and	edit	a	timetable	of	their	classes	in	the	form	of	a	SQL	table.	PetitsPoints	online	shop	by	Tristan	Maitre
This	is	online	shop	website	for	my	girlfriend's	own	part-time	business.	Main	goals	is	to	present	the	business,	its	products	&	services	(in	front-end)	and	provide	a	platform	for	customers	to	make	orders	(in	back-end).	Web	Platform	by	Tiago	Vieira	Enables	the	trading	of	financial	assets	and	personal	finance	management.	Circuit	by	Samuel	Šoltys	Minimalist	puzzle	game
Magical	Alice	by	Joshua	Ahrens	A	videogame	in	which	a	side-scrolling	witch	learns	new	powers.	Anagrams	by	Natasha	Augustine	Try	to	guess	the	word!	(Anagrams)	Rainbow	Machines	by	Tinashe	Gutu	Tracking	Service	Twooter	by	Nathan	Inbar	A	twitter	clone	built	with	react.js	and	flask	Karaok2.0	by	sean	fisher	stem	seperation	using	Spleeter	ai	Application	for	family
members	to	connect	by	Wang	Chunyan	My	project	is	about	creating	an	application	on	which	family	members	can	share	thoughts	about	life,	send	notes	to	each	other,	keep	diary	to	themselves.	Super	Order	by	Andrea	Rius	Antiga	Sliding	puzzle	that	challenge	you	and	your	friends.	You	need	to	order	all	the	numbers,	using	an	empty	space	to	do	your	movements.	Coronavirus
Project	by	Sergiu-Claudiu	Iordanescu	Coronavirus	Project	contains	regularly	updated	information	about	the	new	Coronavirus	situation	around	the	world	with	focus	on	Austria.	Уличный	музыкант	by	Маргарита	Маковская	Для	поиска	уличных	музыкантов	в	городах.	50	DASH	by	Santiago	Acosta	Diaz	Dummie	version	of	Geometry	Dash	(or	Impossible	game)	News
Classification	by	Tejas	Gosavi	Classify	News!!!	Meljko	by	Clinton	Veigas	A	simple	chrome	extension	that	inverts	the	colors	on	a	website	Clipboard-storage	by	Jan	Szczepański	Storage	for	clipboard	copy	actions.	Happiness	Journal	by	Chung	Sum	Ching	A	website	for	people	to	record	things	that	made	them	smile	Track50	by	Mattias	Braams	A	web	application	that	tracks
meetings	and	positive	covid-19	tests	to	see	whether	the	meetings	were	safe/	12	Hints	by	Marco	Lucas	Pennino	The	website	provides	a	pool	of	cards	to	play	the	'12	Hints',	which	I	invented	and	is	specified	on	the	index	page.	Study	Timer	by	Igor	Fernandes	Vicente	A	website	to	track	your	time	studying	Seafood	Harvest	Tracker	by	Michael	Winchester	A	web	application	for
tracking	data	related	to	seafood	harvests	such	as	user,	species,	location,	and	temperature.	The	phpLiteAdmin	donation	by	Quesia	Ferreira	Mendes	The	project	is	a	webpage	where	anyone	can	donate	and	support	the	phpLiteAdmin.	Avvienash's	Ball	Game	by	Avvienash	Jaganathan	A	destressing	webpage	Breakout	Fakeout	by	Haris	Bhatti	A	recreation	of	the	classic	game
Breakout	using	Lua	code.	BookMarks	by	Sabreenna	Marsya	Djuli	Keep	track	of	books	that	you	read.	NoteArc	by	Akash	J.	khamkar	NoteArc	is	A	minimalistic	guitar	tuner	and	note	detector	android	app.	My	Dream	Website	by	Jeevan	Koiri	I	implemented	a	complete	website	with	the	special	feature	of	Mini	google	project	which	allow	the	user	to	make	google	web	search	and
image	search	from	the	same	input	field.	PUSH	IT!	by	Kaung	Khant	Ko	Ko	Portable	Push	Hockey	Table	Game	FunInFifty	by	Karl	Stell	Tracking	a	person's	fun	in	the	fifty	US	States	SpaceTimeNow	by	Michael	Kessler	A	site	related	to	space	stuff	Novence	by	Nicolas	Cobelo	A	list	of	the	items	in	your	kitchen	with	their	expiration	date.	Zombie	Scape	by	Rodrigo	Castellari	Affonso
In	this	Gameboy	inspired	adventure,	pick	your	character	and	fight	your	way	through	a	hospital	overran	with	zombies	to	get	to	the	safe	heaven	CryptoS50	by	Mattéo	Menager	A	training	cryptocurrencies	trading	app.	ITA	Grading	System	by	Wanangwa	Lukhere	The	project	allows	lecturers	or	senior	staff	to	captured	and	review	students	grades	SJosefsson	by	Simon	Josefsson
A	portfolio	and	resume	site	with	a	blog	and	guestbook	Merc4d0	by	Victor	Kowalski	Website	for	creating	shopping	lists	and	ordering	them	from	nearby	supermarkets.	COVID-19	facts	by	Zhang	Zhen	Li,	Jenny	Fun	Hike	Philippines	by	Aquino,	Kevin	Rendell	Samson	A	website	for	the	best	place	to	hike	in	the	Philippines	Digital	Neighbourhood	by	Denis	Mbugua	Wanjiru	Be	your
neighbors	keeper	Car	Wash	Rck	by	Luiz	Henrique	Goncalves	Car	wash	booking	system	finance	premium	by	Yang	Jen	Hsiang	(Tony)	add	some	features	to	cs50	finance.	also	I	am	from	Taiwan,	forgot	to	mention	in	video	Private	Expense	Tracker	by	Yinghui	Chen	The	reason	I	built	this	web-based	application	is	so	my	family	members	could	easily	record	and	track	their	expenses
as	well	as	share	their	spending	habits	with	one	another.	Geo-Data	Downloader	by	SUNILKUMAR	M	PRADHANI	Application	to	download	latitude,	longitude	and	elevation	data	along	a	path	using	Google	Maps	API.	React	calculator	model	by	黃韋智	Calculator	model	using	React.js	and	Redux.	MOVIES-FOR-FRIENDS	by	Ismail	Akgun	A	fun	way	to	make	your	own	"best	of
movies"	lists	and	compare	with	your	friends.	Astrological	by	Amit	Kumar	Dhiman	Astrology	:	Truth	or	Hoax	Form	component	by	Axel	Kreitler	Generic	form	for	multiple	ocmponents.	Organize	Me	by	Tobias	Rester	The	organizer	that	adapts	to	you!	Bocks	by	Anthony	Fournier	A	rock,	paper,	scissors	game.	Speed	Test	by	Costa	Kobrinsky	Web	site	that	tests	your	download	and
upload	speed	Better	By	Percent	by	Michael	Graber	This	is	user-based	habit/goal	tracker	to	help	individuals	improve	bit-by-bit	at	whatever	they	want	to	keep	track	of.	WaddyCO	by	Marshal	Kazuwa	It's	a	job	portal	that	assist	jobseekers	to	find	and	a	apply	for	jobs	from	companies	that	use	the	platform.	Dungeon	Explorer	by	Thyraphol	A	simple	yet	addicting	dungeon	crawler
experience.	food	tinder	by	Stefanie	Beyer	food	tinder	is	a	web	application	that	suggests	recipes	to	users	based	on	their	diet.	campfindash.herokuapp.com	by	Vince	Perez	campfindash(short	for	campaign	finance	dashboard)	is	a	web	site	that	allows	users	to	search	for	members	of	congress	and	retrieve	up	to	date	information	regarding	campaign	finance,	basic	info,	and	a
portal	to	register	to	vote.	Animals	AR	by	Jhon	Eferson	Castaño	Orozco	This	project	is	created	to	teach	children	in	low-income	communities	about	animals.	MASTERTIME	by	Jia	Yong	A	simple	time	planner	web	application.	Counterstring	by	Sean	Gustaf	Joyce	Count	the	number	of	string	characters	a	text	box	can	take.	Color	Catch	by	Ee	Song	Loh	Color	Catch	is	a	simple	single-
player	2D	game	made	using	LOVE2D	and	Lua.	VCards	by	Brij	Mohan	Your	Digital	Visiting-cards	Holder	EnglishGRAM	by	Aleksandr	Malyshev	EnglishGRAM	is	a	web	application	that	helps	to	study	english	grammar.	Tic	Tac	Toe	by	Osama	Fareed	Game	of	Tic	Tac	Toe	CS50TAB	-	Chrome	Extension	by	Pedro	Dias	For	my	last	project,	I	developed	a	chrome	extension	with
project	tracking	functionalities.	House	accounting	by	Giulia	Rossi	Keep	track	of	your	house	expenses	and	compare	their	trend	in	different	months!	Password	Manager	by	Quốc	Thái	Ngô	A	web	application	that	allows	you	to	store	passwords	Dungeon	Run	by	Kevin	Agyei	Ofori	A	2D	platformer	game	Gitbucket	by	Iván	Franco	Chrome	extension	to	improve	the	user	experience
in	Github	bringing	the	best	features	of	Bitbucket.	The	Brave	and	Lost	by	Danila	Dziarkach	Zombie	survival	game	I	Remind	U	by	Sachin	Raosaheb	Dalvi	My	CS50x	final	project	a	Google	Chrome	Extension	made	with	HTML,	CSS,	and	JavaScript.	Workout	Log	by	Brian	Edwin	De	Guzman	Log	for	workout	exercises	NewInTown	by	Rodelay	Torres	Is	a	web	application	where	you
can	search	for	events	places	and	articles.	Expensesify	by	Nwachukwu	Ejiofor	A	web	app	for	managing	your	cashflow.	horta.py	by	Lucas	Peres	Bet	An	extensible	python	command	line	program	that	generates	and	draws	gardens	in	the	terminal.	What'sTheWeather?	by	Sergey	Kuznetsov	Cool	Weather	App	Memory	Game	by	Kyle	Chen	Memory	game	with	Python	using	Pygame
Black	and	White	by	Junsu	Lee	"Black	and	White"	game	requires	your	skill	to	read	opponent's	mind,	and	get	a	point	based	on	opponent's	behavior.	TagSalud	by	Andres	Chocron	Obadia	A	QR	code	with	the	most	important	information	when	you	need	it.	Morse	Translator	by	Mohamed	Khaled	Mohamed	Awad	It	performs	morse	code	ecryption	and	decryption	ask4pic.com	by	Tim
Priestley	A	place	you	can	ask	friends	for	pics	Rate	Card	by	Daniel	Singer	Job	costing	and	tracking	web	app	Blog	Crunch	by	Jibachh	Yadav	Personal	Blogging	Site	CISCA	Admin	Web	App	by	Johan	Stjernholm	A	Web	App	for	keeping	track	of	students	for	the	CISCA	dance	school.	School	Portal	by	Fikret	Can	Gürbüz	School	Portal	is	an	web	application	to	create	custom	web
pages,	aim	to	help	education.	Cozy	Learning	by	Marc	Lopes	A	Chrome	extension	adding	the	following	features	to	any	page	you	visit:	Dart	Theme,	Dictionary,	Pomodoro	Timer	and	Text	to	Speech.	Budget.io	by	Filip	Doseděl	Expense	tracking	web	app	allowing	categorization	&	visualization	CB14	Reservas	by	Román	Escolano	Webapp	that	allows	to	reserve	a	padel	court
Halloween	Game	by	Dominika	Kalinowska	Game	in	python	with	pygame	library	because	I	really	want	to	make	games.	MLPHFM	by	Sanjin	Gumbarević	Application	of	multilayer	perceptron	on	heat	flux	meter	results	Wall	Street	by	Achint	Gupta	Buy/Sell	shares	on	the	fly!	TicTacToe	by	Jayendra	Mangal	A	2v2	game	programmed	in	C.	Las	Mirlas	by	Ricardo	Web	app	tailored	to
the	catering	business	(in	SPANISH);	It	serves	as	a	way	to	facilitate	how	customers	prepare	an	order	given	products	available	at	the	store	and	budget	constraints.	Real	News	by	Deny	Riva	A	source	for	reliable	news	in	the	post-truth	era.	Pocket	Logbook	by	Christopher	An	app	that	allows	pilots	to	log	their	flights	Moroccan	Food	by	mohammed	muay	You	can	buy	some	of	the
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